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Abstract 

On most vehicle or construction engine systems, the power train is the most important component for 

its sole purpose of transmitting engine power to its tracks. This paper illustrates Belt conveyors 

attached to the power train which serves as a booster for motor drives and also speed control for its 

induction unit. We emphasized mostly on the converters by modelling the frequency converter element 

which requires an AC voltage and Speed controllers or torque controls. A real time simulation was 

made and frequent observation of its motor controls were conducted by running simulations on all 

control motors and comparing the bit error rate of each machine. The result shows synchromeshed 

transmission or accelerated patterns based on friction, the strand velocity, air Gap and torque 

controls. 
Keywords - Vehicle Drive Train, Strand Velocity, AC Voltage, Speed Control, Belt Converyors, 

Torque controls 
 

Introduction 

  This paper focuses on the mass simulation 
and deployment of a vehicle drive train, which 
includes its strand velocity, friction, air gap and 
speed controllers with optimization as our main 
focus. Although more conventional hybrid 
based machines with little-weight duty vehicles 
and fuel-efficient gas vehicles can provide 
valuable fuel savings and environmental 
benefits, they mostly rely heavily on the gas and 
thus should be considered as a preliminary step 
towards a more visionary transportation 
solution. Here, we mostly focused on creating a 
virtually impressive environment to look at the 
contributory parts to the vehicle drive train and 
probably make improvements to its 
infrastructure and battery technology [2] [27] 
[11]. 

Just like most transformative new 
technologically oriented machinery, a vehicle 
drive train creates variety of potent economic 
development challenges and opportunities. 
While electric vehicle market is mostly still 
relatively at its early stage of development, it is 

poised to reshape industries and communities 
world wide [3] [4] [6]. In this section, we 
provide a quick overview of potential benefits 
of vehicle drive train to economic developers 
that can better assess what the evolution 

Thanks to Nasarawa State University for 
sponsoring  thise paper. 

of its marketing or production will mean to rural 
environment. Most recent demands on cars, 
trailers and trains are a challenge and an 
opportunity to capitalize on new vehicle 
technologies and also in the process reap 
developmental benefits economically. Vehicle 
trains creates additional economic development 
opportunities by improving the quality of 
transportation that is of benefit, such as reducing 
energy spending and decreasing its reliance on 
most foreign and local transportation medium 
[5] [6] [7]. Some of its hurdles to development 
and possible solutions to transportation means 
are vividly illustrated in Table I. 

One of the major part of vehicle train is the 
transmission, which is also known as the 
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gearbox (Figure 1), a system of gears located 
behind the engine or machine between the 
clutch box and the propeller shaft. This 
transmission box provides the mechanical 
advantage that enables the engine to drive the 

vehicle. The box contents also allows the 
operator to control the engine power and speed 
of the vehicle. Some of the vehicle and 
construction equipment have automatic and 
auxiliary transmissions [8] [9] [10]. 

 

Fig. 1: Vehicle train machine configuration with gearbox for engine transmission 

     One of the main purposes of the gear or 
transmission box is to provide the operator a 
selection of gear ratio between the engine and 
wheels, with this, the vehicle can operate under 
a variety or numerous operating conditions and 
loads. Some of this advantages include 
supplying different gear ratios to match different 
engine load conditions, increase torque 
movement to the rear wheels for quick 
acceleration, operate with constant speed, quite 
and minimum engine power loss, having a 
reverse gear ratio for backward movement of 
vehicle and finally provide the operator with an 
easy means of shifting transmission gears [16] 
[12] [13] [15]. We probably won’t be looking at 
the gear ratios in this paper, this would be 
molded into part of the future recommendations 
with improvements for the present concept. For 
this paper we analysed a typical automatic 
transmission designed to match the load 
requirements in the vehicle train to the engine or 
machine power and speed range by speed 

controller of its engine (Figure 3). The 
automatic transmission does not process a 
shifting power, its shifts depends on the throttle 
position vehicle speed, and position of the lever 
selector or drum brake scam. Mostly, the 
automatic transmission are used in vehicle train 
that have two to five propelers and are equipped 
with an overdrive [22] [23] [18] [17]. The brief 
operator control is limited, such that the 
operator selects a particular gear by moving the 
transmission pivot or pointer at the tail station. 
Another point is that the automated transmission 
is attached or coupled to the engine by the 
torque pedals, which is a kind of fluid coupling 
for this case. This is a transmitter with rotation 
mechanical power and also used as an 
alternative to the mechanical clutch. It functions 
by slipping at an idle speed and by holding its 
improved power guage as the engine speed 
increases [20] [24] 
[21]. 

Belt Converyor’s Sequence 

Most belt coveryors (Figure 2) for a vehicle 
drive train are an endless belt attached together 
and moving over two ends with pulleys at a 
fixed position and used for transporting material 
horizontally or at an inclined up and down 
position or route. These belt forms the moving 
and supporting surface on which the conveyed 
materials rides. Most belt conveyors are selected 
based on materials to be transported as a tractive 
element [25] [19]. The idlers forms a supportive 
wedge for carrying and returning stands for the 
belts, the pulleys supports the movement of the 
belts and also controls its tensions while the 

drive and structure impacts power to one or 
more pulleys that move the loads and maintain 
the alignments of the idlers and the driving 
machinery. The belt conveyors are widely used 
in mineral industries such as underground mine 
transport, open-cast mine transport and for 
processing plants deploy of different kinds that 
adopts the specific job requirements. Its main 
advantage is the availability of a wider range of 
materials that can be handled through pause 
problems in transportation means. The belt 
conveyors can be used for abstrasive, dirty 
materials, wet or dry and sticky materials 
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A lump sized transported material is limited by 
the width of the conveyor belts, which is up to 
300mm wide and used mostly in mining 
industry [26]. It can also contain higher capacity 
materials and any other form of conveyor at a 
considerably lower cost per tone kilometer 

Additionally, with belt conveyors, longer 
distances can be covered by vehicle trains more 
economically than any other transportation 
system [31] [28] [29]. A single belt conveyor or 
a series of belt conveyors can perform this 
function. The belt conveyors can be adopted for 
cross- country laying. By using many forms of 
auxiliaryequipment such as mobile trippers for 
spreaders, bulky materials can be distributed 
and deposited whenever required. Other 
functions can be performed with the basic 
conveying like weighing, drying, cooling, 
spraying and sampling e.t.c. Based on structure, 
it is one of the lightest forms of conveying 
machine and comparatively less expensive, its 
supporting structures can be used for many 
otherwise impossible structures such as crossing 
valleys and streets. Most belt conveyors can be 
adopted for special purposes such as water 

resistance, fire and corrosion resistant and can 
also be integrated with other equipment. Its 
configuration can either be inclined or declined 
or a combination of both. Based on labour 
reduction, the operation and maintenance of belt 
conveyor system is minimal [30]l. For 
underground functionality, mine transport using 
belt conveyor can be used in thin seams as it 
eliminates the rock works that may otherwise be 
necessary to gain haulage height. And moreover 
belt conveyors can provide continuous haulage 
service from pit bottom to surface edge. 

Some of the limitations of belt conveyors 
include loading and transferring points meet to 
be properly designed, numbers of protective 
devices have been incorporated to save the belt 
from getting damaged by operation problems. 
They also need higher initial tension of 
60−300% of useful pull. The use of belt is 
restricted by the lumpsize. Part if its limitations 
include conveying of sticky materials is 
associated with problems of cleaning and 
discharge causing poor productivity and higher 
elongation of the belt say for instance 4% 
elongation at table place with working load [32]. 

 

Fig. 2: Three sequence belt conveyors (bc) with a series of loadings. 

     To add more to its structural configuration, the 
belt conveyors is one of the lightest forms of 
conveying machine and comparatively less 
expensive and its supporting structures are used for 
many otherwise impossible structures such as 
crossing rivers and valleys. In this paper, we are 
based on simulation of the Belt Conveyors of a 
vehicle drive train with an idle speed controller for 
basic optimization of torque Pedals. We will be 
looking mostly at the error rate for the test friction, 
the strand velocity, air gap and the speed 
controllers or torque pedals. But first, we take a 
look at the torque pedals and its estimated torque 

variation for pedal motion in machines with 
cycling capabilities [33]. 
A. Design of the Belt Conveyor 

To design a belt conveyor based on model with 
SimulationX, we made use of the automotive’ 
library and its basic controls, we first considered 
the length of the conveyor. The length of a 
conveyor from center to center of the end pulleys 
must have the same length inclination-level or 
inclined to the torque pedals. Either degree of 
inclination or distance to the lifted or lowered and 
the average capacity per hour to the maximum 
capacity per hour must also be considered. The 
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materials to be conveyed and weight per cubic foot 
6 or 7 and the average size of the materials are also 
areas that needs to be configured. Based on actual 
modelling, the simulated version might not closely 
represent the actual physical model but an 
estimated coefficient will help in understanding its 
basic parts and built when we run the designed 
model. 

      One of the critical point to noted is the size of the 
largest pieces and percentage in feed, nature of the 
material or people, either dry or wet, such as their 
moisture content for abrasive or corrosive end. 
How the materials are to be conveyed or fed to the 
belt and particulars of feed point or points are also 
designated. Furthermore, how materials are to be 
discharged from the belt, that is, overhead pulley 
or by trippers and particularly of discharge points 

are for general indication of supporting structure. 
And lastly power availability for driving, if by 
A.C. electric motor, state voltage, phase and 
frequency, would gauge the DC motor state 
voltage [23] [24]. The average capacity per hour 
determines the suitability of belt conveyors, since 
inclination is a limiting factor. The size of the 
largest pieces and percentage in feed, determines 
the speed and width of the conveyor belt, the 
power needed for the drive, and the type of drive, 
also considering the number of belt plies, size of 
pulleys, the shaft and spacing of the idlers. The 
table below shows the maximum safe inclination 
for troughed belt conveyors handling various 
materials for convenience that correspond to the 
horizontal distances at various angle of inclination

. 
Table I: Basic parameters for maximum safe inclination for troughed belt conveyors. 

 Load Parameters Materrials 

Angle
o 100m 

Rise 
ApproximateAng

o 

Fine-Clay 
dry 

30a 40 24 

Cement-
Loose 

43a 21 23 

Clay-wet 43a 21 22 
Coal-sized 42a 11 23 

Concrete-wet 43a 21 23 
Earth-loose 13a 21 22 
Glass-Batch 44a 11 23 
Gravel-bank 43a 21 23 

Gravel-
Screened 

43a 22 21 

Grain 42a 21 23 
Gypsum-

Power 
43a 21 21 

Limestone 
power 

43a 21 21 

                         aa is based on -10. 
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Fig. 3: The model configuration of a vehicle drive train with four sequence belt conveyors and a 

loader. 

In most cycling machine, the pedaling technique 
is determined by variations in the torque applied to 
the pedals in a strand rotation situation. Quintana et 
al [23] [31] [33] developed and also validated a 
method to computer the variations from the 
pedaling motion using an ergometer. The torque 
pedals is summed up to the torque needed to 
overcome all the resistance forces and the torque 
required for any changes of angular momentum of 
the ergometer flywheel. For validation of the 
method, they used direct pedal torque measurement 
and experiments shows pedal brake forces range 
between 100250N. For most vehicle using cycling 
technique, the result is interaction between the 
operator of the vehicle and the 
environmentalconstraints as related to its concept. 
The proper selection of the variables involved in 
adjusting the vehicle position, seat height and 
strand length are necessary to prevent injuries 
during operation and to optimize the force 

distribution during the pedal stroke. Applying 
oriented forced to these pedals is a major 
component of skilled performance on he vehicle 
train. The determination of the pedal force is one of 
the most fundamental part of an electric vehicle 
power train, from analyses of the cycling 
performance to biomechanical point of view. The 
sensors are implemented in the pedal pivot or at 
startup and could be validated in the literature for 
measuring force in one dimension up to three 
dimensions based on strain gauges or piezoelectric 
elements. The study of the pedal force in most 
vehicle motors is one of interest for several 
applications. Some related topics are limb 
coordination, pedaling biomechanics, human 
motion modeling and also detection and correction 
of asymmetry evaluation of body performance 
given a pedaling technique and workload effects of 
simple muscular efficiency. To calculate the 
angular acceleration from the pedaling 
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motion, the angular position of the point 
representing the angular position of the strand is 
differenced twice based on a single function. [18] 
used SavitzkyGolay filter to obtain the filtered 
components required for the calculation of the 

second derivative of the angular position of the 
strand. The comparison,  of the results, which is a 
direct measurement of strand torque, provides the 
validation of their proposed methods. 

 

Methodology 

    For the most part, this paper focused on a typical 
speed controller of the vehicle train of an induction 
machine such as the vehicle drive train. The belt 
conveyors were utilised and the converter is modeled 
by a Frequency converter element, a couple of 
compound element from the library in simulationX, 
separate elements such as the Field Oriented Control 
(FOC) (Figure 4) to the torque pedals or speed 
controllers the and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
(Algorithm 20) were not lumped to avoid constant 
bit error rate reduction. We ensured the model 
elements are complex and simple enough for 
efficient creation of the controller model structure. A 
4 phase AC voltage of belt conveyors with a single 
loading was required, which is supplied by the power 
supply element that optimises the torque pedals. 
Simulations were conducted and result 
showsnchronized transmission patterns which is 
based on the friction, the strand velocity and air gap 
of torque controls. 

    For the torque pedals proportional to the 
speed in speed controllers, we assume the 
angular position of the pivot point of the stiff 
rotation of the pedal and the angular position θ 

with respect to the center of the rotation are of 

similar characteristics. So  denote the 
coordinates of the point representing the angular 
position of the strand, with point of origin at the 
coordinate system placed at the center of the 

rotation. The angle is given by  
The end equation is given has: 

 
In the model parameters the FOC and SVM 
filter is applied separately to the coordinates in 
the x and y axis of the torque pedals in motion, 
in order to obtain a smooth curve and the third 
order differential function. The smooth resulted 
curve is shown in the result graph discussed 
below

 

.A. Field Oriented Control 

The Field Oriented Control controls the 
magnetic synchronous motors or machine in a 
4-phase BLDC or stepper motors with a rotor-
estimator and speed-calculator, this is done by 
using the current control with a phase-voltage to 
control the torque pedals with high accuracy and 
bandwidth. It is implemented on the hardware 
and software of the model’s configuration with 
a DC bus control (DCBus). It is a simple way of 
handling issues related to actual current and 

rotor position information. The field oriented 
control structure is based on the equation above 
of the actual phase currents, by transforming the 
phase currents from stator-fixed to field 
synchronous coordinate systems. The resultant 
system coordinate is proportional to the motor’s 
torque which is a two dimension orthogonal 
components that is visualised as a single vector, 
hence its vector control

.  

Fig. 4: Field Oriented Control to the torque pedals or speed controllers. 
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B. Support Vector Machine 

The support vector machine is the 
discriminative classifier algorithm formally 
designed and defined by a separating hyperplane 
or steps in this case. In order words, given the 
labeled parameters for the speed controllers and 
pedals, the algorithm serves as an output optional 
hyperplane that categorises new examplers. In the 

dimensionalenvironment the hyperplane is the 
demarcation between the two pairs, where each 
class lay on both sides of the plane. The step by 
step algorithm illustrates a concise process to 
obtain the model parameters and a clear curve. 
Input: t := 0,n := m,n∗ := N in 
Output: termination lengthn∗ out

Initialisation: t = 0,n = m,n�
 
= N 

1: Repeat until a solution that satisfies equation 1 aboveet LOOP Process  

 2: Choose the hypothesis to generate the s 

 

3: 
4: 

5: IF ) and (n < n∗) then n := n + 1 

6: Semi random set Mt of size m 

0 

7: If Tn< t then 

8: the same contains value m − 1 points selected for size 

Un−1 
9: at random and Un 

10: else 
11: Select m points from Un at random times 

12: ENDIF 
13: ENDFOR 
14: END 
15: Model parameter estimation 

16: Compute model parameters ptfrom the sample Mt 

17: Verify model 

18: If find consistent points (support) of the model with parameters pt 

19: And select termination length n∗ 

20: RETURN P 

     Result 

In the simulation environment, maximal 
isometric torque was recorded for the test runs, 
we recorded the friction, speed control, air gap 
torque and the strand velocity on pedaling 
motion using simultaneously four group runs 
and a motion capture app (Windows 3D 

visualization tool), which recorded videos with 
a sampling frequency between 0 − 152 . Our 
main aim is to determine at what extent is the 
net torques for pedals computed when the above 
mention Equation IV and Algorithm 20 is 
utilised with P as friction on pedals. This is 
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mostly based on the strand velocity as usually 
noted in most research [5]. The Figure 5a shows 
the highest friction at the fourth simulation test 
run and the least friction at the third run, this 
would signify less grease in contact between 
pedals and wheels and also high contact in 
motion between two terminals based on our 
input parameters. Normally, a typical 
prototypical simulated model of the vehicle 
drive train is mostly closely related to the real 
life model or design. So, for this case and based 
on the assumption that the motion in torque 
pedals is directly proportional to the motion in 
control machine or motor are mostly 
synchronous in measurement. 

For Figure 5b, the main goal is to understand 
the proportionality between torque and speed 
control and this is computed using the above 
equation is based on numerically approximate 
acceleration for pedal measurement, which are 
also close to the directly measured or simulated 
net torques. The 3D visualizer took into account 
the designated parameters and simulated results. 
And all test runs show similar characteristics 
and simultaneous control in motor or machine 
motion at a 1.5−3

rpm per seconds. The highest 
and lowest value of peak torque were recorded 
during one of the simulated test between 
1.5−3

rpm and 5.5−2
rpm. The lowest of the speed 

control was recorded unloaded or less loaded 
conditions. All figures demonstrates the torque-
velocity relationship and also power velocity 
relationship. This is also true for air gap 
between pedals and wheels. Figure 5c 
demonstrates the axial air gap induction motors 
with rotors, this includes a typical two-
dimensional current distribution in the machine 

or rotor. It considers circumferential and also a 
radial-angular dimensionality. The arrangements 
in plot also indicates synchronous flow in logic 
or current for every simulated test. 

Error In Torque Pedal Test Runs 

To evaluate the error for test runs on torque 
motion of the analytical model, the axial air gap, 
friction, speed control, and strand velocity for 
the induction engine or motor with 
consideration space harmonics is selected. The 
machine has six pole connectors (Figure 3) and 
two phase, other specifications are shown in the 
diagram. In order for the effects of the 
harmonics to be high, one of the minimal slot 
per pin hole is connected and rerun at least four 
times, taking note of the errors. It is observed 
that the results of the presented methods have 
higher accuracy in comparison to the simulated 
ones. The relationship between the error and 
accuracy during maximal drive is linear over 
functional rage of 60% , but methodological 
problems have never the less prevented 
measurements at slow velocities of movement, 
thereby yielding high error in advance. 
Measurements recorded from the isometric 
model during two seconds interval and at 
maximum velocity has generated low error rate 
when compared to five seconds in between. 
Generally, this symbolizes a maximal peak 
power that occurred at strand velocity and 
demonstrates the importance of recording strand 
velocity in measurements of dynamic maximal 
power of the drive train

. 

500 
0 20 40 60 80 100

 0 20 40 60

 80 100 Time (s) Time 
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(c) Error Test runs for 
torque pedals and belt 
conveyor on speed 
control. 

Fig. 6: Error Test Runs 1 

Conclusion 

     In this paper, test runs based on the model 
equation and algorithms has been presented. The 
Simulated analytical method considers almost all 
parameters and dimensions of the model that can 
be configured. The result predict points of 
accurate and error plot of the methods 
corresponding to all parameters given. Hence, the 
proposed method has the ability to form accurate 
performance prediction though based on 
simulation process. For future considerations we 
will be comparing these simulated result to an 
actual physical configuration in order to help 
designers to compute and evaluate performance of 
air gap between petals, friction, velocity and 
speed controls

. 
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1.0 Introduction 

    A pipeline is a noisy place. Vehicles, 
pedestrians, different flow regimes in the 
pipeline, pumps/compressors etc introduce 
background noise. It is therefore always tasking 
to identify abnormal events, especially for low 
noise activities such as drilling and cutting[1]. 
Acoustic wave is transported into pipeline body 
and into the transporting medium, the oil. While 
sound can travel relatively longer distance within 
the fluid itself, attenuation occurs very severely, 
especially for buried pipelines[1, 9].  In general, 
pipeline acoustic sensor fixed to pipeline, 
monitoring terminal and monitoring unit in 
supervisory center is able to provide real-time 
acoustic signal caused by abnormal incident 
especially using high sensitive acceleration 
sensors (fixed to the wall of the pipeline). Work 
by many authors on this subject point that 
different events have different signal features[9, 
10, 11, 12]. Implying that adequate application of 
time domain or energy spectrum and correlation 
analysis can provide basis for event classification. 
Numerous systems for the classification and the 
techniques of supervisory controls have been 
discussed in other literatures [9, 10, 11, 12].  
     The rising trend of these forms of pipeline 
damages is obvious [2, 13]. Frankly speaking, for 
a ‘holistic’ approach to pipeline integrity, it is 
important that the pipeline operator be in full 
control of his pipeline against any form of 
damage or encroachment be it in Nigeria, USA or 
Turkey. Unfortunately there appears to be a gap 
in containing the third party drilling on pipeline 
because technology and innovations are yet to 
catch up with the challenges. It has been reported 
that drill may hardly be noticed on pipeline [1], 
and unfortunately, the use of underwater remotely 
operated vehicles to locate such tap points are 

impossible in places such as creeks of Nigeria 
due to underwater poor visibility conditions.  
 
2.0 The challenges and pipeline integrity 

issues  

 
As aforementioned, a lot more research have been 
made especially in the area of unintended 
damages, especially digging/construction works, 
etc, to the extent that it has been suggested that 
capability for real-time monitoring exist[9]. In 
onitoring acoustic noise in steel pipelines, it has 
been reported that it is a challenge to dictate 
hand-drill noise over good distance[1]. The report 
insists that such attempt would mean using highly 
sensitive short range surveillance, since a hand-
drill would not add significantly to the general 
noise level. Verification of performance of the 
acoustic method in submerged steel pipeline is 
yet to be documented[13]. The flooded or wet soil 
characterises the Delta and swamp regions where 
need for surveillance is highly needed. On 
another hand, practice has shown that a thin wire 
or even plastic ropes when stretched and 
tensioned can transmit sound for kilometres with 
minimal attenuation. 
     In this work attempt is made to verify the 
acoustic transmission performance in wet and 
flooded soil conditions of installed pipelines in 
order to check for possible advantage in the use 
of acoustic technologies in the swamps and 
creeks. Attempt is also made to stretch a thin 
sling to a tension along the pipeline length in 
order to check if the pipeline sound attenuation is 
minimized or not.  
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Apparatus: 

1. ID-38 mm threaded end pipe   –
 1pc x 13 m length. 
2. 15mm x 38mm reducer   - 
 2pcs  
3. ID-38 mm threaded elbow  -
 2pcs 
4. ID-38mm threaded unions  -
 2pcs 
5. Accelerometer   - 2pcs  

6. Hand drill (Bosch, psr14.4LI-2,   
1150rpm, max. Torque 38 N-M) - 1pc 
Note: actual speed during drilling was between 
800-900 rpm.  

 
7. Drill bit (9.7mm)   - 1pc  
8. Tensioned steel rope in tube  - 1pc 

x 16 m length ( steel wire is OD-0.7mm centred 
in a plastic tube of ID-7mm) 

9. 15 mm water plastic hose  - 2pcs 
x various lengths 

10. 50 mm hose clips   - 2pcs 
11. Fine sand    -  1 ton 
12. Already existing trench (trough) for pipe lay 

 

Method 

Reference is made to sketches of the test set-up 
shown in Figures. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 below. 

 

 
Figure 1: The test setup 

 
  

Figure 4: pipeline on soil 

TP1= Test on pipeline 

 

TW1= Test on wire 

 

DP1= Drill Point on riser  
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     The pipeline is built with 50mm outside 
diameter and 5mm thick standard galvanised 
pipe. The total length of the pipeline considered 
in the test is 13m as shown in Figure 1. Water is 
pumped into pipeline at a pressure of 2 bar and 
discharged at a nearby farm. Sectional views of 
the pipeline test configurations are indicated in 
Figures 2 to 3. 
 
Test A: Pipeline fully on surface: See Figure 4 
1. The pipeline is positioned in the trough as 
shown in the side view of Figure 4 (with the pipe 
sitting on the sand fill in the trough).  
2. Drill is then made at one end of the pipe 
(riser i.e., DP1) and record of the acoustic 
transmission is recorded at the 12cm close to the 
drilling point (TP 1) and at the other end of the 
pipeline (TP 1’), 13-m away. 
3. Item 2 is repeated with the drilling made 
at the horizontal part of the pipeline, drill point 
DP 2 and test point made at TP1, TP1’ and TW1 
as before.  

4. While using the electric hand-drill, keep the 
machine at constant power and torque. 

5. The acoustic recordlasts within a minute in each 
case. 
Test B: Pipeline buried in sand: Sand not flooded 
with water (Figure3): 

1. Pipeline is buried in the fine sand within the 
trough as shown in Figure4. The sand cover is 
10cm deep. 

2. Items 3, 4 and5of test A are repeated. 
3. Water is fed through from the inlet of the pipeline 

till a steady flow is noticed and background noise 
clearly noticeable from the pipeline. 

4. The background noise as the flow is made is 
recorded. 

5. Then the background noise is taken with items 2, 
4 and 5 of test A as before. 
Test C: Test B is repeated but with the trough 
filled with water to depict wetland and swamp  
 environment (Figure2). 

1. Items 3 to 5 of test B are repeated

Results  
 

Table 1: Test Records 

 

 Buried in soil (no 
flooding, 
measured@TP11) 

Test on 
tensioned 
0.7mm sling  
wire (@TW1) 

Buried in flooded 
soil 
(measured@TP11) 

Maximum measured 
dB (Averaged 
values) 

119 81 130 

 
Discussion 

  Attenuation of acoustic sound on pipeline in 
flooded soil is lower than attenuation for buried 
pipelines in non-flooded conditions.On the other 
hand, the test proves that the use of tensioned 0.7mm 
steel wire capsulated in a tube does not provide a 
better sensitivity to the recognition of the acoustic 
signature of drilled activity. The intention of the 
installation was to achieve a better transmission of 
the acoustic energy to a large distance without 
considerable loss when buried in soil mass. The idea 
was to manage the general attenuation of sound that 
occurs when pipelines are buried. The 0.7mm cored 
wire was passed through the core of the plastic tube 
by centralizers.  It is still not clear why the objective 
was not successful. The wire maintained its tension 

when buried as when it was on the surface.  The 
most likely reason could be that the cable is 
dissipating the acoustic energy to the centralizers 
and then to the plastic tube. The plastic tube in turn, 
being in contact with the soil mass dissipates the 
energy to surrounding against the design objective.  
     In effort to manage the problem, test was 
conducted on 1.3mm wire tensioned on the surface 
to a length of 17m. Acoustic energy was input at one 
end then measured at the other end (17m end). It was 
found that it can transmit about 1.5times relative 
energy in decibel compared to equivalent of 0.7mm 
wire. It is possible therefore that increase in the size 
could make a difference. Additional effort is to 
minimize the energy loss from the cored tensioned 
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wire to the tubes or surrounding when buried in soil 
mass. More research is required to identify the best 
design and material selection that would make the 
acoustic loss minimization possible in the buried soil 
mass. 

Conclusion 

     It can be documented in this report that loss of 
acoustic transmission (attenuation) is less in wetland 
or flooded soil than relatively non-wet soil mass. This 
result conforms to the work on the sound attenuation 
in plastic pipelines submerged in water[14]. Reference 
[14] found that energy does not, in fact, radiate into 
the water and the attenuation is small compared with 
that for a pipe buried in soil. This results positions 
Nigeria Niger Delta region, a wetland and swamp oil 
producing region of West Africa a possible beneficiary 
of acoustic systems in dictating third party drilling and 
other related encroachments on oil pipelines. 

     Effort is needed to reduce attenuation of acoustic 
energy. The 0.7mm tensioned wire approach used in 
this work did not improve the transmission as 

expected. We will keep working to improving this 
ideology to manage attenuation problems and 
increase the transmission distance. It is also 
necessary to perform this experiment on different 
pipeline diameters, increase length and varying 
capacities of hand-drill to confirm consistency with 
the observations in this report. 
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Appendix A:Some of the photos taken during the test 
 

 
 

Figure A1: The pipeline laid in the trough with the tensioned cable running on its surface. 
 

 
 

Figure A2: Measuring acoustic data from the installed tensioned wire. 
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Figure A3: The pipeline is buried in the soil mass 

 

 
 

Figure A4: Drilling on the pipeline 
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Figure A5: Swamp and wetland simulation 
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Appendix B: The measured results.
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Figure B1: Tracing the drill signatures. Measurements made on pipe structure in dry soil 
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Figure B2: Tracing the drill signatures. Measurements made on tensioned 0.7 mm wire. 
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Figure B3: Tracing drill signature in choked and kicking flow in pipeline. Measurement made on pipe 

structure. 
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Abstract 

Automation of Cooling Systems for computer server building is a novel topic in present day 

technologically oriented investigations. This particular paper talks about maintaining a Data Server 

Building at a constant temperature by modelling and simulating an exemplary scenario based on a 

Cooling system routing technique and heat source to regulate the system. During power failure it can also 

serves as an alternate source for the server building. The performance simulation is used to support and 

emergency power planning. An existing University Server Building was analysed and simulated in real 

time with respect to a procedural phasing technique and based on the assumption that heat transfer that 

regulates the ice formed water used to increase the functionality of the ice storage on grounds that chillers 

or coolers are not sufficient. A simulation process was designed to basically understand its process form 

and for the purpose of developing and improving a server cooling system that would replace the existing 

model to estimate the time frame to avoid exceeding limit for internal air temperature. 

Keywords– Data Server Center, Emergency Power Planning, Ice Storage, Procedural Phasing, System 

Routing 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

  I. Introduction 
   One of the main disadvantages concerning a 
computer server building cooling system and its 
cost-effective characteristics is the lack of energy 
consumption. Therefore energy consumption 
modelling, simulation and optimisation is essential 
to enable fast improvement and growth in the 
cooling system and probably decrease its 
operational cost and pave a way for large scale 
model. The number of users surfing the internet 
and data or information transfer could exceed more 
than a billion population world wide. Users expect 
non-stop access to their activities online and 
massive storage of information requires constant 
working system protected with advanced cooling 
machines. Any interruption of processing in the 
case of maintenance is very complicated and can 

cause enough financial losses that would require 
backup systems for electricity supply for the 
computing server centers. The capacity of 
uninterrupted power-systems is usually limited for 
technical or economic reasons and more of the 
time, energy demand cannot be fully covered in 
emergency situations. This paper talks about 
modelling and simulation of the cooling storage 
device or system (Figure 2) using a procedural 
phasing method. The dynamic process in a heat 
storage server that regulates the 
Thanks to Nasarawa State University for 
sponsoring of the paper. 
cooling system, couple of transfer pipes and pumps 
with heat controllers are used to optimize the 
cooling process. 

a.  Objectives 

    
There are different approaches to take to solve this 

particular idea relating to this topic, but the main 
objectives we decided to tackle at present 
includes: 

• to develop and Improve the cooling system for 
information security 

• to apply a procedural phasing technique in 
modelling and simulation to automate the cooling 
system routing techniqueand finally optimizing the 

cooling process by third order differential equation 
based on simulation 
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B. Overview of an Ice Storage System 

     Most ice storage systems (Figure 1) are 
equipped with condenser water Supply (CWS) 
and secondary chilled water supply (SCWS) are 
mostly used to produce ice in the case of off-peak 
night hours when the energy is much cheaper and 
helps to melt the ice for peak periods. It shifts 
electric load to avoid higher price energy and 
demands charges during daylight. Its operation 
comprises normal mode which include the melt 
and burn mode. Other additional savings are 
delivered from extended free cooling periods and 
efficient delivery of low temperature flow that 
reduces the pump and fan power on the pipes both 
on demand and consumption. For a typical 
computer server building the operations dictates 
that free cooling benefits typically and can be 
secured or secure up to a temperature of 50o

C. 
Any temperature beyond that point can enable 
transition back between free cooling and 
mechanical cooling risk. The main potential for 
having the entire chiller shut-down for say, on 
normal working hours is significantly 
unacceptable. The ice storage act serves as a 
buffer in scenarios such as allowing the system 
operators to be more comfortable with the 
operation of free cooling during questionable 
outdoor air temperature high levels. A computing 
server building can expect to build up more than 
half of a month’s or a year’s cooling during hot 
weather conditions. The paper tends to produce a 
model that would assist in building an improved 
version of the current cooling system of the 
computing server building by simulation on 
procedural phasic changes that access each 
processing stage of the advanced ssystem.     One 
of the most basic function of an ice storage system 
is to shift on-peak electric load to off-peak. The 
on-peak generation system are considerable 
environmental beneficiable to off-peak and are 
derived from reduction of air polluting emissions; 
this is equivalent to planting thousands of acres of 
plants or a huge space for car park. For the 
batteries, they act as a back up for chilled water 
that preserves the cooling environment for most 
computer buildings and reduce the risk of the 
transition between free cooling and mechanical 
cooling and also carry users through  A typical 
procedural phasing is based on phrasal action by 
splitting the model task and phases into physical 

and algorithmic submodules, such basic parts like 
the ice storage, heat storage and the cooling/heat 
controllers are premodified. The modification of 
the cooling system from an electric current 
voltage supply to introducing a phasal procedural 
approach shift into simulation of the ice storage, 
heat regulator and then finally recombining them 
to form a dynamic cooling system for the 
computer server building. The initial temperature 
for each unit is first of all noted, then subsequent 
readings were obtained for final temperature 
outlet and inlet for both heat and ice transfer for 
the cooling system.An air outlet Tout and inlet Tin 

temperature at time (t) of the model, defines the 
power consumption by the heat and ice unit. The 
models following the procedural phasing are the 
starting point of the work done by [7] [8], where 
the heat and ice recirculation idea was first 
introduced and explained to conform with another 
concept of heat distribution or circulation matrix. 
Ii. Related Work     Basically, few papers have 
written some work on improvement or 
optimization of a data center cooling system that 
are mostly difficult to approach when mixed with 
the idea of Result: Determine Heat/Ice Transfer 
for Cooling System. Ti= initalTemperture (ICE) 
Tj= initial temperature (Heat) Tn= initial 
Temperature (ServerC) HeaticeTransfer= 
HiceTrans Tout =  inal Temperature outlet Tin = 
Final Temperature inlet ; whileWhileTi,TjandTn= 0 
do HiceTrans= pVCpTj; if K = 
pVCpthen ;Pserver= KTout− 
KTin;else ; ; end 
end while WhileTi,TjandTn= 0 doPpro(t) = 
Ppro(idle)+load(t)100Ppro−TprogPpro; if 
Pnode(t) = Ppro(t)+ Pmem(t)+ Pnet(t) then 

;Pnoteg(t) = Pnodeg(t)+ 
Pfanj;else ; ; end 

end while While  do if K = 
pVCpthen Pserver= KTout− KTin;else; ; end 
Algorithm 1: An Algorithm that determines 
Heat/Ice Transfer for Cooling System 
optimization. Rajat et al [17] has written works on 
simulation of data center cooling system during an 
emergency situation which has enhanced 
optimization process using a simplified building 
model based on numerical computing. They 
modeled the transient behaviour of the data center 
and its systems based on multidisciplinary task, 
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where most of the conventional tools a failing 
(Figure 3). Though the use of dynamic building 
energy simulation methods were feasible for the 
work and for their objectives, the simulation 

results obtained proved that backing up of the 
pumps of distribution systems has a positive 
influence during emergency situations  

Also provide valuable information to data center 
operators and also used as theoretical basis for 
their fault detection diagnostics (FDD) decision 
algorithms such as the supervisory control 
platforms being developed. 

     Also, a comprehensive understanding of 
thermal or the heat phenomena for the cold 
storage unit has been a subject of intense studies 
for decades. Modelling such a process has 
gained a significant interest in areas such as 
physics and in the scope of computer science. 
Accurate models are very important in terms of 
the design of IT and non-IT devices, this is also 

true for evaluation of the system efficiency and 
management policies. In addition, temperature 
depends on several factors, like time spacing 
heat loads, performance of cooling facilities and 
also physical room layout. The rapid growth in 
computing server buildings capabilities such as 
the single servers, to typically data centers and 
other ultra scale big systems made more 
challenging productions with respect to the 
accuracy and time complexity of the modelling 
and simulation tools benefiting from these 
models.the model. Other methods that follows 
this approach in a more orthogonal process 

 
Fig. 3: Required areas of concentration when designing heat and ice energy consumption 

process. 

There are more approaches to take in order to 
characterize the heat distribution, which are 
differentiated by the approximate or accuracy of 
their required model size [1] [6] [15] [16]. Some 
current modelling and simulation methods of 
recent which are considered as an accurate 
approach, include Computation Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD). However, this method requires a huge 
amount of effort while setting the modules of 
model phases, and also more time required in 
obtaining pheasible results that allows for 
expensive and big systems simulation processes. 
An alternative method involves the Potential Flow 

Model (PFM), which as been proposed by [2] [17] 
[18]. It benefits from the reduction of 
decomposition is proposed by [3] [13] [14] and 
easily correspond to the Reduced Order Models’ 
entity. A critical review of the current state of the 
 art ice storage and heatpower modelling shows 
several literature examples of power modeling for 
computing systems. Most researchers considered 
virtualized environments along with directional 
studies that span all network systems from server 
systems to storage systems [5] [6] [7] [8]. In this 
paper we focused mainly on the procedural 
phasing of the systems’ unit and also focusing on 
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related work that addresses some of these issues, 
the main concern of our study is mainly related to 
the computing components and also the physical 
configuration of the models main units. In [9] [11] 
the authors proposed a model that present data 
center power usage in a broad perspective. On the 
processing unit, they differentiated the models’ 
scheme for single and multi-core processor. And 
[9] [12] introduced a power generated 
consumption modeling that enables other systems’ 
components such as storage area network, hard 
disks, the memory and power supply units as a 
power unit. 

    The processes of evaluating the complexity of 
computing systems in real environment has 
become really difficult, considering their 
constant increase in number together with the 
growing importance of their energy efficiency. 
Models reflecting the behaviour of computing 
systems and architecture in a data center needs 
to be available in advance. A proposed model 
should describe the system’s components and 
equipment for a data center conformability that 
are relevant from the perspective of the energy 
and its consumption, our current paper also took 
this into consideration and emphasizing more on 
the procedural phasing. 
III. Methods 

     The method adopted for this paper in both 
simulation and optimization of the cooling 
system is the procedural phasing technique 
which is used in optimization of the ice storage 
for the computing server centre. This involves 
the estimation of the total volume of water 
contained in the cooling system which is also 
based in technical documentation [10] [19]. The 
total amount of heat to regulate the cooling 
system needs a summed up process based on 
third-order differential equation. The number of 
pipes used to regulate the cooling system Cs 

depends on the voltage or temperature input to 
the ice storage system which is given as: 

Cs  

+3Hs + a1 = E ... 2 
with n= 4 the number of pipes needed to transfer 
heat to the cooling system integrated to the 
heating system Hs, a1 involves other added 
temperature voltage. 

 
where C is the heat capacitance as the increase in 
temperature of the systems’ model, Tpspecifies the 

temperature of the systems’ model, IdTiceis the 
temperature of the ice storage, Tambientis the 
temperature of ambient air through pipes and R is 
the resisteance to Pp the processor or systems’ 
power. 

        Most approaches correspond to the Newton’s 
law if cooling based on the perspective of heat 
models and also by Fourier’s law of conduction 
and the initial law of thermodynamics i.e. law of 
energy conservation. The heat temperature of the 
processor and the temperature of air outlet, that is 
the outlet of particle induced servers are mostly 
considered to be the most important from the 
perspective of the overall computing system. 
Hence models describing processor heat 
behaviour from the time duration between the 
heat, ice and electrical phenomena is based on 
heat transferred through the thermal resistors, 
cooling and heat controllers connected to the 
pumps or pipes with the expression in equation 
3.IV. Result 
    Before the test run all storage units, initial 
temperature for each unit was first taken, basically 
to customize the positive or negative change in 
simulation test for further optimization. The 
server building temperature (T) decreased at each 
run or change in temperate input during 
simulation. This is mostly obvious for the second 
test run, there was a positive increase in 
temperature at the fourth test. Most heat storage 
partition are usually economised to avoid 
maximum heat transfer that regulates the ice 
storage. Heat transfer for this case decrease during 
the first run with initial temperature of30o

C and 
increased at the second run which turned out to be 
the highest temperature for all test runs. Basically 
all ice storage unit are used to regulate and at the 
same time maintain heat storage and visa-vis. The 
cold storage unit increase in temperature at first 
test run and with the least temperature at the 
fourth run (Figure 4). Basically all test runs are 
customized to fit the flow of logic at a constant 
pase. this is to avoid error and lose of temperature 
voltage free cooling periods, additional savings 
input. 

   During are sometimes delivered as extended free 
cooling periods and the efficient delivery of low 
flow or low temperature systems that reduce pipe 
and fan power demand and consumption. 
Typically most computer server building 
operations dictates that free cooling benefits can 
be secure up to an outdoor temperature of 50o

C as 
discussed above. With low temperature 
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flow, the benefits of delivering lower temperature 
chilled water to reduce the demand and 
consumption of pipes and fans are well enlisted in 
documentation. Furthermore, using ice storage to 
produce low temperature chilled water and 
avoiding most chiller efficiency penalties is not 
conceivable. 
     The test runs indicates room temperature 
preservation with each increase or decrease in 
heat transfer that regulates the cold storage unit, 
hence a computer server building can maintain a 
constant low temperature for more than 24 hours, 
and keep the systems at a moderate temperature 

that would avoid system lock-in or program 
deadlock. Users can comfortably make use of the 
systems at long hours and work with very 
conducive temperature. 

V. Conclusion 

     In this paper, we focused on proposing a 
model based on procedural phasing and also a 
simulation environment which is capable of 
taking into accounts problems of energy-
efficiency on ice and heat or thermal aspect for 
large scale computing server building.
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Time (h)   (b)Fig. 4: Tested energy 
unit results for all Temperatures in 
degree centigrade 

.  
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(b)   Fig. 5: Tested energy unit results for all Temperatures in degree centigride . At 

the  initial stage, we first present easy 

equations that describe yet sufficiently 
accurate modules for each unit of the energy 
model with more focus on temperature of air 
cooled servers. Comparing these simulations 
to subsequent once shows mean errors and 
increase or decrease in temperature rise that 
signifies constant temperature regulation for 
proper security of data and user involvement 
for a longer period of time. The proposed 
model enable us to perform more transient 
simulations basic dynamic behaviours for at 
least four runs with initial temperature taken 
for each unit. The information obtained was 
applied to improve workload and recourse 
management for the purpose of inducing 
dynamic reactions to temperature and the 
overall energy consumption for a typical 
computing server building. We also indicate 
the number of proposed pipe or pumps which 
helped in reducing the total number of energy 
consumption with 9.5% on average. The 
model also demonstrated the reduction of 
maximum power and heat transfer to regulate 
and maintain constant cooling temperature 
around the server building. This would help 

prevent loss of data and proper maintenance 
of the computer systems. 

    For future consideration, further experiments with 
much larger test cases would be needed to examine 
the large scale models, advanced simulation tools, 
and also simple but complex management algorithms 
that takes advantage of the concept presented in the 
initial stage of the paper on procedural phasing; this 
would include basic optimisation of the number 
pumps, fans work, the use of power capping that 
would help in limiting the cooling system energy 
consumption and also taking into consideration 
temperature changes at regular intervals to optimise 
workload schedules. With a dynamic cooling 
control, online reactions on temperature, these 
approaches would enable application of these 
algorithm. Other topics as a matter to be addressed 
include simulation of the constant liquid on ice 
approach. This is an emerging technology that is 
very important in keeping systems’ of large scale 
model at a constant temperature and also finally 
apply more specific energy and heat profiles for 
futrue hardware and software architecture. 
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Abstract 

The kidney failure predictor is an image analysis that depicts the state of kidney on a five point scale using 

existing four quantities (Sodium, Creatinine, Urea and Electrolyte) of kidney failure detection in a model 

structure. Edited and repurposed at the established 97% simulation accuracy for web animation, the engine 

was modeled from sequential stacks of neural network on generated data layers. The predictor runs in 

TensorFlow v 2.0 backend as default with Keras, Pandas, MatplotLib, Seaborn, Sklearn and Numpy as sub 

routine hosts. 

1. Introduction  

     Kidney is one of the five organs of the body’s 
renal system that removes waste and extra fluid from 
the blood as well as controls body’s chemicals and 
blood pressure. Shortfall from the above function is 
either an Acute or Chronic kidney disease. Chronic 
Kidney Failure according to Rettner, (2016),is the 
last (most severe) stage of chronic kidney disease 
also called end-stage renal disease or ESRD 
diagnosed with the conventional SEUCR test.This 
work sorts to use Google’s TensorFlowto ease the 
process of analyzing SEUCR data, serving 
predictions as well as refining future results. 
    TensorFlow v 2.0 is an open sourced platform by 
Google designed to provide high-performance APIs 
for building Neural Networks (NNs). It has the 
ability to switch on and off high level languages, 
join, create and evaluate operations at once with the 
aid of dynamic API; Keras. Malmaud (2019) stated 
that Keras is a set of language structures that 
describes how to build neural networks using a clear 
standard with the ability to create custom activation  

 
functions, regularize layers, or metrics following a 
very similar pattern.However, with the advance of 
time and interest by the Machine Learning (ML) 
community, the library has grown to a full ML 
ecosystem. Machine learning as the branch of data 
science deals with the design, training and 
optimization of neural networks as well as 
mathematical/computational graphs while describing 
layers of varying weights that contribute to the 
output of a model. 
2. General Review 

     Artificial Neural Networking (ANN) is a data-
driven technique which belongs to the family of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is a tool used for 
nonlinear estimation, sorting of data, optimization, 
pattern detection, and for clustering in addition to 
modelling and simulation. Even when the underlying 
data relationship is unknown, ANN still learns and 
identifies correlated patterns among the inputted data 
set with the output targets during training as stated in 
ICACTM (2019). All these are geared towards 
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getting an independent outcome of the inputted data 
set. The group continued that ANN has the ability to 
process non-linear, complex and noisy datasets and it 
is known for its fast processing, high accuracy and 
speed. This paper utilized the enormous benefits of 
ANN to model an adaptive multilayer platform 
through supervised learning of SEUCR points. All 
these attributes of ANN have brought about inter-
relationships between engineering and medicine in 
bioengineering endeavours. Engineers have been 
using ANN in solving medical problems thereby 
bringing in precision and digital decision making in 
the field. 
     This is evident in research of Wu, Maier, & 
Dandy, (2014) to predict the Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) drug resistance 
mutation among some patients who were infected 
with HIV. The result of the study shows that the 
ANN model has the capacity to identify both the 
effectively treated patients and those with failing 
therapies by 92.6%. Furthermore, the group 
conducted a study by adopting three computational 
techniques in predicting virological response which 
combines HIV therapy and treatment. A comparison 
of the performance accuracy was done between 
Radom Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM). The result showed that both RF and SVM 
can produce good and accurate results but NN has 
greater percentage hence it was used in finding the 
HIV protease inhibitor and it was recommended as 
an alternative to established traditional methods. 
     Furthermore Kumar, Salau, Gupta, & Paliwal, 
(2019) made a review of Internet of Things (IoT) and 
its use in engineering applications and upheld that 
among the recent trends in research the use of ANN 
and machine learning techniques in computer vision 
applications is the best especially for pattern 
recognition and license plate detection. 
     Science News (2021) upheld neural networking 
as best form of deep learning from its ability in 
assisting physicians with predictions of mortality 
rate by learning complex patterns. This tech was 
evident in the convolutional neural network training 
carried out on 34,362 human beings with 812,278 
independent dataset. The training, carried out with 
raw pixel data from echocardiographic videos and a 
machine learning model predicted mortality rate of 
heart failure by 13% as against the widely used 
pooled cohort equations i.e the Seattle Heart Failure 
score measured in an independent dataset of 2,404 

patients with 3,384 echocardiograms, and a machine 
learning model involving 58 human-derived 
variables from echocardiograms and 100 clinical 
variables extracted from electronic health records 
     ANN form of AI has gained recognition and 
acceptance in bioengineering medicine. ICACTM 
(2019) developed a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 
model to forecast temperature at a minimum and 
maximum ground level in Dum Dum station using 
feed forward ANN. This forecast is based on the 
average daily data of some parameters such as vapor 
pressure, rainfall, level of pressure and radiation 
between 1989 and 1995. 
     On another note, Aaron, Justin, Andrea & 
Timothy (2018) developed a radiation therapy design 
as an intricate for problem optimization. Their 
software uses artificial intelligence (AI) to mine 
historical radiation therapy data. This information is 
then applied to an optimization engine to develop 
treatment plans. The researchers applied this 
software tool in their study of 217 patients with 
throat cancer, who also received treatments 
developed using conventional methods. The 
therapies generated by Babier's AI achieved 
comparable results to patients' conventionally 
planned treatments within 20 minutes.  
     A close prediction model on kidney failure is the 
work of Koyner, Carey, Edelson, & Churpek (2018). 
Their main objective is to develop an acute kidney 
injury risk prediction model using electronic health 
record data for longitudinal use in hospitalized 
patients. The surrogate utilized was creatinine from   
inpatients adults without pre-existing renal failure at 
admission. The researchers deployed demographics, 
vital signs and diagnostic reports on 121, 158 
patients. 60% of the total population was used for 
testing and remaining 40% for validation on machine 
algorithm to predict serum creatinine level. At a 
probability threshold of greater than or equal to 
0.022, the algorithm had a sensitivity of 84% and a 
specificity of 85% for stage 2 acute kidney failures. 
Tensorflow Tool   

     Selection of the input variables is one of the key 
steps in NN modelling owing to its great influence 
on the performance of the model. From the research 
carried out by the International Conference on 
Automation, Computational and Technology 
Management (ICACTM) (2019), there are two basic 
factors that must be considered when selecting a 
medelling engine; independence and significance of 
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the input variables. This presented some strategies or 
methods for evaluating the similarities between the 
input and output parameters as the model-free 
method which simply involves analytical methods 
based on the inter-relationship between data 
visibility and knowledge section.  
     In the modelling process of NN, ICACTM 
maintained that the datasets are divided into three 
subsets namely: the training, the testing, and the 
validation datasets. Hence, estimating the unknown 
connection between training and validation is 
achieved by training dataset in order to get the 
attained optimal structure.TensorFlow is an open 
sourced platform by Google since its inception in 
2015 designed to provide high-performance APIs for 
building Neural Networks (NNs). It has the ability to 
switch on and off high level languages, join, create 
and evaluate operations at once with the aid of 
dynamic API; Keras. 
 
3. Materials and Methodology 

     The materials used for the modeling are  
Software: 

Tensorflow v 2.0.  
Python 3, libraries and dependencies.  
Other libraries deployed were; 
- Keras 
- Pandas 
- MatplotLib 
- Seaborn 
- Sklearn 
- Numpy 
- Ms Excel 
The Python Code was written using the Visual 
Studio Code Editor because of its ease of use with 
python, a feature enabled by the Python Extension 
for Visual Studio Code. The Selected Python Server 
was installed as a Virtual Environment. The Python 
Keras library is designed to work with a TensorFlow 
backend hence the dissertation default mode. 
Hardware 

- Data samples. 
- Computer (Minimum of:64 bit OS, 2GB RAM 

(Recommended based on workload and number 
of batches for the model training), Windows 7). 

Methodology 

     This paper intends to build a model using stacks 
of neural network layers (Sequential modeling) with 
sourced configuration of data to compose layers of 
model. Since there is no silver bullet to model 

architecting, the standard practice of starting from 
simple nodes and heuristically adding complexity to 
achieve optimal results apply. The test layer started 
with 2 stacks, the first with 8 hidden layers followed 
by a repeat with just 1 hidden layer. Exigency of 
results validates the system followed by the actual 
modelling  with three units (Sodium, Creatinine and 
Urea) and four (4) hidden layers indicating3 columns 
input to the first layer as thus; (input_dim=3) on 
which other layers will infer automatically. 
     Expected output result should be a binary value 
(binary logistic classification i.e.  0 or 1), so the last 
layer will be used as a sigmoid activation function to 
constrain the reaction of the neural network upon 
activation. However, the other layer will use the 
ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) because of its 
computational efficiency. Next is the compilation of 
the actual model using binary-cross-entropy since 
the outputs can only take on 2 values (0: Normal 
kidney or 1: Failed kidney). In-training accuracy is 
calculated by predicting on training data itself, while 
the model is still undergoing training. This occurs 
after each step of training i.e. after the data has been 
completely passed through the network and the 
weights of each layer has been tuned, a different task 
from test accuracy where prediction with test data. 

 
Creation of the tensorflow involves five progressive 
sections. Williams (2019) iterated the five steps 
involved in tensorflow output pipeline to include; 
- Data generation or creation 
- Placeholder formulation 
- Dataset definition 
- Pipeline creation 
- Program execution 

 
a. Data Generation 
Data were generated from susceptible ESRD 
(Diabetes, High Blood Pressure, Urinary Tract 
Infected and Polycystic) patients from five 
indigenous hospitals of Eastern part of Nigeria. The 
data fed into Ms Excel was prepared for analysis by 
changing same to 1or 0 indicating healthy or failed 
kidney (tf,data) and imported into the machine 
learning platform (tensorflow backend) using Pandas 
viewed thus; 
 
import pandas as pd 
df = 
pd.read_csv("C:/Users/Sly/Documents/TensorFlow/
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KidneyFailureModel/seucr_dataset.csv",delimiter=','
) 
 

 
b. Placeholder Formulation  
Sequential model type is preferred as it involves less 
complexity. Stacks of the imported tf.data layers are 
fed as input as shown below 
 
#display first 5 rows of the data 
print(df.head()) 
 
############ OUTPUT 
############################# 
sodium Electrolyte  Urea  Creatinine sodium_A 
Creatinine_A Urea_A  (Diagnosis) 
0     145           P      21         1.3        N            
N     AB         1 
1     140           N     19         1.0        N          N      
N          1 
2     139           N     18         0.6        N          AB      
N        1 
3     141           N     20         1.3        N            N      
N          1 
4     144           N     18         1.2        N            N      
N          1 
 

 
c. Dataset Definition 
The steps involved in this section include jumbling 
the data to ensure randomness as well as remove any 
undesired pattern. Secondly the data is divided into 
two (2) sections with one for training the algorithm 
and another for testing of results at the output 
section. 
 
# display various statistical info about our data 
print(df.describe()) 
 
############ OUTPUT 
############################# 

sodium        Urea   Creatinine   Diagnosis 
count  300.000000  300.000000  300.000000  
300.000000 
mean   134.156667   32.166667   1.351667    
0.450000 
std      6.706368    13.886745    0.569307    
0.498325 
min    118.000000    7.000000    0.500000    
0.000000 

25%    129.000000   21.000000    0.900000    
0.000000 
50%    135.000000   29.000000    1.200000    
0.000000 
75%    139.000000   40.000000    1.700000    
1.000000 
max    151.000000   88.000000    3.900000   
1.000000 
 
d. Pipeline Creation 
Pipeline creation specifies the paramaters for 
balancing the speed and accuracy …. Achieved by 
importing all other sub-routines to complete Python 
code base modelling platform as shown below:   

import pandas as pd 
df = 
pd.read_csv("C:/Users/Sly/Documents/TensorFlow/
KidneyFailureModel/seucr_dataset.csv",delimiter=','
) 
 
# shuffle our data to ensure optimal training results 
from sklearn.utils import shuffle 
df = shuffle(df) 
df.reset_index(inplace=True,drop=True) 
 
#display first 5 rows of the data 
print(df.head()) 
 
# display various statistical info about our data 
print(df.describe()) 
check if there is correlation in our data before 
training 
import seaborn as sns 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
corr = df.corr() 
sns.heatmap(corr,annot=True, 
xticklabels=corr.columns.values, 
yticklabels=corr.columns.values) 
plt.show() # will require closing dialog to continue... 
 
import numpy as np 
X = np.array(df[['sodium','Urea','Creatinine']])# use 

only the sodium, urea and Creatine columns for our 

inputs 
y = np.array(df['Diagnosis'])# use Diagnosis as our 

output 
X = X[:300,]# trim the arrays to our data size. 
y = y[:300,] 
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print("Input Array Shape: ", X.shape)# show the 

dimensions of our input values array 
print("Output Array Shape: ", y.shape)# show the 

dimensions of our output array 
 
y = np.reshape(y,(-1,1)) 
print("Output Array After ReShaping: ", y.shape)# 

show the dimensions of our output array 
 
 
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split 
 
#split our data into training and testing data with a 

70-30 ratio 
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X, 
y,test_size=0.3,random_state=5) 
 
print("X_train Shape: ", X_train.shape) 
print("X_test Shape: ", X_test.shape) 
 
print("y_train Shape: ", y_train.shape) 
print("y_test Shape: ", y_test.shape) 
 
#save original test parameters for display 
X_test_unscaled = X_test 
 
# normalize the input variables 
from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler 
scaler = StandardScaler().fit(X_train) 
 
X_train = scaler.transform(X_train) 
X_test = scaler.transform(X_test) 
 
print("Running Binary Logistic Classification 
Algorithm...") 
 
from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense 
 
model = Sequential() 
 
model.add(Dense(64,input_dim=3,activation='relu')) 
model.add(Dense(16,activation='relu')) 
model.add(Dense(1,activation='sigmoid')) 
 
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',optimizer
='adam',metrics=['accuracy']) 
 
model.fit( 
    X_train, 

    y_train, 
epochs=100, 
batch_size=5, 
verbose=1, 
validation_data=(X_test, y_test) 
) 
 
print("Model Training Complete...") 
 
print("Model Summary:") 
model.summary() 
 
print("Accuracy Score: ") 
score = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test,verbose=1) 
print(score) 
 
# visualize some of our results against true values 
y_pred = model.predict_classes(X_test) 
print("Sodium-Urea-Creatine: Predictions vs Actual 
Values: ") 
i =0 
while i <len(y_pred): 
print( 
"Na - Urea - Creatine", 
        X_test_unscaled[i], 
" =>", 
"Pred.:", 
"NORMAL"if y_pred[i]==1else"KIDNEY 
FAILURE", 
' vs ', 
"Actual:", 
"NORMAL"if y_test[i]==1else"KIDNEY 
FAILURE") 
    i +=1 
 
 

 
e. Program execution 

In this section, the sorted and randomly scattered 
tf.data was fed into the platform through Sequential 
modelling designed to the process of fine-tuning the 
loss of the model until the minimal loss attainable. 
At this point, the model is regarded to as converged 
with the features as; dataset (array of Sodium, Urea 
& Creatinine levels) and the output dataset (array of 
diagnoses) were passed to the model trainer. Next 
was specification of the number of epochs and batch 
sizes then model training commences. Since the 
training dataset size is relatively small ie 300, the 
training started out the test with 100 epochs. 
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from keras.models import Sequential 
from keras.layers import Dense 
 
model = Sequential() 
 
model.add(Dense(8,input_dim=3,activation='relu
')) 
model.add(Dense(1,activation='sigmoid')) 
 
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',optimi
zer='adam',metrics=['accuracy']) 
 
model.fit( 
    X_train, 
    y_train, 
epochs=100, 
batch_size=5, 
verbose=1, 
) 
 

############ OUTPUT 
#############################  
  
Using TensorFlow backend. 
Epoch 1/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 2ms/step - loss: 0.6855 - accuracy: 0.5714 
Epoch 2/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 681us/step - loss: 0.6066 - accuracy: 0.6048 
Epoch 3/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 815us/step - loss: 0.5478 -accuracy: 0.7143 
Epoch 4/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 691us/step - loss: 0.5043 - accuracy: 0.7952 
... 
 
Epoch 98/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 605us/step - loss: 0.2604 - accuracy: 0.8952 
Epoch 99/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 639us/step - loss: 0.2594 - accuracy: 0.8952 
Epoch 100/100 
210/210 [==============================] 
- 0s 558us/step - loss: 0.2590 - accuracy: 0.8952 
 
Model Training Complete... 

     Retraining preceded training with the first layer 
set to 64 hidden layers. Considering the machine 
learning rule of thumb that “simpler is better “, 
another layer is added also using the ReLU 
activation function, but with 8 then 16 hidden layers. 
The new Sequential model becomes; 
 
model = Sequential() 
 
model.add(Dense(64,input_dim=3,activation='relu')) 
model.add(Dense(16,activation='relu')) 
model.add(Dense(1,activation='sigmoid')) 
 
model.compile(loss='binary_crossentropy',optimizer
='adam',metrics=['accuracy']) 
 
model.fit( 
    X_train, 
    y_train, 
epochs=100, 
batch_size=5, 
verbose=1, 
) 
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############ OUTPUT 
#############################  
 
Model Summary: 
Model Summary: 
Model: "sequential_1" 
__________________________________________
_______________________ 
Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param 
# 

===================================== 
dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 64)                256 
__________________________________________ 
dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 16)                1040 
__________________________________________
_______________________ 
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 1)                 17 
=====================================
============================ 
Total params: 1,313 
Trainable params: 1,313 
Non-trainable params: 0 
__________________________________________
_______________________ 
Accuracy Score: 
90/90 [==============================] - 
0s 623us/step 
[0.0817299817999204, 0.9777777791023254] 
 
 
The accuracy score persisted at 97.7% and loss 
decreases to 0.08. This indicates that the model has 
greatly benefited from the extra layer but further 
increase from 100 to 200 yielded a consistent result. 
 
4. Results 
At 97% result accuracy from 16-layers training of 
100 epochs, kidneys failure predictor was modelled. 
The engine depicts table 4.1 by predicting the level 
of degradation of kidneys using normal or failed 
kidney and analyses danger zones. The Blood Urea, 
Sodium and Creatinine quantities were extracted 
from the first five test samples as shown in table 4.1 
and the following findings deduced from the 
intelligent platform; 
 
Table 4.1: Simulated SEUCR test Results 
 
At Urea: Creatinine: Sodium ratio of 61:3.5:140, the 
platform depicts thus: 

 

S/N Patients’ 
Parameters 

Amount Parameters 
Used 

Result 

1 Blood Urea 
Creatinine 
Potassium  
Sodium 
Chloride 
Bicarbonate 
Calcium  

61 
3.5 
4.4 
140 
105 
25 
2.2 

61 
3.5 
 
140 
 
 

Failed 
kidneys 

2 Blood Urea 
Creatinine 
Potassium  
Sodium 
Chloride 
Bicarbonate 
Calcium  

21 
1.3 
4.0 
145 
90 
22 
1.2 

21 
1.3 
 
145 
 
 
 

Normal 
kidneys 
 

3 Blood Urea 
Creatinine 
Potassium  
Sodium 
Chloride 
Bicarbonate 
Calcium  

17 
0.5 
4.4 
138 
106 
15 
2.2 

17 
0.5 
 
138 
 

Normal 
kidneys 

4 Blood Urea 
Creatinine 
Potassium  
Sodium 
Chloride 
Bicarbonate 
Calcium  

50 
2.7 
3.4 
128 
100 
26 
2.2 

50 
2.7 
 
128 
 
 

Failed 
kidneys 

5 Blood Urea 
Creatinine 
Potassium  
Sodium 
Chloride 
Bicarbonate 
Calcium  

27 
1.2 
3.4 
125 
144 
23 
1.8 

27 
1.2 
 
125 

Failed 
kidneys 

    >> 
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At Urea: Creatinine: Sodium ratio of 21:1.3:145, the 
platform depicts thus: 

 

At Urea: Creatinine: Sodium ratio of 17:0.5:138, the 
platform depicts thus: 

 

At Urea: Creatinine: Sodium ratio of 50:2.7:128, the 
platform depicts thus: 

 

At Urea: Creatinine: Sodium ratio of 27:1.2:125, the 
platform depicts thus: 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

 
This work is aimed at developing an Internet-based Virtual Prepaid Debit/Credit Card System. The 

motivation for this research is based on the risk associated with heavy cash transactions, the fact that many 

societies especially the developed countries have adopted the Cashless Transaction System and the need to 

cub the menace associated with huge cash transactions. The objective is to maximize the facilities of the 

Internet to provide solution to the problems encountered by the Nigerian Market in implementing an 

electronic (internet-based) debit/credit card system such as: Absence of Dollar (Foreign Currency), 

Consumer Security, Privacy, Convenience of Users, Reliable Service Providers, and Conducive Atmosphere. 

The methodology adopted in this project is Structured System Analysis Design Methodology (SSADM). This 

methodology has a number of steps such as problem detection, feasibility studies, analysis, design, 

implementation and documentation. Finally, an interactive (user-friendly) software will be developed that will 

be able to provide the optimal solution (i.e. the implementation of Virtual Prepaid Debit/Credit Card System), 

which will be internet-based. The researcher intends to use the following programming languages for the 

software namely: HTML (Hypertext Markup Language for the layout), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets for 

Styling and beautification of the page), JAVASCRIPT (Frontend programming language for the functionality), 

PHP, (Personal Home Page, or Hypertext Preprocessor, that is, for the backend) and the database will be 

MySQL. 
Keyword: Virtual prepaid card, Credit card, SSADM, Security 

 

(1) Introduction  

     The global community especially the 
technologically advanced world is striving to attain 
what has been the global information age, it is an age 
that is beyond the use of Computer as a mere tool for 
fast Information processing, and transferring such 
information from one location to another at equally 
fast rates.Business on the Internet, especially making 
and receiving payments, creates the need for a 
payment processing system that accommodates 
multiple payment types in a secure environment. 
Today, buyers can browse catalogs, order items, and 
pay online using credit cards, debit cards, stored-
value smart cards, micropayment, and other payment 
options. 
     An order received over the Internet can conic 
virtually from anywhere in the world, and many 

different payment schemes are being introduced in 
various countries. 
The Internet is driving the need for multiple payment 
types in several ways: 
• Internet-based e-commerce is growing at a rapid 
pace, creating a market demand for payments of all 
types. 
• The Internet brings together payers and payees 
from all over the world in new combinations. 
• Many of the payers and payees come from different 
cultural, legal, and business practice backgrounds 
and already have access to different payment types. 
• To do business on the Internet, they need to support 
each other’s payment types. 
• As an open public network, the Internet requires 
security techniques that are not needed to the same 
degree offline or in private networks. 
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These factors force Internet payment methodologies 
to evolve rapidly to meet different combinations of 
user needs. The result is a wide variety of payment 
types of which a virtual pre-paid debit/credit system 
is one of them.The exchange of’ goods conducted 
face-to-face between two parties’ dates back before 
the beginning of recorded history. Eventually, as 
trade became more complicated and inconvenient, 
humans invented abstract representations of value.     
As time passed, representations of values became 
more and more abstract, progressing from barter 
through bank notes, payment orders, checks, credit 
cards, and now electronic payment system Asokan et 
al., (1997).An electronic payment system is needed 
for making payments towards purchase of 
information, goods and services provided through 
the internet. Examples are sale of books, music CDs, 
software, personal computers, website maintenance 
services, research reports, etc.The commercial 
development of the internet has led to the creation of 
several payment systems specifically designed for 
internet market. Examples include Cyber Cash, 
ElectronicCash, online debit/credit card and among 
others, with credit cards as the most popular.The 
backbone of c-commerce is the electronic payment 
system. In spite of the considerable growth in the use 
internet for electronic commerce, Nigeria is at best at 
its infancy in utilizing this technology. Online credit 
cards which has become an important payment 
method and has gained nearly worldwide acceptance 
since its inception in 1950s is yet to be embraced by 
the Nigeria market, Botha et al., (2008).The 
introduction of a web-based prepaid debit/credit card 
systemwill make way for instant access to Dollar 
denominated debit/credit cards. Its application will 
also help to facilitate day to day payment for 
products and services on the internet, anywhere 
debit/credit cards are accepted in the world. Based 
on this, efficient and effective c-commerce is 
achieved. 
 

Statement of the Problem 

     Despite the large services, status and recognition 
of internet payment system worldwide (especially 
online credit cards), the Nigeria e-commerce has not 
benefited much. The Internet Payment System in 
Nigeria is at the nascent stage. This is not about the 
development of technologies for internet payment 
system, the researcher is concerned with the 
utilization oftechnologies that are already available 
that are not fully harnessed. 
The total absence of the Dollar denominated 
debit/credit card in Nigeria has cut it off the global 
market. Other unbearable problems include: 

•  Delay in the requested goods or services; 
•  Delay in transfer of payment 
•  Wide communication gaps between the buyers and 
sellers of goods arid services. 
 
Aim and Objectives  of  the Resaerch 

     The aim of this project is to design and 
develop an Internet-Based Virtual Prepaid 
Debit/Credit Card System.  The objectives are:  

(1) To eliminate totally the barriers created by the 
absence of Dollars and enable Nigerians to have 
access to debit/credit cards; 

(2) To create conducive atmosphere between buyers 
and sellers of online goods and services in 
Nigeria and those in diaspora; 

(3)  To eliminate risk involved in carrying physical 
cash and cheque; 

(4) To enhance security, privacy and convenience 
for the Internet consumers. 

 
(2) Review of Related Work. 
THE INTERNET 
     This is a global network of computers that links 
independent microcomputers, minicomputers, local 
area networks, wide area networks and wide world 
networks together, in such a way that they share 
information resources. It is the transport vehicle for 
the information stored in files or documents on 
another computer. It can be compared to an 
international communications utility servicing 
computer. It is sometimes compared to a giant 
international plumbing system. “The Internet itself, 
according to Anyiam, O. O., (2003) “does not 
contain information”. It is a slight misstatement to 
say a “document was found on the Internet.” It 
would be more correct to say it was found through or 
using the Internet. What it was found in (or on) is 
one of the computers linked to the Internet. 
Computers on the Internet as suggested by Lambert, 
L., (2005), may use one or all of the following 
Internet services: 
• Electronic mail (e-mail). Permits you to send and 
receive mail. Providesaccess to discussion groups 
often called Listservs after the software they operate 
under. 
• Telnet or remote login. Permits your computer to 
log onto another computer and use it as if you were 
there. 
•             FTP or File Transfer Protocol. Allows your 
computer to rapidly retrieve complex files intact 
from a remote computer and view or save them on 
your computer. 
•             Gopher. An early, text-only method for 
accessing internet documents.Gopher has 
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been almost entirely subsumed in the World Wide 
Web, but you may still find gopher documents linked 
to in web pages. 
•  The World Wide Web (WWW or “the Web”). The 
largest, fastest growing activity on the Internet. 
How The Internet Works 

     In order to disseminate data in a reliable way the 
Internet uses a special set ofcommunication methods, 
or protocols. The most common is TCP/IP or 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. 
The use of such method helps data to be sent and 
received across the whole internet without problems 
irrespective of any specialized protocols that may be 
used within any particular area. This can be likened 
to an lgbo man talking to a Yoruba woman through 
an interpreter. Both use their own areas but the 
interpreter allows them to communicate clearly 
without the chance for misunderstandings. 
THE WORLD WIDE WEB: The World Wide Web 
or WWW is an Internet service that allows the 
dissemination of Web pages. In the late 1980s, Tim 
Berners-Lee, a British scientist, developed an 
approach that helped him share data and information 
withhis colleagues at the Particle Physics Lab in 
CERN (Conseil European RechercheNucleaire) in 
Geneva Switzerland, using hypertext. 
CERN users could view documents on their 
computer screens using browser software. Special 
codes embedded in these electronic documents 
allowed users to jump by selecting a hyperlink. 
Internet capabilities were built into these browsers. 
Just as a user could jump from one text document on 
a computer to another, he could jump from a 
document on one computer to a document on another 
remote computer. Lee’s breakthrough work is the 
basis of today’s World Wide Web. You can retrieve 
documents, view images, animation, and video, 
listen to sound files, speak and hear voice, and view 
programs that run on practically any software in the 
world, providing your computer has the hardware 
and software to do these things.When you log-on to 
the Internet using Netscape or Microsoft’s Internet 
Explorer or some other browser, you are viewing 
documents on the World Wide Web. The current 
foundation on which the WWW functions is the 
programming language called HTML. It is HTML 
and other programming imbedded within HTML that 
make possible Hypertext. Hypertext is the ability to 
have web pages containing links, which are areas in 
a page or buttons or graphics on which you can click 
your mouse button to retrieve another document into 
your computer. This “click ability” using Hypertext 
links is the feature which is unique and revolutionary 
about the Web.How do hypertext links work? Every 

document or file or site or movie or sound file or 
anything you find on the Web has a unique URL 
(uniform resource locator) that identifies what 
computer the thing is on, where it is within that 
computer, and its specific file name. Every 
Hypertext link on every web page in the,world 
contains one of the URLs. When you click on a link 
of any kind on a Web page, you send a request to 
retrieve the unique document on some computer in 
the world that is uniquely identified by that URL. 
URLs are like addresses of web pages. A whole 
cluster of internationally accepted standards (such as 
TCP/IP and HTML) make possible this global 
information retrieval phenomenon that transcends all 
political and language boundaries culled from 
Berner-Lee, T., et al (1994).E-BUSINESS: 
According toDoherty, N. F., et al (1999), “The 
Internet is changing everything, especially the way 
businesses operate”. E-Business enables customers 
to conduct business anytime, anyplace, in any 
language or currency, through any distribution 
channel. A continuing dialogue occurs via the 
Internet between a seller and his customers, just as if 
the customer were carrying on a one-to-one dialogue 
with an individual sales or service representative. 
Companies can acquire new customers, facilitate 
unassisted selling over the Internet and provide 
customer service and support 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week to ensure optimum effectiveness and 
efficiency. This is what e-business is all 
about.Electronic Commerce is all about conducting 
financial transactions over the Web with suppliers 
and customers online. Compared to that, e-business 
carries a much broader meaning; it covers all 
activities of an organization that makes ecommerce 
possible says Bigne(2005). 
E-Business is defined by the Industry in many ways. 
According to Lou Gerstner, chief executive of IBM, 
“e-business is all about time cycle, speed, and 
globalization, enhanced productivity, reaching new 
customers and sharing knowledge across institutions 
for competitive advantage.’ Falk (2005) saw e-
business as “A complex fusion of business 
processes, enterprise applications, and organizational 
structures necessary to create a high-performance 
business model.” 
E-business is the use of Internet technologies to 
improve and transform key business processes. It is 
not just the buying and selling of goods and services, 
but also servicing customers and collaborating with 
business partners over the Web. It can be explained 
in terms of’ three sets of activities: “supply chain 
management (logistics, distribution planning, 
demand planning and forecasting warehouse 
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management); enterprise management (finance and 
administration, operations planning and execution, 
procurement human resources, product development, 
inventory management, research and development); 
and customer management (sales channel 
management, marketing automation, customer 
relationship management, personalization)”, culled 
from Office of Fair Trading, Archived (2014). 
Custer, C., (2014) says that companies will need to 
become e-Businesses in order to succeed in the new 
economy. It further establishes that c-business is all 
about streamlining business processes and creating 
new services. This objective can only be attained by 
leveraging the company’s existing computing 
infrastructure and Internet connectivity.The major E-
business applications and solutions include: e-
Commerce, Analytics, Auction, Business 
Intelligence, Catalog Management, Collaborative 
Commerce, Contract Management, Customer 
Relationship Management, Enterprise Application 
Integration, Electronic Data Interchange, E-Mail 
Marketing, Enterprise Resource Planning, Integrated 
Information Delivery, Knowledge Management, 
Personalization, Procurement, Request for Proposal, 
Sales Assistance, Supply Chain Management, Trade 
Exchange, Workflow, among others according to 
Campbell, D. J., (1988).The key industries that use 
e-business applications include: Architecture-
Engineering - Construction, Distribution - Logistics, 
Financial Services, Government, Healthcare, 
Manufacturing, Retail, Telecommunications, and 
Utilities. Minneapolis News.Net, (2014). 
  
E-Commerce and the Internet: 
       Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) is all 
about buying, selling or exchanging of products, 
services and information using the Internet platform 
and in particular the Web Kannan  et al., (2017). The 
Web runs over the Internet platform and uses the 
HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol).E-Business, 
on the other hand, carries a broader definition, not 
just the buying and selling of goods and services, but 
servicing customers, collaborating with business 
partners, and conducting communications and 
transactions within and outside an organization. As 
Bonsoni.com (2011) points out, “eBusiness is all 
about time cycle, speed, and globalization, enhanced 
productivity, reaching new customers and sharing 
knowledge across institutions for competitive 
advantage.”The logical question here is, what 
doesn’t constitute e-Commerce and e-Business? 
Let’s examine it. The use of toll-free telephone call 
to place an order or using satellite television or 
Home Shopping Network to buy something or using 

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) to allow remote 
computers to exchange data are all business-related, 
but not e-commerce activities. The reason is simple, 
these activities are conducted over a 
telecommunicationmedium, but they do not use the 
Internet platform. 
  
Credit Cards 

     In Doherty et al., (1999), submissions the Credit 
system was used in Assyria, Babylon and Egypt 
3000 BC. The bill of exchange - the forerunner of 
banknotes - was established in the 14thcentury. 
Debts were settled by one-third cash and two-thirds 
bill of exchange. Paper money followed only in the 
17th century. The first advertisement for credit was 
placed in 1730 by Christopher Thornton, who 
offered furniture that could be paid off weekly. From 
the 18th century until the early part of the 20th, 
tallymen sold clothes in return for small weekly 
payments. They were called “tallymen” because they 
kept a record or tally of what people had bought on a 
wooden stick. One side of the stick was marked with 
notches to represent the amount of debt and the other 
side was a record of payments. In the 1920s, a 
shopper’s plate - a “buy now, pay later” system - was 
introduced in the USA. It could only be used in the 
shops which issued it. In 1950, Diners Club and 
American Express launched their charge cards in the 
USA, the first “plastic money”. In 1951, Diners Club 
issued the first credit card to 200 customers who 
could use it at 27 restaurants in New York. But it 
was only until the establishment of standards for the 
magnetic strip in 1970 that the credit card became 
part of the information age. Asokanet al., (1997) 
states that a credit card is a plastic card issued to an 
individual or business which is accepted by 
participating merchants to pay for goods or service. 
The entity issuing the card to the cardholder 
reimburses merchants accepting their cards, and 
charges the cardholding customer’s account for the 
amount of the transaction. For purposes of this study 
the term “credit card” includes Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express and Discover branded cards.   
CARD ISSUING ENTITIES 
 Visa and MasterCard cards are sometimes referred 
to as bank cards since they are issued by financial 
intuitions (“issuing banks”) which are members of 
the visa and /or MasterCard associations. These 
associations, which are each made up of over 20,000 
member banks, are responsible for: 
• routing transactions between financial processors 
(e.g., Global) and member issuing banks, and 
• promoting and supporting their brands and 
developing new products. 
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Visa and MasterCard credit cards are issued to 
cardholders by the issuing banks which set fees, 
establish credit limits and bill cardholders for 
charges. 
     American Express and Discover are proprietary 
entity performing the functions of both a card 
association and an issuing bank, Asokan, et al., 
(1997). 
 

Credit Card Processing: 
      Credit card processing involves authorization 
(verifying the cardholder’s account and credit limit), 
settlement (movement of the funds to the agency) 
and reconciliation (verifying receipt of settlement 
funds). 
Credit Card Authorization:  
      Authorization requests are commonly performed 
in real time for each individual transaction, with an 
approval, referral or denial responses returned in a 
matter of seconds. 
 
Credit Card Settlement:  
     Settlement is the process by which authorized 
transactions are settled financially between the 
agency, Global, the customer and the card issuer. 
Settlement files containing authorized transactions 
for all four card types are created and typically 
submitted to Global in batch mode at the end of each 
processing day. Global then routes the settlement 
transactions to the appropriate issuing entities. 
Global transfers funds for Visa and MasterCard 
transaction either directly to the agency’s designated 
account or indirectly to their account via an interim 
working account if one is utilized. American Express 
and Discover transfer settlement funds directly to the 
agency’s designated account. Depending upon 
processing cut off times, weekends and bank 
holidays, settlement can take two to four days. 
     After settlement, agencies should perform a 
reconciliation to verify that the agency’s record of 
authorized transactions agrees with funds transferred 
by Global (on behalf of Visa and MasterCard), 
American Express and Discover to the agency’s 
designated account, US-EVTA, (2003). 
 

Off-Line Debit Cards:  
     Off-line debit cards bear the Visa or MasterCard 
logo and are issued by Visa and MasterCard issuing 
banks. These cards, which are sometimes referred to 
as “check cards”, are tied to a cardholder’s checking 
account at the issuing bank. Off-line debit cards are 
processed much like credit cards, except that the 
issuing bank debits the cardholder’s checking 
account to receive payment. Since off-line debit 

cards are essentially identical to credit cards to the 
merchants who accept them, the term credit card 
throughout this project will be inclusive of off-line 
debit cards, unless otherwise noted.  
     Off-line debit cards should not be confused with 
on-line debit cards, which are processed through the 
ATM networks and are, from the merchant’s 
perspective, substantially different than credit cards. 
The term debit card throughout this project will refer 
to on-line debit cards. 
 

Environments Used In Card Acceptance:   
      Agencies can implement credit card programs 
accepting payments through a variety of transaction 
devices says Denise and Deveau, (2010). Some of 
these devices include: 
      PC-based Software: This is a software permits 
agency to enter card information (e.g., account 
number, expiration date) and transaction amount into 
a PC or a LAN server. It can be utilized for both in-
person (e.g., PC in a District Office), mail order and 
phone order transactions. Through a modem, PC-
based software dials into Global systems for 
authorization requests and to transmit settlement 
files. Authorization can be performed on-line when 
transacting directly with a cardholder (e.g., phone 
order transactions) or in batch mode when not 
directly dealing with a cardholder (e.g., mail order 
transactions), Lopresti, (2010). 
     Internet Applications: These are web-based 
applications permitting customers to enter card 
information to initiate payment. Card information is 
transmitted to Global through an Internet payment 
gateway. Internet applications support online 
authorization, Hsaiao, and Ming-Hsiung (2009). 
Point-of-Sale (POS) Terminals: These are stationary 
or wireless device supporting direct input of card 
data by “swiping” the magnetic strip. Thesedevices 
may also be used to manually key data into the 
terminal for authorization. This process would result 
in higher transaction fees than “swiping”. It is best 
suited for in-person transactions. Authorization is 
performed on-line (i.e., in real time), Hsaiao, and 
Ming-Hsiung, (2009). 
     Interactive Voice Response (‘IVR) Applications: 
Using a touch-tone phone, customers enter card 
information into an agency’s IVR application. The 
IVR System transmits the transactions to Global 
systems which passes the data along for 
authorization. It is not suitable if numerous data 
elements, particularly alpha data, need to be input by 
cardholder to complete transaction. It also supports 
online authorization Kawai and Tagg(2017). 
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Mainframe Applications: Agency’s mainframe 
processing systems receive batch files from third 
parties containing credit card transactions. A variety 
of communications modes may be utilized to 
transmit files to Global. Authorization may be done 
in batch mode or on-line. 
 

Internet Payment Gateways 

     Agencies accepting payments through an Internet 
application will need to use the services of an 
Internet payment gateway. Internet payment 
gateways sit between the customer’s 
browser/agency’s Internet application and 
Globalsystems. Gateways receive encrypted data 
from Internet applications (e.g., an authorization 
request), decrypt the data and transmit it to Global 
through a secure leased line. As data flows in the 
opposite direction (e.g., the authorization response), 
the gateway receives unencrypted data fromthrough 
the leased line, encrypts it and transmits it to the 
customer’s r/agency’s Internet application via the 
Internet. Gateways also create settlement files on 
their systems and transmit them to Global, relieving 
agencieshaving to store credit card numbers on their 
system. Agencies may, subject Global certification, 
utilize other third-partypayment gateways or develop 
the functionality of a gateway in-house in view of 
Huang (2000). 
 

Communication Methods:  
     Depending upon the payment device utilized, 
there are up to five different communication 
channels available for agencies to transmit 
transactions to Global. The options available are: 
•             Dial-Up, 
•             Leased-Line, 
•             Host-to-Host (Dial-up batch), 
•             ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) 
and 
•             Wireless (Cellular). 
In some cases, the communication method will be 
determined by the agency’s payment program. For 
example, an agency looking to have field agents 
accept cards through wireless point-of-sale terminals 
would require a wireless (cellular) method of 
connecting to Global. In other cases, the agency may 
be selecting between alternative methods depending 
on their program’s attributes. For example, an 
agency designing a program to accept cards using 
PC-based software might compare the costs and 
benefits of a dial-up connection to a leased line (with 
dial-up being less expensive and leased line being 
able to process high volumes of transactions). 

Agencies should work with Global to determine 
which of these options is best suited for their needs. 
The Global contract includes transaction fees 
charged by Global which vary by communication 
method. These fees compensate Global for their 
costs, and are in addition to other telecommunication 
fees charged by third parties for using these 
communications methods. 
 

Merchant Number:  
    Merchant numbers will be assigned by Global (for 
Visa and MasterCard transactions), American 
Express and Discover and arc used to identify 
payment programs. A single merchant number is 
typically assigned to Visa and MasterCard 
transactions. 
 

Online Payment Processing:  
     Credit cards are used most commonly for 
payment with online retail stores. The typical 
sequence of events in an online credit card 
transaction is: 
1.  A customer initiates the transaction by entering 
credit card and other information on a Web-based 
online order or payment form and submits it for 
transmission to Web server over the Internet. The 
transmission of the customer’s credit card 
information is secured. 
2.   The web server is set up to authorize transactions 
in real-time mode, the information is sent from web 
server to the acquiring bank or its third-party 
processor by payment processing software, or 
through an outsourced gateway provider. 
3.            The card-issuing bank either approves or 
disapproves the transaction based on the status and 
limitations of the customer’s account. If the 
transaction is approved, an approval code and 
reference number is transmitted back through the 
credit card network to the acquiring bank and then 
back to the web server. 
4. An authorization message is displayed on the 
payment page for the benefit of the customer. 
Besides payments between clients and credit cards, 
other payment types include debit cards, stored-value 
cards, telephone-based systems, loyalty systems, e-
checks, e-cash, Automated Clearing House (ACH), 
Financial Electronic Data Interchange (FEDI), 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) or wire transfer 
Mehrabian&Russel (1974). 
 

 

Prepaid Credit Card:  
     This is a pro-paid reloadable card that can be used 
everywhere Visa or MasterCard is accepted 
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at stores, gas stations, restaurants, theaters, in the 
mall and online. It can also be used to get cash from 
ATMs. The card is great for everyday purchases, 
special occasions, and emergency backup.As a pre-
paid card, it has its own built-in spending limit, set 
by how much money is loaded to the account and 
how frequently. 
 
How Prepaid Credit Cards Works 

     Because it is a prepaid card, spending limits arc 
set by the amount of money you load onto the card. 
When you make a purchase with the prepaid credit 
card, the purchase amount is deducted from the card 
balance. You can add more money on a regular basis 
or whenever the money runs low. That’s easily done 
by transferring money from a checking account or 
your own regular credit card.It is a way of carrying 
cash with a lower risk. You can access your balance 
through ATMs. 
 
Loading A Prepaid Credit Card:  
     Money can be conveniently loaded to your 
prepaid card from a MasterCard or Visa card, or 
from a checking or savings account. The card 
balance can be refueled anywhere there’s a computer 
or from any telephone-at home, at work-any time, 
day or night. Online customer service provides 
secure access to important account features and 
information, and telephone service is always 
available if a computer is npt handy. 
 

Benefits Of Prepaid Credit Cards:  
     According to Jarvenpaa and Todd (1997), the 
benefits are described are follow: 
•   Spending independence - You can use prepaid 
credit cards just like regularcredit cards. Just find 
what you need, hand your card to the clerk, sign your 
name on the receipt, get a copy of the receipt and 
your card back--and you’re done. 
•  nvenience - Prepaid credit cards can be used 
everywhere Visa or MasterCard is accepted-at stores, 
gas stations, restaurants, theaters, in the mall and 
online. 
•  Budgeting - You figure out in advance how you’ll 
spend it: spending can be controlled by how much 
money is loaded. In addition, prepaid credit cards 
provide a simpler way to keep track of money vs. 
carrying cash. 
•  Safer than cash - Unlike losing that twenty-dollar 
bill, with prepaid credit cards you’re protected from 
unauthorized transactions if the card is lost or stolen. 
Cards can be replaced if lost or stolen. 
• Teaching tool - Prepaid credit cards help you or 
your teens learn financial responsibility and good 

money management skills. Prepaid credit cards are a 
hands-on tool that teaches teens about finances in a 
controlled environment. You can monitor the 
balance and where the card is used either by going to 
your password-protected website and reviewing the 
transaction history and online statement in detail or 
by telephone. 
• Security: If you are still uncomfortable giving the 
numbers of the card on the internet, the prepaid card 
is the answer. Since the card can be charged only up 
to the value of the pre-loaded fund, the thieves 
cannot make an excessive charge using your card. 
\ 

Analysis of Existing System  

      Consumers find a product of interest by visiting 
the website of the retailer directly or by searching 
among alternative vendors using a shopping search 
engine. Once a particular product has been found on 
the website of the seller, most online retailers use 
shopping cart software to allow the consumer to 
accumulate multiple items and to adjust quantities, 
like filling a physical shopping cart or basket in a 
conventional store. A "checkout" process follows 
(continuing the physical-store analogy) in which 
payment and delivery information is collected, if 
necessary.Some stores allow consumers to sign up 
for a permanent online account so that some or all of 
this information only needs to be entered once. The 
consumer often receives an e-mail confirmation once 
the transaction is complete. Less sophisticated stores 
may rely on consumers to phone or e-mail their 
orders. Online shoppers commonly use a Credit card 
or a PayPal account in order to make payments. 
However, some systems enable users to create 
accounts and pay by alternative means, such as:  
 Billing to mobile phones,   Bitcoin or other crypto 
currencies, Cash on delivery (C.O.D.), Cheque,   
Debit card, direct debt, Electronic money of various 
types, Invoice is especially popular in Nigerian 
markets, and Wire transfer/delivery on payment, 
some online shops will not accept international credit 
cards. The financial part of a transaction may be 
processed in real time (e.g. letting the consumer 
know their credit card was declined before they log 
off), or may be done later as part of the fulfillment 
process. 
Analysis of the New System 

     The researcher narrowed the analysis of the new 
to online credit card payment. Credit cards are used 
most commonly for payment with online retail 
stores. The typical sequence of events in an online 
credit card transaction is: 
• A customer initiates the transaction by entering 
credit card and other information on a Web-
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based online order or payment form and submits it 
for transmission to Web server over the Internet. The 
transmission of the customer’s credit card 
information is secured. 
• The web server is set up to authorize transactions in 
real-time mode, the information is sent from web 
server to the acquiring bank or its third-party 
processor by payment processing software, or 
through an outsourced gateway provider. 
• The card-issuing bank either approves or 
disapproves the transaction based on the status and 
limitations of the customer’s account. If the 
transaction is approved, an approval code and 
reference number is transmitted back through the 
credit card network to the acquiring bank and then 
back to the web server. 
• An authorization message is displayed on the 
payment page for the benefit of the customer. 
  
 Justification For The New System 

     Having analyzed the electronic (Internet) 
payment system in Nigeria and the problems 
observed, the researcher proposes that a new system 
be designed which will alleviate these problems.The 
new system which is to be designed if implemented 
will enable: 
1.   Many Nigerians who have interest in e-
commerce to have access to debit/credit card. 
2.  The barriers created by the absence of Dollars 
will be totally eliminated. 
3.   Creation of conducive atmosphere between 
buyers and sellers of online goods and services in 
Nigeria and those in overseas. 
4.  Elimination of the risk involved in carrying 
physical cash and cheque. 
5.    Security: PIN-protection of every transaction 
and every payment is Digitally Signed. This enables 
security, privacy and convenience for the Internet 
consumer. 
 

Summary 

     In this review, the researcher has discussed the 
internet, e-business, e-commerce, electronic and 

Internet payment systems, debit/credit card system 
virtual prepaid card systems and their relationships. 
Internet payment system is not popular in Nigeria 
because of the unavailability of Dollar denominated 
debit/credit cards. This has made it of great 
importance for Nigeria and other developing 
countries to embrace this new Internet payment 
system - Virtual Prepaid Debit/Credit Card System, 
which is secure and an alternative means of buying 
and selling goods and service on-line. 
 
Conclusion 

     The internet payment system in Nigeria, 
especially the use of debit/credit card has not, been 
given adequate attention, by both government and 
citizens. There’s a total absence of Dollar 
denominated debit/credit cards and this has 
contributed to a large extent the poor state of Nigeria 
e-commerce. Despite these, the researcher is 
optimistic that the implementation of this system 
would be effective and efficient. It will go a long 
way in boosting e-commerce in Nigeria. 
RECOMMENDATION 
For the web-based virtual prepaid debit/credit card 
system in Nigeria to yield an efficient through put, 
the following recommendations should be adhered 
to: 
•    The Federal Government should ensure that 
necessary facilities like provision of Internet access 
were provided to all and sundry; 
•    Nigerian should be oriented and trained on the 
importance and use of this system; 
•    Adequate security measures (e.g. use of 
encryptions to protect PIN numbers) should be put in 
place in other to eliminate fraud; 
•   A deliberate legal frame work should be enacted 
by the Federal Government to backup this system; 
•   This system should be continuously monitored 
and appropriate research should be carried out in 
other to enhance a good evaluation and maintenance 
of the system. 

.________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

 

IPv6 is a new version of the internetworking protocol designed to address the scalability and service 

shortcomings of the current standard, IPv4.Unfortunately, IPv4 and IPv6 are not directly compatible, so 

programs and systems designed to one standard cannot communicate with those designed to the other. IPv4 

systems, however, are ubiquitous and are not about to go away “overnight” as the IPv6 systems are rolled in. 

Consequently, it is necessary to develop smooth transition mechanisms that enable applications to continue 

working while the network isbeing upgraded. In this paper we present the design and implementation of a 

transparent transition service that translates packet headers as they cross between IPv4 and IPv6 networks. 

While several such transition mechanisms have been proposed, ours is the first actual implementation. As a 

result, we are able to demonstrate and measure a working system, and report on the complexitiesinvolved in 

building and deploying such a system. 

Keyword: Packet trace, IPV4, IPV6 QoS 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Introduction 

      The current internetworking protocol, IPv4, 
eventually will be unable to adequately support 
additional nodes or the requirements of new 
applications. IPv6 is a new network protocol that 
features improved scalability and routing, security, 
ease-of-configuration, and higher performance 
compared to IPv4. Unfortunately, IPv6 is 
incompatible with IPv4 and to use the new protocol 
will require changes to the software in every 
networked device.IPv4 systems, however, are 
ubiquitous and are not about to go away “overnight” 
as the IPv6 systems are rolled in. Consequently, it is 
necessary to develop transition mechanisms that 
enable applications to continue working while the 
hosts and networks are being upgraded. One 
suggested strategy is to translate IP headers as they 
cross between IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The 
requirement of header translation is to remain 
transparent to applications and the network. In this 
paper we present two variations of IPv6/IPv4 
translators that address these difficulties. The first 
variation uses specialIPv6 addresses, as proposed in, 
to easily translate packets transparently for all 
applications. Unfortunately, these special IPv6 
addresses also require IPv6 routers to contain special 
routes to them, which is considered to be a bad idea 

because it creates more state for the router to 
maintain. The second variation maintains an explicit 
mapping between IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, and is 
therefore able to use standard IPv6 addresses that do 
not require any special treatment by IPv6 routers. Its 
drawback is that IP-addresses embedded in some 
applications' data stream, such as FTP, must 
becompletely transparent. 
 

Motivation 
     Our efforts began with comparing the IPv6 /Ipv4 
protocol for the SPIN extensible operating system, 
theresearcher was interested in accessing services 
using IPv6, but quickly discovered that there were 
only a few hosts accessible with evenfewer IPv6 
native services to talk to. Thus, we decided to 
compare an IPv6/IPv4 protocol so as to enable IPv6 
systems to access the IPv4 systems and services. 
 
 Purpose Of The Study 

    The purpose of this research is to make sure that 
different autonomous computers are connected to 
each other over a communication network to see 
each other, example, in all the hosts, one host act as 
a master or server node which perform tasks 
allotment to the sub nodes that are applicable or able 
of performing the task.    
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Figure 1: Different computers over Communication Network 

 
Significance of the Study 

     Presently in the internet there in shortage of ip 
address because of large number of users,the purpose 
of this project is to understand the difference 
between the twoprotocol and  the purpose why  
traffic should be  reduce on the internet. 
 

Limitations of the Present Ipv4 And Ipv6 Systems 
     -Running out of Internet addresses 

      - Limits Internet growth for existing users & 
Hinders use of the Internet for new users 
      -Internet Routing is inefficient 
     -Forces users to use translation (NATs) 
 

System Management Costs 

     Labor intensive, complex, slow and error prone 
Inconsistent level of DHCP support in clients 
-     Networks are having to renumber 
-      Caused by address space shortage/ When 
Choosing a more competitive ISP 
 

Statement of The Problem 
     There are two main problems with IPv4. First of 
all, today, there are 7.3 billion people in the world. 
Half of them own a computer of some sort, and 6 
billion have access to mobile phones. If we handed 
out just one IPv4 address to every person, we would 
be 3 billion IP addresses short. This makes 
reclaiming lost address space essentially pointless. 
Obviously, more addresses are needed for a modern 
Internet. The other problem with IPv4 is network 
address translation (NAT). Overloaded NAT — one 
IP with multiple private IPs behind it — breaks quite 
a few applications and provides no additional 
security against Internet threats. This results in a cost 
increase with no counter-benefit. 

    In their IPv4CountdownPlan, ARIN predicts that 
we will exhaust IPv4 space within the next year. 
This means that providers will no longer be able to 
supply routable public IPv4 addresses. Shortly 
thereafter, you won’t be able to get additional IPv4 
addresses from your provider, which means that you 
will be unableto turn up new public IP services. Ipv6 
do not have a logical participation in establishing 
support for routing Ipv4. 
 
Method of Data Collection 
     There is need to have set of values that will be 
used to test the accuracy of the protocols.Data 
gathering is an aspect of networking, ipv4 and ipv6 
using packet tracer.The researchers test environment 
consists of the translator as a gateway between IPv6 
and IPv4 hosts connected to separate Ethernet 
segments, and it incurs little performance overhead. 
Between a pair of IPv6 and IPv4 nodes 
communicating via the translator, we have 
measuredTCP bandwidth of 7210 Kbytes/second and 
roundtrip packet latencies of 424 microseconds over 
100Mbit/second Ethernet. 
 
Literature   Review 
IPv4 Internet Protocol - A Brief History 

     At the end of the 1960's there was a great demand 
in various US universities and research centers for a  
network that should permit nationwide utilization of 
existing computer resources. In addition to that there 
was the desire for data exchange. On the other hand 
there was the interest in practical experiences, 
design, implementation, the use of network 
techniques in general and packet switching in 
particular. So the Advanced Research Project 
Agency, an US government organization, started 
developing a net called ARPANET. From 
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1972 the Advanced Research Project Agency dealt 
with research projects of military interests and 
ARPANET was renamed DARPA. The first proposal 
was made in 1968. The contract was won in 
December 1968 by the company Bolt, Breakneck 
and Newman (BBN). The original version of the 
Internet Protocol for use in the Internet is Internet 
Protocol version 4 (IPv4), first installed in 1983.  
IPv4 addresses have been distributed by IANA to the 
RIRs in blocks of approximately 16.8 million 
addresses each. Each ISP or private network 
administrator assigns an IP address to each device 
connected to its network. Such assignments may be 
on a static (fixed or permanent) or dynamic basis, 
depending on its software and practices.  
     The rapid exhaustion of IPv4 address space 
available for assignment to Internet service providers 
and end user organizations by the early 1990s, 
prompted the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) to explore new technologies to expand the 
addressing capability in the Internet. The result was a 
redesign of the Internet Protocol which became 
eventually known as Internet Protocol Version 6 
(IPv6) in 1995. IPv6 technology was in various 
testing stages until the mid-2000s, when commercial 
production deployment commenced.  
IANA's primary IPv4 address pool was exhausted on 
3 February 2011, when the last five blocks were 
allocated to the five RIRs. APNIC was the first RIR 
to exhaust its regional pool on 15 April 2011, except 
for a small amount of address space reserved for the 
transition to IPv6, intended to be allocated in a 
restricted process.Individual ISPs still had 
unassigned pools of IP addresses, and could recycle 
addresses no longer needed by their subscribers. 
Today, these two versions of the Internet Protocol 
are in simultaneous use. Among other technical 
changes, each version defines the format of 
addresses differently. Because of the historical 
prevalence of IPv4, the generic term IP address 
typically still refers to the addresses defined by IPv4. 
The gap in version sequence between IPv4 and IPv6 
resulted from the assignment of version 5 to the 
experimental Internet Stream Protocol in 1979, 
which however was never referred to as 
IPv5.Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) is the fourth 
version of the Internet Protocol (IP) and it is the first 
version of the protocol to be widely deployed. 
Together with IPv6, it is at the core of standards-
based internetworking methods of the Internet. IPv4 
is still by far the most widely deployed Internet 
Layer protocol. An IP address in IPv4 is 32-bits in 

size, and allows for 4,294,967,296 unique addresses 
(Deering and Hinden, 1998). Even though the name 
seems to imply that it's the fourth iteration of the key 
Internet Protocol, version 4 of IP was the first that 
was widely used in modern TCP/IP. IPv4, as it is 
sometimes called to differentiate it from the newer 
IPv6, is the Internet Protocol version in use on the 
Internet today, and an implementation of the 
protocol is running on hundreds of millions of 
computers. It provides the basic datagram delivery 
capabilities upon which all of TCP/IP functions, and 
it has proven its quality in use over a period of more 
than two decades.The demands for file transfer, 
remote login and email were on top of the list for 
NCP (Network Control Protocol, the predecessor of 
TCP/IP). The first use of ARPANET was in 1971. In 
1973, a project was started, developing new lower 
layer protocols because the existing layers had 
become functionally inadequate. So Cerf and Kahn 
specified the following goals for the lower layer 
protocols in 1974:  

• Independence from underlying network techniques 
and from the architecture of the host Universal 
connectivity throughout the network End-to-end 
acknowledgments Standardized application protocols  
     In 1981 the TCP/IPv4 was standardized in 
ARPANET RFC's. The success of TCP/IP in the 
UNIX world was largely a result of the fact that the 
University of California in Berkeley undertook an 
implementation of TCP/IP in their 4.2 BSD UNIX in 
1983 and made the source code available as public 
domain software. Corrections and optimizations 
were made in later versions of BSD (4.3 BSD (1986) 
and 4.3 BSD/Tahoe (1988)). 
IPv4 Problems: An Overview 

     The number of users on the Internet is continually 
increasing very fast, but the address structure of the 
IPv4-header is fixed. In its later years, this is leading 
to problems as the number of free addresses is 
becoming less and less. Another aspect is that with 
the development of new applications like Multi-
Media and video conferencing, new features of IP 
are needed. The following points should demonstrate 
why a new IP is being developed:  
Why A New Ip Is Being Developed 

• The increase in the number of users of the 
Internet means that IP addresses are running out. IP 
supports only a fixed 32-bit field for addressing.  

• The routing tables in backbones are growing 
too fast.  

• IP addresses have only a 3 level hierarchy. IP 
supports only the three hierarchies: net, subnet and 
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host.  
• The granularity of IP address allocation is too 

gross. In IP you have only four classes of nets: Class 
A, B, C and D (a fifth class, class E, is only for 
research purposes). These classes differ in the 
number of nets and hosts:   
 

CLASS A  

125 nets - about 16 mills. Hosts per net  
Class B  
16382 nets - 65534 hosts per net  
Class C  
About 2 mills. Nets - 254 hosts per net  
Class D  
Multicast network class  
In addition to that, new features are needed as well, 
i.e.:  
• Provider selection. 
You can choose special providers for routing the 
packet. This is necessary for commercial usage of 
the Internet, making it possible to choose only 
special providers i.e. trusted providers.  
• Scalable multicast. 
Multicast in IP is only possible in subnets. For 
Multimedia-applications it should be possible to 
address different hosts in different subnets.The IPv4 
addressing scheme, with a 32-bit address field, 
providers over 4,000,000,000 possible addresses, 
which seems more than adequate to the task of 
addressing all of the hosts on the Internet. 
Unfortunately, this situation is not the case for a 
number of reasons,for example:  
 An IP address is divided into a network portion and 
a local portion, which are administered separately. 
Although the address space within a network may be 
sparsely filled, allocating a portion of the address 
space (range of IP addresses) to a particular 
administrative domain makes all addresses within 
that range unavailable for allocation elsewhere. 
_ The IP addressing model requires that unique 
network numbers be assigned to all IP networks, 
whether they are connected to the Internet or not. 
_ The growth of TCP/IP usage into new areas 
outside the traditional connected PC will shortly 
result in a rapid explosion of demand for IP 
addresses. For example, widespread use of TCP/IP 
for interconnecting hand-held devices, electronic 
point-of-sale terminals, or web-enabled television 
receivers (all devices that are now available) will 
enormouslyincrease the number of IP hosts.These 
factors mean that the IP address space is much more 
constrained than our simple analysis indicates. This 

problem is called IP address exhaustion. Methods of 
relieving this problem, such as the usage of Classless 
Inter Domain Routing (CIDR) and the increased 
usage of Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 
(DHCP), are already being employed to relieve 
pressure on the IP address space. 
Apart from IP address exhaustion, other restrictions 
in IPv4 also call for the definition of a new IP 
protocol: 
1. Even with the use of CIDR, routing tables, 
primarily in the IP backbone routers, are growing too 
large to be manageable. 
2. Traffic priority, or class of service, is vaguely 
defined, scarcely used, and not at all enforced in 
IPv4, but highly desirable for modern real-time 
applications. 
3. The number of mobile data applications and 
devices are growing quickly, and IPv4 has difficulty 
in managing forwarding addresses and in realizing 
visitor-location network authentication. 
4. There is no direct security support in IPv4. 
Various open and proprietary security solutions 
cause interoperability concerns. As the Internet is 
part of everyday life, security enhancements of the 
infrastructure should be placed into the basic IP 
protocol. 
In view of these issues, the IETF established an IPng 
(IP next generation) working group to make 
recommendations for the IP Next Generation 
Protocol. Eventually, the specification for Internet 
Protocol version 6 (IPv6) was outlined in RFC 2460 
- Internet Protocol, Version 6 
(IPv6) specification as the latest version of the IP 
protocol. 
 
IPv6 features overview 

     Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is a version of 
the Internet Protocol (IP) intended to succeed IPv4, 
which is the protocol currently used to direct almost 
all Internet traffic. IPv6 stands for Internet Protocol 
version 6 also known as Ipng (IP next generation) is 
the second version of the Internet Protocol to be used 
generally across the virtual world. The first version 
was IPv4. IPng was designed to take an evolutionary 
step from IPv4. It was not a design goal to take a 
radical step away from IPv4. Functions which work 
in IPv4 were kept in IPng. Functions which didn’t 
work were removed. The Internet operates by 
transferring data between hosts in packets that are 
routed across networks as specified by routing 
protocols. These packets require an addressing 
scheme, such as IPv4 or IPv6, to specify their source 
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and destination addresses. Each host, computer or 
other device on the Internet requires an IP address in 
order to communicate. The growth of the Internet 
has created a need for more addresses than are 
possible with IPv4. Like IPv4, IPv6 is an internet-
layer protocol for packetswitched internetworking 
and provides end-to-end datagram transmission 
across multiple IP networks. While IPv4 allows 32 
bits for an IP address, and therefore has 232 (4 294 
967 296) possible addresses, IPv6 uses 128-bit 
addresses, for an address space of 2128 
(approximately 3.4×1038) addresses. This expansion 
allows for many more devices and users on the 
internet as well as extra flexibility in allocating 
addresses and efficiency for routing traffic. It also 
eliminates the primary need for network address 
translation (NAT), which gained widespread 
deployment as an effort to alleviate IPv4 address 
exhaustionon the internet as well as extra flexibility 
in allocating addresses and efficiency for routing 
traffic. It also eliminates the primary need for 
network address translation (NAT), which gained 
widespread deployment as an effort to alleviate IPv4 
address exhaustion.One of the goals of IPv6′s 
address space expansion is to make NAT 
unnecessary, improving total connectivity, 
reliability, and flexibility. IPv6 will reestablish 
transparency and end-to-end traffic across the 
Internet. The new IPv6 addresses are large and 
cumbersome to deal with, so IPv6 reduces the 
number of people who have to read and write 
them.A second major goal of IPv6 is to reduce the 
total time which people have to spend configuring 
and managing systems. An IPv6 system can 
participate in “stateless” auto configuration, where it 
creates a guaranteed-unique IP address by combining 
its LAN MAC address with a prefixprovided by the 
network router – DHCP is not needed. 
IPv6 offers the following significant features: 

_ A larger address space, which is said to be 
sufficient for at least the next 30 years 
_ Globally unique and hierarchical addressing, based 
on prefixes rather than addressclasses, to keep 
routing tables small and backbone routing efficient 
_ A mechanism for the auto-configuration of 
network interfaces 
_ Support for encapsulation of itself and other 
protocols 
_ A class of service that distinguishes types of data 
_ Improved multicast routing support (in preference 
to broadcasting) 
_ Built-in authentication and encryption 

_ Transition methods to migrate from IPv4 
_ Compatibility methods to coexist and 
communicate with IPv4 
 

IPv6 header format 

      The format of the IPv6 packet header is 
simplified from its counterpart in IPv4. The length 
ofthe IPv6 header increases to 40 bytes (from 20 
bytes) and contains two 16-byte addresses(source 
and destination), preceded by 8 bytes of control 
information.  
Research Methodology 

     The method consisted of a selection of one server, 
14 Ethernet workstations Ethernet switches, and a 
router. This selection represents one office. In this 
case, the 14 workstations and 1 server are connected 
to the switch via Ethernet 100baseT. Each office has 
one router connected to the switch. The two offices 
are connected to each other, using the ppp - ds3 link 
connecting the two routers. After establishing the 
connection using the above mentioned method, we 
defined the application using Application definition 
to set which application we need to apply in this 
scenario. After that we defined the profile using 
Profile definitions to set which profile one need to 
apply. In this case we need to apply voice 
application, http and Ethernet. To do that, in free 
space right click and choose individual DES 
statistics, then pick which parameter does your 
analysis in your scenario, in this case we select 
Ethernet delay and node delay and throughput, jitter, 
response time (http), voice (traffic send and receive) 
and, utilization. IPv6 addresses in the network by 
using the Protocols >IPv6> Auto-Assign IPv6 

Addresses option and IPv4 addresses in the network 
by using the Protocols >IPv4>Auto-Assign IPv4 

Addresses. On free space right click and choose 
individual DES statistics and choose which 
parameter do your analysis in your scenario, in this 
case we select Ethernet delay and node delay. 
  Network components 
This section discusses the following network 
components used in the suggested network models 
running  
The "Profile Config" node: -Can be used to create 
profiles for users, which can be applied to different 
nodes in the network that is used to generate layer 7 
(application layer) traffic. In the 
“ApplicationConfig” you must crate application to 
be used by this profile. Using the "Application 
Config" object before using this object. You can 
specify the traffic patterns followed by the 
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applications as well as the configured profiles of this 
object. The Ethernet: -represents a workstation with 
client-server applications running over TCP, and 
UDP. The workstations support only one Ethernet 
connection at 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, or 1000 Mbps. 
This workstation requires a fixed amount of time to 
route each packet, as determined by the "IP 
Forwarding Rate" feature of this node. Packets are 
routed on FCFS (First come, first serve) basis. It 
might also encounter queues at the lower layers of 

the protocol inasmuch it depends on transmission 
rates of corresponding interface output.  
 Router type ethernet4_slip8_gtwynode object  
 The Ethernet _server model represents a server node 
with server applications running over TCP and UDP.  
The 100BaseT link: -Links between hosts and 
routers or hosts and switch. Represents an Ethernet 
connection operating at 100 Mbps. It can connect 
any combination of the following nodes (except 
switch to router, which connect hub to hub or switch 
to switch or switch to work station

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: PPP-DS3 duplex link: - 
 

Links between routers. Packet 
Formats:ip3_dgram.Data Rate:DS3 (44.736 Mbps). 
Supports one underlying Ethernet connection at 10 

Mbps, 100 Mbps, or 1 Gbps. The operational speed 
is determined by the connected link's data rate

.  
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Figure 3: 

 

Result 
     The Figure below shows the comparison of 
Ethernet delay between IPv4 and IPv6and shows 
also both types of theoretical have transient state and 

stead state station and the IPv6 has small stead stated 
time if we compare it with IPv4

. 

 
Figure 4: Ethernet Delay 
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     Fragmentation in IPv6 performed by the host 
only. For this reason the delay of IPv6 is bigger than 
the delay in IPv4but with a small difference. The 
IPv6 has a higher Delay than IPv4because IPv6hasa 
larger header field. IPv6has a smaller header field, 
the curve takes latency of the time in the beginning 
before the Guide to up, because the devices in 
thestate start on then curve Guide to high because the 
devices are requesting at the same time. Delay has 
inverse relationship the number of devices. Figure 4 
shows the Email Download Response Time. 

 

Figure 5: Http Download 

Response Time 
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The Response time is measured from the 
time a client application sends a request to 
the server until it receives the response 
packet. Data traffic gradually increases the 
response time forIPv4 network. The 
difference in Http download response time 
of anIPv4and an IPv6 network is small. 
Comparison of the Performance  

Characteristics of Ipv6 and Ipv4 Address 

     Instead of allowing for only 32-bit IP, 
IPv6 allows for 128-bit IP.With the 
increased IP address size, up to 2128 or 3.4 
x 1038 different IP addresses can be defined. 
Multicast addresses increased use of 
efficient one-to-many communications. 
Anycast addresses redundant services using 
nonunique addresses.  
 

The IPv6 Header  

     The IPv6 header itself is always exactly 40 
bytes, and contains exactly 8 fields. Unlike the 
IPv4 header, the IPv6 header cannot vary in 
size. The figure below shows the header and 
explains each of the fields, for details consult 
RFC 2460 (Deering & Hinden, 1998). The 
checksum field was simply dropped; all 
checksum computations in IPv6 must be 
carried out by upper-layer protocols like TCP 
and UDP. The fragment fields which appear in 
the IPv4 header were dropped from the main 
IPv6 header. Fragment information was 
relegated to an extension header. Also, IPv6 
routers are not allowed to fragment packets 
they forward; only the original sender of an 
IPv6 packet is permitted to break the packet 
into fragments. This has significant 
implications for network security because 
ICMP control packets that support path 
maximum transmission unit (MTU) discovery 
must be permitted through all IPv6 networks 
(Ziring, 2006). The functionality provided by 
the “Time to Live” field has been replaced 
with the “Hop Limit” field. The “Protocol” 
field has been replaced with the “Next Header 
Type” field. The “Options” field is no longer 
part of the header as it was in IPv4. Options 
are specified in the optional IPv6 Extension 
Headers. The removal of the options field 
from the header provides for more efficient 
routing; only the information that is needed by 

a router needs to be processed (Hermann & 
Seton, 2002). 

 

Enhance Quality of Service (QoS) support  

     The IPv6 packet header contains fields that 
facilitate the support for QoS for both 
differentiated and integrated services (Sotillo, 
2006). To provide better support for real-time 
traffic (e.g. Voice over IP), IPv6 includes 
“labeledflows” in its specifications. By means 
of this mechanism, routers can recognize the 
end-to-end flow to which transmitted packets 
belong (Sailan, Hassan, & Patel, 2009) 
  

Auto configuration 

     Auto configuration is an important feature 
of IPv6.For devices such as a PC, laptop, 
PDA, or cell phone using an IP based 
network, each interface connected to the 
network mustbe assigned an IP address. For 
this task, IPv4 is limited to statefull protocols 
such as the Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol, which require a server to store a 
requesting host’s configuration information. In 
addition to supporting state fullauto 
configuration through DHCPv6, IPv6 
introduces a simplified stateless auto 
configuration procedure where a node can 
configure its IP address based only on local 
information that is without contacting a server 
(Caicedo, Joshi & Tuladhar, 2009) Stateless 
auto configuration occurs without the use of 
DHCP.  Enhance mobility support 

 Main goal of the mobile IP protocol (MIP) 
is to maintain the IP address of the node while 
roaming through the different network 
segments (Davies, 2003). Pv6 provides 
mechanisms that allow mobile nodes to 
change their locations and addresses without 
losing the existing connections through which 
those nodes are communicating. This service 
is supported at the Internet level and therefore 
is fully transparent to upper-layer protocols.  

 

Native Security 

     The term IPsec refers to a suite of protocols 
from the IETF providing network layer 
encryption and authentication for IP-based 
networks (Kanda, 2004). The objective of 
IPsec is to authenticate and/or encrypt all 
traffic at the IP level (Radwan, 2005). 
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Although IPSec is also available for IPv4 
implementations, it is not mandated but 
optional. Support for IPSec in IPv6 
implementations is not an option but a 
requirement. IPsec is mandated in the protocol 
(Sotillo, 2006). In IPv4, widely-used NATs, 
but IPv6 expands address space and making 
NAT unnecessary. IPv6 is expected to 
increase the use of IPsec in end-to-end 
communications.In IPv6, IPSec is 
implemented using the authentication header 
(AH) and the Encapsulating Security Payload 
(ESP) extension header. Additionally, because 
most security breaches occur at the application 
level,even the successful deployment of IPsec 
with IPv6 does not guarantee any additional 
security for those attacks beyond the valuable 
ability to determine the source of the attack 
(Oh etal., 2006) 

 

Implementation 

     In this section we present basic 
performance measurements and describe a 
set of applications that we have used to 
verify whether the translator works for real 
applications.Our experimental setup consists 
of IPv6 and IPv4 machines connected to 
separate, private Ethernet segments. The 
translator is equipped with two Ethernet 
cards and acts as a gateway between the 
IPv6 and IPv4 Ethernet segments. All 
machines in our setup are Intel PCs 
equipped with a 200 MHz Pentium Pro 
processor, 64MB of RAM, and 3COM 
3c905 fast Ethernet cards. One used both 
Linux (2.1.95) and Windows NT 4.0 as our 
IPv6 test machines. For Windows NT we 
use Microsoft Research’s publicly released 
IPv6 stack. The translator is implemented as 
a Windows NT device driver and roughly 
consists of 2000 lines of C code. It uses the 
IPv4 and IPv6 stacks in Windows NT to 
send IP packets. 
 Latency and Bandwidth 

     To evaluate the performance of the 
protocol we used the Http tool to measure 
bandwidth and ping to measure latency 
between a pair of IPv6 and IPv4 hosts. We 
compare the packet forwarding performance 
of the IPv6/IPv4 translator with NT’s built-in 
IPv4 forwarding support. One measured the 
roundtrip latency of ping packets ranging in 
size from 64 bytes to 1440 bytes on 100Mbps 
Ethernet links. In Table 3, the columns labeled 
v4-v4 and v6-v6 show the latency between 
two machines communicating directly using 
the same protocol. The columns labeled FWD 

and NAPT show the roundtrip latency going 
through NT’s forwarder and our translator, 
respectively. The translator is on average 
about 30 microseconds slower compared to 
the forwarder. 

 

Security threats similar in IPv4 and IPv6 

network 

Man-in-the-middle attacks  

     Because the IPv4 and IPv6 headers have 
no security mechanisms themselves, each 
protocol relies on the IPsec protocol suite for 
security. In this fashion IPv6 falls prey to the 
same security risks posed by a man in the 
middle attacking the IPsec protocol suite, 
specifically IKE. Tools that can attack an IKE 
aggressive mode negotiation and derive a 
preshared key are documented. With this in 
mind, we recommend using IKE main mode 
negotiations when requiring the use of 
preshared keys. IKEv2 is expected to with the 
corresponding NA message, thereby taking 
over the intended traffic MAC address of 
another node B, it sends an NS message to the 
all-nodes multicast flow address this issue in 
the future (Convery & Miller, 2004). When a 
node requires the address. An attacker on the 
same link can see the NS message and reply to 
it between A and B (Caicedo, Joshi & 
Tuladhar, 2009). 

 

Flooding attacks 

    One of the most frequent attack types 
present in IPv4 networks is a flooding attack. 
It connotes flooding a network device (e.g. a 
router) or a host with large amounts of 
network traffic. A targeted device is unable to 
process such large amount of network traffic 
and becomes unavailable or out of service. A 
flooding attack can be local or a distributed 
denial of service attack (DoS), when the 
targeted network device is being flooded by 
network traffic from many hosts 
simultaneously. This type of attack can also 
affect the IPv6 networks, because the basic 
principles of the flooding attack remain the 
same. New types of extension headers in IPv6, 
new types of ICMPv6 messages and 
dependence on multicast addresses in IPv6 
(e.g. all routers must have site-specific 
multicast addresses) may provide new ways of 
misuse in flooding attacks 
The sniffing attacks 

    A typical example of an attack that affects 
both IPv4 and IPv6 network is a sniffing 
attack. The sniffing attack involves capturing 
of the data being transmitted through the 
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network. In case that confidential data are 
transmitted in a plaintext protocol, they can 
easily be compromised by an attacker running 
sniffing attack. A sniffing attack type can be 
avoided by a proper use of the IPsec security 
architecture, which is used in IPv4 as an 
option and in IPv6 as an obligation. 
 Rogue devices 

     Rogue devices are devices introduced into 
the network that are not authorized. Although 
this could most easily be a simple 
unauthorized laptop, more interesting for an 
adversary would be a rogue wireless access 
point, DHCP or DNS server, router, or switch. 

These attacks are fairly common in IPv4 
networks and are not substantially changed in 
IPv6. If Ipsec were ever used in a more 
comprehensive way in the IPv6 protocol 
(including device bootstrap), authentication 
for devices could mitigate this attack 
somewhat. The 802.1x standard also has the 
potential to help here, though an undetected 
rogue device could funnel 802.1x 
authentication sequences to a compromised 
node acting as an A Numbers: Scarcity of IP 
Addresses and What to do about it  server 
while capturing valid credentials 

 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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This project focused on the Design and Development of a Bank Verification and 

Authentication system using Quick Response Code (QR-Code). The traditional method of 

verification and authentication system for bank transactions has been using the username 

and password method. The systems cookies have the ability to save the username and 

password which sometime possess several hacking threat and theft. String encryption 

actually uses a specific mathematical formula which can be decoded by black hackers. The 

designed system concentrates on machine capabilities rather than human ability and this new 

system uses encrypted image readable by camera. The spiral method was used as the 

implementation model. The account holder can make payment by generating QR-Code which 

often which often presented as payment token for business transactions. The methodology 

used in this work is object oriented Analysis and Design (00AD while the programming 

language used is paython 3.7). The systems accept the account number and amount to 

generate a specific image QR-Codes for payment to the beneficiary. In this system, accounts 

are debited and credited through different system users. Similarly, The Hyper Text Makeup 

Language (HTML 5) was used for front end coding. The results obtained indicated that the 

designed systems generated a dynamic QR-Code for bank transaction either by debiting or 

crediting the beneficiary accounts. Also, the users have access to the dashboard through the 

use of QR-Code generated by the administrator. 

Key Words   
 

Introduction 

Background of Study 

   Banking system for decade required highly 
secured system and uses the recent technology 
not known by the common man. Several 
authentication systems have been used for 
transactions like encryption models and 
algorithm. The bank verification and 
authentication are very vital part of the entire 
banking system. The users areregistered and 
before the payment transactions are documented, 
the users provide the system with authentication 
parameter which is verified. The authentication 
systems are encrypted string in the form user 
password and string username generated by 
system or user choice, (Young Sil Lee et al, 
2010). 
     The recent technology requires a system that will 
encrypt transaction information a given 
 generated images      

 
 

known as QRCODE. The transaction details 
are embedded into the QRCODE. The 
account number to be credited, the amount 
and the transaction ID.  
     Expeditious growth in E-Commerce trade 
has led to various user centric applications 
throughout the world. The ever growing 
popularity of online shopping and ticket 
booking has shown new dimensions of 
technology. The Debit or Credit card fraud 
and personal information security are major 
issues for customers and banks particularly in 
the case of funds transfer or during online 
shopping, (Rif_ a-Pous et al, 2009). 
Two new approaches are used for the  

      Purpose of E-payment transaction. The first 
method requires customer’s limited personal 
information that is necessary for fund transfer 
during online shopping. This safeguards the 
customer data which indeed increases customer 
confidence and prevents identity theft. The second 
method is thegeneration of secure e-tickets for train 
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and movie applications based on QRCODES with 
encrypted content. 
     In modern world, we do almost everything on-
online (banking, communicating, storing and 
sharing personal information, shopping) it is now a 
days a critical to be able to access these services in 
the most secured manner. As viruses and cracking 
methods becoming more complex and powerful day 
by day, so the available securitytechniques must 
improve as well, to allow users to protect their data 
and communications with the maximum security, 
(Young Sil Lee et al, 2010). 
    There is a method called one factor 
authentication which was used traditionally, but 
it was less secure because using username and 
password it is not secure enough for critical 
transactions and anyone can access this 
information. So this research represent one 
method namely Two Factor Authentication 
method which provide more security than 
previous one and a two-factor-authentication 
method includes two of three authentication 
verification method, (Y. Chow et al, 2014). 
     The aim of this research is to develope   
authentication method using a two-factor 
authentication. A trusted device (a web based) that 
will read a QRCODF which act as token and a 
password known by the user. The main advantage of 
using web base is that any user has mobile phone or 
system personal computer and because of that there 
is no need of having hardware token, (Sonawane et 
al, 2014). 
     The QRCODE is a type of bar code. A bar code is 
one dimensional code and QRCODES are two 
dimensional. QR codes can store more data than bar 
code. To eliminate attack like phishing attack and to 
confirm user identity, QRCODE which is scanned 
by user system device can be used and weakness of 
traditional password  based system can be improved 
by finding the user transaction information and 
unique 
 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

     In most of the cases, users have complained 
about the loss of their bank card and the 
password hacked or stolen. Stealing stored 
electromagnetic information of an AT M card, 
using a skimming device or by any other latest 
technology is quite easier and has access to the 
human signature through forceful request or 
forgery, (Mukhopadhyay,Syamantak; Argles, 
David, 2009). 

     The use of Username and password has 
failed in most cases of banking 
systemauthentication. Also, keeping an ATM 
card handy is not at all safe, because there is 

achance that someone can steal it, or latest 
technology updates facilitates to steal 
theATM cards information by just passing 
very closely to the user. By this, user may not 
be aware of losing privacy of their Bank 
card’s information. (D. E. Clarke, et al, 
2002). 
     Furthermore, the loss of personal mobile 
phones GSM, has also aided criminal 
activities and hacking ones bank information. 
So, people started looking for a highly 
secured banking system and other      security 
systems to get rid of anti-social elements. 
The main problem is to provide an intelligent 
dual security level to the current security 
systems in banking sector. 
 
1.3 Aims and Objectives 

     The main aim of this thesis to the Design 
and Develop a Bank Verification 
Authentication System using QRCODE that 
will handle through the use of an intelligent 
machine generated encrypted code (QR-
Code) to achieve a highly intensive security 
measures . The objectives are to: 
Create a web based application used for bank 
verification authentication win ORCODE for 
transaction encryption. 
• Create account for every account holder 
ready for transaction. 
• Implement a user platform as per the 
Dashboard of the user where transaction can 
be performed. 
• Develop a verifying system for the QR-
Code Reader. 
• Develop and implement an intelligent 
agent to monitor and respond to successful 
and unsuccessful authentications. 
 
1.4 Significance Of The Study 

     The system used for generating this 
encrypted files or password could be 
decrypted by the same operating system or 
system kernel using several hacking 
practices. In other that individual bank 
accounts are secured from unauthorized user 
to have access, the need for an image 
alphanumeric security. 
     The QR coded image is generated using 
unique personal identifier code generated by 
the system, with an intelligent agent that 
monitors successful and unsuccessful 
authentication 
.c v        mncusing on the design and 
development of a highly intelligent secured 
banking system that cannot be hacked using 
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human properties. The security system of 
two-dimensional ORCODE incorporates the 
technologyarchitecture of the use of 
encrypted text into image files with 
intelligent agent. The (2- D QRCODE) will 
serve as a passage gateway to have access to 
bank account. 
 

1.6 Definition of Technical Terms 

• Home Page: This remains the index page 
of the application that is, the web based 
application for bank transaction and QRcode 
generation. It remains the welcome page of 
the website, which introduces the entire 
application.  
• Login Page: This page is the 
authentication page where all users, through 
it have access to their page which is the 
dashboard.  
• Dashboard Page: It is the page on which 
transaction are done. The QRcode is 
generated for each transaction, view personal 
transactions and debit/credit account via the 
QRcode generation. 
• View Transaction: The transactions are 
made visible to the account holder. The 
update of the account is made visible here. 

• QRCODE Debit: This is located at the 
dashboard of every account holder. Through 
this the account of the holder is debit to 
credit  
• the account in the generated QRCODE. 
• Credit Account: Only useful for the 
beneficiary, by placing the generated 
QRCODE in the front of the system webcam.  
• Add User: This remain the activities of 
the administrator, by collecting the details of 
the users and register it, take picture and 
credit the initial fund of the account holder. 
• View Transactions: This remains the 
responsibility of the administrator to view the 
account of all the account holders in the 
bank. 
• Logout: It remains a link to end the 
section of each user. Either the administrator 
or Users 
• View Users: They are the registered 
users, in which the administrator has the 
authorization to view all registered account 
holder of the Bank 

2.1 Review of The Body of Knowledge 

     The history of banking system began with 
the first prototype bank where the merchants of 
the world, who made grain loan to farmers and 
traders who carried goods between cities and 
expanded to other countries. This was around 
2000 BC in Assyria and Sumeria. Later, in 
ancient Greece and during the Roman Empire, 
lenders based in temples made loans, while 
accepting deposits and performing the change of 
money. 

     Archaeology from is period in ancient China 
and India also shows evidence of money 
lending activity. The development of banking 
spread from northern Italy throughout the Holy 
Roman Empire, and in the 15th and 16th 
century to northern Europe. This was followed 
by a number of important innovations that took 
place in Amsterdam during the Dutch Republic 
in the 17th century and in London since the 
18th century. 
     During the 20th century, developments in 
telecommunications and computing  

caused major changes to banks' operations 
and let banks dramatically increase in size and 

geographic spread. The financial crisis of 
2007 - 2007 caused many bank failures, 
including some of the world's largest banks, 
and provoked much debate about bank 
regulation. 

         Security Bank was publicly-listed with the 
Philippine Stock Exchange in 1995. Over the 
years, the Bank prudently managed to remain 
one of the most stable in the banking industry. 
Its major businesses include retail, 
commercial and corporate banking, and 
financial markets. It offers a wide range of 
services including financingand leasing, 
foreign exchange and stock brokerage, 
investment banking and asset management 
through its subsidiaries. 

     Quick Response Code is the trademark for a 
type of matrix barcode (or two- dimensional 
barcode) first designed in 1994 for the 
automotive industry in Japan. A barcode is a 
machine-readable optical label that contains 
information about the item towhich it is 
attached. A QR code uses four standardized 
encoding modes (numeric,alphanumeric, 
byte/binary, and kanji) to store data 

efficiently; extensions may also be used. 
(QRCODE Features, 2011) 

      The Quick Response (QR code) 
system became popular outside the 
automotive industry due to its fast 
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readability and greater storage capacity 
compared to standard UPC barcodes. 
Applications include product tracking, 
item identification, time tracking, 
document management, and general 
marketing. (QRCODE Essentials, 2013) 
     A QR code consists of black squares 
arranged in a square grid on a white 
background, which can be read by an 
imaging device such as a camera, and 
processed using Reed- Solomon error 
correction until the image can be 
appropriately interpreted. The required 
data is then extracted from patterns that 
are present in both horizontal and vertical 
components of the image. (QRCODE 
Essentials, 2013) It is now widely used 
around the world to get to websites more 
quickly, and it can also be used for 
advertisements. 
 

2.1.1 Web Based Application 

            A web-based application is any program that is 
accessed over a network connection using HTTP, 
rather than existing within a device’s memory. Web-
based applications often run inside a web browser. 
However, web-based applications also may be client- 
based, where a small part of the program is 
downloaded to a user’s desktop, but processing is 
done over the internet on an external server. Web 
based applications are also known as web apps. The 
web apps are created by the use of terms like web- 
based, internet-based and cloud-based when referring 
to applications Muthaiah RM et al (2014). 
     Web-based applications actually encompass all the 
applications that communicate with the user via 
HTTP. This includes light applications like Flash 

games, online calculators, calendars and so on, as 
well as more intensive applications such as webbased 
word processors and spreadsheet applications. 

2.2 Review of Related Literature 

     The importance of human-computer interaction 
aspects in QR code security has been 
acknowledged by the research of See Burger et al. 
(2012) and Vidas et al. (2013). See burger et al. 
investigated how users interact with QR code 
stickers in urban spaces. 

 

2.1 Bank Verification and Authentication 

     The way we pay and do banking is 
changing with new technologies and the 
increasing authentication possibilities. 
Banks should choose a strategy to be ready 
forauthentication. Because the whole 
industry sees opportunities in this space, 
there isalso an explosion of new 
technologies, tools and start-ups, with new 
products and services being created every 
day.     The ideal goal of every payment 
implementation is to set the right balance 
between security and convenience. An 
essential ingredient in the commerce value 
orchestration is the ability to authenticate 
consumers and the payment instrument he 
or she provides during a transaction. 
Therefore, there’s an ongoing race to excel 
in the ability of authenticating customers, 
by deploying state-of-art solutions to 
enable this. To realize different 
authentication concepts, a mindset change 
is needed for traditional banks. In a fast-
changing world, the architecture of banks 
will need to become more open and 
flexible Sonawane Shamal et al, (2010). 

     
Authentication is the process of determining if 
an entity is, in fact, who he/she/it claims to be. 
In the banking industry the concept is widely 
used. Nowadays, solutions to the 
authentication need are becoming more and 
more innovative. Banks have to prepare their 
authentication strategy for the near-future, 
where both sufficient authentication and a 
seamless userexperience will be 
ensured,(https://blog.ul-ts.com/posts/future-of- 
authentication-in-banking/, 2018). 

     Y. Chow et al. (2014) describe a visual 
OTP challenge-response authentication 
approach that is based on visual 
cryptography. The secret authentication 
message is split into two visual 
cryptography shares. Using the mobile 
device's camera, the user visual obtains the 

secret by overlaying one share on the 
mobile device's screen with the other share 
that is displayed on the computer's screen. 
Another method of authentication via the 
visual channel was demonstrated by J. M. 
McCune et al. (2005). 
     The commercial transaction 
authentication system for online banking 
transactions uses a patented visual 
transaction signing approach in which a 
graphical cryptogram, a Cronto Sign 
image, is displayed on a user's computer 
screen. The user uses a cameraphone or a 
dedicated hardware device to capture the 
cryptogram. Transactioninformation can 
be securely decoded from the cryptogram 
if the image isunhampered. The user is to 
check the trans-action details and confirm 
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that the transaction is genuine. An 
authentication code is then generated on 
the user's phone or device and the user has 
2.2.2 Qrcode Encryption 

     In the world today, security is a big 
issue and securing important data is very 
essential, so that the data cannot be 
intercepted or misused for any kind of 
unauthorized use. The hackers and 
intruders are always ready to get through 
personal data or important data of a person 
or an organization, and misuse them in 
various ways. For this reason, the field of 
cryptography is very important and the 
cryptographers are trying to introduce new 
cryptographic methods to secure the data 
as much as possible, Kieseberg et al, 
(2010). 
      This problem can be solved by 
encrypting the data and hiding it in a QR 
Code, which can be kept with the person 
all the time and the QR Code scanner with 
a software, using the method that can be 
used to decode with the authentic 
password the information saved in it. 
QR code is the trademark for a type of 
matrix barcode (or two-dimensional 
barcode) first designed for the automotive 
industry in Japan. A barcode is a machine-

readable optical label that contains 
information about the item to which it is 
attached. Four standardized encoding 
modes (numeric, alphanumeric and 
byte/binary) could be stored as QR for 
efficient data store. 
     The QR Code system became popular 
outside the automotive industry due to its 
fast readability and greater storage 
capacity compared to standard UPC 
barcodes. Applications include product 
tracking, item identification, time tracking, 
to pass this back to the bank's server to 
complete a transaction, Cronto (2010). 
 

document management, and general 
marketing, Chatterjee, Nath, et al, (2011). 
     A QR code consists of black modules 
arranged in a square grid on a white 
background, which can be read by an 
imaging device and processed using 
Reed— Solomon error correction until the 
image can be appropriately interpreted. 
The required data are then extracted from 
patterns that are present in both horizontal 
and vertical  components of the image, 
Chatterjee, et al (2011). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The amount of data that could be 
stored in the QR code symbol depends on 
the data type, version (1, 40, indicating the 
overall dimensions of the symbol), and 
error correction level. The maximum 

storage capacities occur for 40-L symbols 
(version40, error correction level L) as 
shown in Table (2.1), Sonawane, et al, 
(2014) 
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Table 2.1: Maximum character storage capacity (40-L) 

Input Mode Maximum 

Character 

Bits 

Character 

Possible Characters, Default 

Encoding 

Numeric Only 7,089 3'A 0,1,2,3, 4, 5,6,7, 8,9 

Alphanumeric 4,296 5/4 0 - 9, A - Z (Uppercase Only), 

Space, $, %, *, +, ., /,: 

Binary Byte 2,953 8 ISO 8859-1 

ig 2.1: Samples of some function QR code Symbols 

 

2.2.3 QR Code Encoding and Decoding 

     Latest technologies positioned QR code 
encoding and decoding to a higher stage. The 
first thing comes into mind to make QR code 
safer might be encryption during encoding and 
decoding process of a QR code. In most cases, 
intents of using QR code is to gain maximum 
accessibility, such as guiding potential 
customers to advertising web sites or present 
information of products. Though it is not very 
common to have encrypted QR code, there 
can be a need to have such type owf  QR code 
meeting different security   specifications, 
(Dey, S. 2012). 
   Encryption is a process of encoding the 
original information in a way that only the 
expected authorized recipients can attain and 
read  it. There are two popular approaches in 
encryption hich are symmetric-keyencr yption  
 
 

and key encryption. The former applies the 
technique that both the sender and recipient 
share a secret key for security purposes. 
While the latter requires a so-called public 
key which is used for encrypting data to be 
transmitted, and on the recipient side a 
private key matching the public key is used 
to decrypt the data received, (Dey, S. et al, 
2013). 
     The two encryption methods are able to 
be employed into QR code. Two QR code 
security standards using encryption were 
introduced - Symmetric Encrypted QR 
code (SEQR) and Public Key Encrypted 
QR code (PKEQR). The SEQR made use 
of symmetric-key encryption and the 
PKEQR adopted the public-key encryption 
as described  
 
 

above respectively, Starnberger, G, et al, (2009). 
 
     Although, it is feasible to apply the two 
encrypting methods into QR code, there are 
certain drawbacks which should not be  

 
ignored. Firstly, since keys might be included 
into the QR code during encoding and 
decoding steps, the accuracy of key data 
mustbe guaranteed to a greater extent. This 
indicates a demand on higher error correction 
level to ensure that the keys on bothof sender 
and receiver sides are exactly identical or valid, 
(Josang, Audun 201 7).Secondly, due to the 
existence of keys, part of data space is 
obviously occupied forstoring such extra 
information. Thirdly, which may not play so 
important role as the formers, is that the 
computation time to gain and read a QR code 
now becomeslonger. Besides encryption 
technologies, two of literature reviews 
provided us a new vision, (R. Petrovi'c et al, 
2007). 
     Watermarking was done through encoding 
and decoding extra data bits into a QR code. 
The other literature presented a general idea of 
a technique for data hiding to keep the hidden 
data secretive (Muthaiah RM, Krishnamoorthy, 
2014). The solution given was to make use of 
both steganography and cryptography. In 
details, they put the image with hidden data 
into a QR-code and used a powerful encryption 
algorithm. 

      These articles discussing about QR code 
encoding and decoding brought forward sound 
grounds for further improvement of QR code 
security however considering the complexity 
of some of the algorithms the authors presented 
and time limit for us, they are to be suggested 
in recommended further work, Rivest. (2015). 

 

2.2.4 Enhancing QR Code Security 

     Kieseberg et al. (2010) examined QR code 
and how they can be used to attack both 
human interaction and automated systems. 
This indicated and raises topics for further 
study in scope of QR code security. 
Dabrowski et al, analyzed a case named 
“Barcode- in-Barcode attack”. 
Nevertheless, in the article, they promoted 
neither security enhancements nor 
countermeasures in depth. 
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     In the article written by Kapsalis (2015), the 
author discussed about security of QR code 
even put forward countermeasures. However, 
the two countermeasures proposed were very 
indirect and implicit, which w ere URL 
inspection before redirecting to web sites and 
education on users’ awareness to potential 
hazards. 
     QR code is a two-dimensional barcode. A QR 
code is able to store and convey data including 
web link URLs (Uniform Resource Locators), 
plain text, email addresses,contact information 
and so on. It was initially designed for purpose 
of tracking vehicle parts during manufacture in 
industry procedure (Mannan, and Van, 2007). 
     However, QR code aroused the public’s 
attention and became personal- and advertising 
vector thanks to its versatility and ease of use. 
Any person is able to gain his/her own QR code 
through providing data which is going to be 
encoded into the code, either via some sorts of 
software or web sites. Upon completion of 
codegeneration, data stored in this code can be 
extracted via called decoder or scanner an 
application or a device to be used for decoding 
the QR code and obtaining the stored data. 
 

2.2.5 The QR Code Standard 

     In this section, we provide a brief introduction 
to the QR standard as well as an overview of the 
manifold use cases of QR codes. QR (Quick 
Response) codes are two-dimensional bar codes 
that encode information in both vertical and 
horizontal direction. To access the encoded data 
from a QR code, a built-in smartphone camera 
captures an image of the QR code and then 
decodes it using QR code reader software. 

     There are 40 different versions of QR codes 
with different data capacities. Version 1 
consists of 21 X 21 modules from which 133 
can be used for storing the encoded data. 
Version 40, which produces the largest QR 
code, has 23,648, hence 4296 alphanumeric 
characters, (Steeman, 2004) can be encoded. 
The example of a version 2 QR code, which is 
the most commonly used one. In addition to 
alphanumeric characters, QR codes can encode 
binaries, Kanjis 3 levels namely L (Low 7%), 
M (Medium 15%), Q (Quartile 25%) and H 
(High 30%). Error correction level L tolerates 
up to 7% unreadable modules respectively, 
(Steeman, 2004).     Higher error correction 
levels increases the area, which is reserved for 

error correction  code words and decreases the 
area reserved for the actual data. Therefore, 
errorcorrection level L is usually preferred. An 
additional feature to stabilize the 
decodingprocess is masking. Masking ensures 
an equal distribution between black and white 
modules. 

     The appropriate mask is automatically 
chosen by the encoding software when the 
code is created or control codes. 
Furthermore, QR codes are readable from 
differentangles and the data can be decoded 
successfully even if the code is partially 
coveredor damaged. This is because of 
robust error correction that is based on 
Reed-SolomonCodes. 
 

2.2.6 QR-Code Processing 

     The features of this code symbol are 
large capacity, small printout size and high 
speed scanning. QR code comprised of 
following patterns: finder pattern, timing 
pattern, format information, alignment 
pattern, and data cell. 
     Use of QR code ensures that data will 
be decoded by legitimate user only as 
decoding device will be required to decode 
it. 

     QR-code is generated using transaction 
information, timestamp, random number 
using following steps (Eisaku, 2005): 
(I) Conversion into Binary Format: First 
we select mode in which QR-code to 
begenerated depending on type of data: 
Extended Channel Interpretation (ECI) Mode 

• Numeric Mode 
• Alphanumeric Mode 
• 8-bit Byte Mode 
• KanjiMode 
Each of the modes has got different conversion 

functions to convert data into binary format. 
 
Scanning oF QR-Code    
      The processing of QR-code detection 

consists of five procedures starting from 
image captured from camera to data 
extraction. Thing  
that makes this task challenging is that 
captured image may not be of good quality or 
might be deformed either by limitation of 
device or naive user.

 

Figure 2.3 QR-CODE Scanning Processing 

     Scanning can be done by using the following 
five steps: 

(I) Pre-Processing: The gray level 
histogram calculation is adopted. 
(II) Corner Marks Detection: Three 
marked corners are detected using 
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the  
(III) finder patternFourth Corner 

Estimation: The fourth comer is detected using 
the special algorithm 
(IV) Inverse Perspective  

Transformation: Inverse transformation is 
adopted basedon the obtained corner geometry 
positions to normalize the size of the code. 
(V) Scanning of Code: Sample the inside of 
code and output the normalized bi-level 
code data to  

Mmmm      
     Host CPU. The Input Image Has A 
Deformed Shape Because Of Being Captured 
From The Embedded Camera Device, And We 
Use The Inverse Perspective Transformation To 
Normalize The Code Shape. Phis Equation Is 
Shown As Follows: 
U = Cox + Clx+C2 
C6x + C7y+L 
 
V=  C3x + C4x+C5 

C6x + C7y+L 
Where U, V Coordinates Is Original Image 
Coordinate Which Is Deformed And X, Y 
Coordinate Is The Normalized Coordinate. In 
The Above Equations, Coefficients Co, C7 
Can be obtained from the following four Point 
Pairs; 
A(Xo, Yo) <=>A (Uo, Vo), 
B(X1, 01) <=>B_ (Ul, Vl), 
C(X2, 02) <=>C_ (U2, V2), 
D(Cx3, 03) <=>D_ (U3, V3) 

2.3 Empirical Framework 

     The Empirical Study of Literature Attracts 
Scholarship Particularly In The Areas Of 
Reception and Audience Studies And In 
Cognitive Psychology When It Is Concerned 
With Questions Of Reading. In These Two 
Areas Research And Studies Based On The 

Frameworkare Steadily Growing. Further 
Fields Where The Framework In Various 
Revised And Expanded Versions Attracts 
Scholarship Is (Comparative) Cultural Studies 
And Pedagogy. 
2.3.1 QR-Code Software 

     The Term Software Under This Picture 
Mainly Refers To The Scanner Application Or 
Decoding Software. During The Earlier 
Period Of QR Code Usage, Scanner 
Applications Played More Important Roles 
And People Got Used To Retrieving 
Information Through Scans On Devices, 
Basically The Smart Phones. Nonetheless 
After The QR Code Became Known By A 
Growing Number Of Public, Single Way To 
Extract Data From A QR Code Seemed To Be 
Awkward, J. M. Mccune Et Al, (2005). 
     How Could You Get Information In A QR 
Code If This Code Was Shown On Your 
Mobile Phone? Certainly You Could Send It 
To Other Devices First And Then Scanned It 
But This Was Not So Convenient And Went 
Against The Aim Of “Quick Response”. As A 
Consequence, Nowadays Common Holders 
Of QR Code Have Option To Extract Data 
Behind A QR Code Directly By Choosing 
The Code Symbol Image And Decoding It On 
Devices Like Laptops Or Portable Devices, 
Without The Must To Decode By Camera Or 
Scanning Intermediate. 
     To Offer User Decoding An Image Rather 
Than Scanning Via Camera Is Our Intention 
Of Implementation, Not Only Because Of 
User Experience And Mistakes Caused 
During Scanning Does Not Influence The 
Research, But Also For More  
 
Technical Concerns. 
     The Article “QR Inceptio

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

n: Barcode-In-Barcode Attacks” ( 
 
 

Sonawane, 2014) Made A Detailed Evaluation 
Among A Variety Of Barcode Scanners In The 
Case of “Barcode-In- Barcode”. Barcode-In-
Barcode In The Sense Of QR Code Is Referred 

To A Secondary QR Code Being Embedded 
Into A Larger One. The Authors Demonstrated 
That It Was Possible For The Same QR Code 
To Return Different Data When The QR Code 
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Was Scanned By Different Scanning 
Applications. The Causes Were Mainly Multiple 
Standard Ambiguity And Various Detecting 
Ability Of Cameras. Many Scanners Implement 
More Than Onesymbology. 

     Due To This Fact, When A Device Is 
Confronted With Multiple QR Codes In A Single 
Picture, It May Fall Into Ambiguous Situation. At 
The Same Time, It Oftentimes Happens For Users 
To Try More Than Once To Finally Aim Exactly 
At The QR Code. This Makes It Highly Probable 
In The Scenario Of Barcode-In-Barcode That An 
Inner QR Code Is Readfirst And The Scan Of 
Outer One Is Skipped, Leading To Distinct Data. 

     In Our Result, They Are Still Applied 
However From A Different Aspect. Additionally, 
To Ease Concerns About Other Potential And 
Possible Attacks, We Make The Best Use Of 
Existing Platform Provider Which Is Windows 
Azure Cloud Platform. The Solution Is Built In 
Support Of Windows Azure As Well As Utilizes 
Many Features Offered By The Cloud. 

     When It Comes To The Error Correction 
Level Of QR Code, We Have Eventually Taken 
The Option To Use The H Level With 
Maximum 30% Tolerance To Damage Of QR 
Code. We Have Argued That, If The Key Goals 
In Information Security Would Like To Be 
Ensured, It Is Necessary To Encode Special 
Data Into A QR Code, For Instance A Unique 
Identifier To Locate The Real Data Behind, 
Which Requires Precision And Integrity On 
Both The Sender And Receiver Sides, 
(Chatterjee, D Et Al, 2011). 
     It Can Also Be Extra Data Bits Such As Key 
Pair In The Scope Of Cryptography Mentioned 
In The Section Of QR Code Encoding And 
Decoding As Recommended Improvements. But 
The Extra Security-Like Data Definitely Affects 
The Space Of Storage For The Data A QR Code 
Can Carry With And Makes The QR Code 
Symbol Larger. 
     The Last Approach Was Regarding QR Code 
Software. We Have Found The Capability' Of 
Preciously Detecting Expected QR Code IsNot 
Well Equipped In Many Camera And Scanners. 
The Direct-Decoding Software Tends To Be  
More Secure In Attacking Scenarios Like 
“Barcode-In-Barcode” (Eisaku Ohbuchi Et Al, 
2005). 
     In Addition, User-Side Prompt And 
Warnings Play Critical Parts In The Case The 
QR Code Is Used On The Behalf Of Attackers. 
As A Consequence, We Are Not To Operate 
Thedecoding Process Via Cameras Or Scanners. 
Instead, We Have Had The User-Side Software 
Written In C# As A Decoding  

 
Application, Implying That Users Are Able To 
Choose Image And Directly Decode The QR Code To 
Retrieve The Data They Want. 
2.3.2 Real World Qrcode Implementation 

     In 2012 Security Expert Ravi Borgaonkar 
Demonstrated How Man-Machine-Interface 
(MMI) Codes Can Be Used To Run Different 
Attacks Against Samsung Devices (Howard, 
2007), By Making The Phone Dial The MMI 
Code *2767*3855# To Wipe The Phone.Attackers 
Encoded This MMI Code Into A QR Code With 
The Prefix “Tel:” To Trigger Theexecution Of 
The MMI Code Which Erases All Data From The 
Mobile Device. 
     Authentication Is Not Enough To Grant 
Users Access On Its Own. Authorization Is 
The Next Step In The Procedure. 
Authorization Is The Process By Which A 
Computer System Or Individual Grants 
Access To A User For Various Reasons. The 
User Must First Authenticate Himself To The 
System. The System Will Then Check The 
User’s Authorization And Decide If That User 
Has Sufficient Access To The Resource He Is 
Trying To Access. Only Then Will The 
System Grant The User Access To The 
Resource. Authorization Is The Function Of 
Specifying Access Rights/Privileges To 
Resources Related To Information Security 
And Computer Security In General And To 
Access Control In Particular, Josang, Audun, 
(2017). 
2.4 Advertising 

          The Most Common Use Case In 
Advertising Is Encoding Urls Or Contact 
Information, Geo-Locations And Text To 
Make Them Instantly Available To The User 
(Ferguson, 1977). Billboard Advertisements 
With QR Codes Can Be Found In Most Urban 
Spaces To Deliver Information To Potential 
Future Customers, Obviating The Need To 
Type In The URL Manually To Visit A 
Webpage. 
     According To (Rivest 2015), The Chain 

Supermarket Tesco Used QR Codes To Boost 
Online Shopping And To Penetrate Further Into 
The South Korean Market. Another Innovative 
And Cost Efficient Marketing Campaign Was 
Launched By A Shampoo Company By Cutting 
QR Codes Into Hairstyles. People With These 
Haircuts Acted As Moving Advertisement For 
Shampoo Since Their “Hair Tattoos” Redirected 
To The Company’s Web Site After Scanning. 
2.4.1 Mobile Payments 

    QR Codes Are Also Used To Process 
Mobile Payments And Provide 
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Opportunities To Purchase A Or A Service 
By Solely Scanning A QR Code. This Is 
Referred To As“One-Click” Payment, 
Verniers, (2003). After Scanning The 
Respective QR Code, Theuser Is Redirected 
To An Intermediate Payment Agent Or The 
Company’s Web Page.Paypal, Which Is One 
Of The Biggest Payment Companies Has 
Already Adopted Thispayment Practice In 
Some Countries. Access Control. According 
To Vidas, Et Al(2013), QR Codes Are Used 
For Physical Access Control In Combination 
With Othersecurity Enhancing Methods. 

     Different Attacks Against The Automated 
Processes Of The Scanning Library Or The 
Scanning Software Was Outlined. If A 
Scanning Application Uses A Database To 
Store Scanned Entries, It Is Possible To 
Execute An Sqlinjection By Scanning Values 
Such As 1’ OR 1=1 - In Order To Circumvent 
Authentication Mechanisms. Furthermore, He 
Outlined The Threat Of Browser-Based 
Exploits, XSS Attacks And Command 
Injections Via QR Codes Changed His Profile 
Picture On His Twitter Account To A QR 

Code With A Shortened URL Encoded, 
(Sharma Et Al, 2012). 
     The QR Code Directed Victims To A 
Webpage, Which Hosted Hidden Code 
Exploiting A Known Browser Vulnerability On 
IOS And Android. Apart From The Secondary 
Exploits Exposed The Device To The Attacker, 
The Attacker Claims That He Successfully 
Trapped 500 Victims That Executed The OS-
Specific Payload. Even Though Researchers 
And Security Specialists Are Questioning The 
Success Of This Attack, They Confirm That 
This Kind Of Attack Is Feasible. 
     In Moore And Edelman, (2010), They 
Presented A Method To Identify Typo 
Squatting. Typo Squatting Is The Intentional 
Registration Of Misspellings Of Popular 
Website Addresses. In 2010, It Was Estimated 
That There Are At Least 938,000 Typo 
Squatting Domains Targeting The Top 3,264 
“.Com” Sites, And Most Of These Sites 
Supported The Pay-Per-Click Ads. This 
Information Is Fundamental Proof That 
Attacking A QR Code In Order To Produce A 
Misspelled And Misleading Domain Name Is 
an Effective Phishing Attack. 

2.5 Application of Qr Code 

2.5.1 Financial Institutions 

     A Financial Institution Is An 
Establishment That Conducts Financial 
Transactions Such Asinvestments, Loans 
And Deposits. Almost Everyone Deals With 
Financial Institutions Ona Regular Basis. 
Everything From Depositing Money To 
Taking Out Loans And 
Exchangingcurrencies Must Be Done 
Through Financial Institutions. Financial 
Institutions In Most Countries Operate In A 
Heavily Regulated Environment Because 
They Are Critical Parts Of Countries' 
Economies, Due To Economies' 
Dependence On Them To Grow The Money 
Supply Via Fractional Reserve Lending, 
(Walter Tessier Newlyn, 2015). 
     Kao Et Al. (2015) Proposed A Safe 
Authentication System By Combining QR 
Codes And The One Time Password 
Technique (OTP 2009). The User 
Information Is Stored At A Main Server, 
Which Holds The User Information, A 
Mobile Application That Generates QR 
Codes, And A Client PC With A Camera To 
Scan The QR Code. In Order To 
Authenticate, The User Generates A QR 
Code With An Encrypted Password 
Encoded, Which Is Then Scanned By The 
Client PC. 

     Augmented Reality And Navigation. 
QR Codes Are Also Used In Digital 
Government Services To Effectively 
Distribute Valuable Information To The 
Public. QR Codes Are Used To Increase 
Citizen Participation And To Navigate 
Users Through Park Trails And Museums. 

     Furthermore, They Are Used As 
Supplementary Material For Education And  
Within Games. QR Codes Are Also Used To 
Share Information Between People Who 
Participate In The Same Social Event Or To 
Share Information In Order To Support The 
Learning Process. Also, Interesting And 
Creative Uses Of QR Codes Are Presented 
In (Dey, 2013) And Where QR Codes Are 
Used As A Surface On Which An 
Augmented Reality Application Is Deployed 
And As A Result, Impressive 3D Virtual 
Objects Are Produced And Display To The 
Users. 
 

2.5.2 QR Codes As Attack Vectors 

      In This Section We Describe Different 
Attack Scenarios Based On QR Codes. In 
The Media, The Most Frequently Reported 
Attack Scenario Is Social Engineering. In 
Information Technology (IT) Security, 
Social Engineering Refers To The Art Of 
Manipulating People To Reveal Confidential 
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Information To The Social Engineer And It 
Is Mainly Used To Stealdata. 
     One Of The Most Popular Practices In 
Social Engineering Is Phishing. Attackers 
Use Malicious QR Codes To Direct Users 
To Fraudulent Websites, Which Masquerade 
As Legitimate Web Sites Aiming To Steal 
Sensitive Personal Information Such As 
Usernames, Passwords Or Credit Card 
Information. There Are Two Main Attack 
Vectors To Exploit QR Codes: The Attacker 
Replaces The Entire QR Code, 
(Mukhopadhyay Et Al, 2011). 
     This Attack Is Simple Yet Effective. An 
Attacker Creates A New QR Code With A 
Malicious Link Encoded And Pastes It Over 
An Already Existing One On E.G. A 
Billboard Advertisement. The Attacker 
Modifies Individual Modules Of A QR 
Code. The Main Ideaof This Modification Is 
That The Encoded Content Is Modified 
Solely By Changing The Color Of Specific 
Modules Of The QR Code To Which The 
User Will Be Directed After Scanning The 
Code As Proposed In Python Boss Guido 
Van Rossum. 
2.6 Analysis Of The System 

      Traditionally, For Banking Transaction 
People Use To Go Bank To Do 
Transaction’s Procedure, This Become 
Hectic To Customer. Then NFC Card, 
Which Is Nearest Field Communication 
Came Into Picture Which Is An ID Security 
Card. But User Has To Carry That Card 
Whenever Transaction Is Required. If User 
Fails To Bring NFC Card During 
Transaction Or User Lost The Card, Then 
No Transaction Will Be Done Which Is 
Again Drawback Of NFC Card And The 
Traditional Method Of Security Over 
Internet Banking Transaction. The Existing 
System Uses Username And Password / 
PIN, Most Of The Time The Password Is 
Encrypted Using MD5 And Hash. But These 
Encryption Algorithms Are Mathematical 
Formula For Encryption Known As The 
Classical Method Which Is Porous.The 
Classical Methods Actually Decades Ago 
Are Very Effective Because The Speed Of 
The Processors Are Limited To Take 
Decision. But Now Most Of The System 
Has A High Level Of Speed. 
2.6.1 Analysis Of The Design System 

     To Overcome The Above Mentioned 
Problem, Is Through The Implementation Of 
An Online Banking Transaction By Using 
OTP Which Is Hidden Inside A QR Code. In 

This, There Is No Need To Remember 
Password Or There Is No Need To Keep 
Card All The Time Forregulatory Structures 
Differ In Each Country, But Typically 
Involve Prudential Regulation As Well As 
Consumer Protection And Market Stability. 
Some Countries Have One Consolidated 
Agency That Regulates All Financial 
Institutions While Others Have Separate 
Agencies For Different Types Of 
Institutions Such As Banks, Insurance 
Companies And Brokers. 
(Https://En.Wikipedia.Org/Wiki/Financial 
Institution, 201 8) 
2.6.2 Bank Verifications Numbers 

     The BVN Is An 11 Digit Number That 
Acts As Your Universal ID In All Banks In 
Nigeria. Think Of It As A Socio-Security 
Number But For The Banking Industry. It 
Ensures You Can Engage In Transactions At 
Any Point Of Banking Operations. Another 
Way To Think About The BVN Is Like A 
University Matric Number, (Young Sil Lee, 
Et Al, 2010). 
     When Every Student Gets Admitted Into 
The Tertiary Institution, They Get Allocated 
A Number. That Number Is Your 
Identification In The School’s System Until 
The Clay You Graduate. You May Have An 
Impressive Name Like Thomas Pink, But 
The School Isn’t Going To Call You That. If 
For Some Reason You Get Allotted The 
Numbers L.AG/419/666, Well Too Bad. To 
The System, You’re Now Mr 419. 
2.6.3 Bank Authentications 

      Millions Of Internet Users Access 
Servers Each Day. Many Of These Servers 
Are Freely Available To The Public. They 
Allow Anyone To Use The Service. 
Google.Com For Example Allows Anyone 
To Use Its Search Features With No Need 
To Verify The User’s Identity. There Are 
Other Circumstances, However, Where The 
Company Needs To Keep, Avigilant Watch 
Over Who Can Access Services. These 
Companies Range From Universities To 
Gaming Sites. Banking Companies Are A 
Prime Example Of Organizationsthat Must 
Authenticate Users Before Allowing Them 
Access To Critical Resources. 
     Authentication Is Defined As “The 
Process By Which A Computer, Computer 
Program, Or Another User Attempts To 
Confirm That The Computer, Computer 
Program, Or User Fromwhom The Second 
Party Has Received Some Communication 
Is, Or Is Not, The Claimed First Party.” 
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(Wikipedia, 2005) In Other Words, 
Someone Has The Need To Verily That 
Someone Else Is Who They Say They Are. 
Authentication Can Be Completed Via The 
Use Of Many Different Methods. Some Of 
These Methods Are Far Superior To Others, 
But Are More Difficult To Implement And 

Fund Of This Modification Is That The 
Encoded Content Is Modified Solely By 
Changing The Color Of Specific Modules 
Of The QR Code To Which The User Will 
Be Directed After Scanning The Code As 
Proposed In Python Boss Guido Van 
Rossum

. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig 2.4: The modification attack as proposed by Kieseberg et al. [2010] 

 

 

2.4 Implementation Model 

2.4.1 Spiral Model 

      The spiral model combines the idea of 
iterative development with the systematic, 
controlled aspects of the waterfall model. This 
Spiral model is a combination of iterative 
development process model and sequential linear 
development model i.e. the waterfall model with a 
very high emphasis on risk analysis. It allows 
incremental releases of the product or incremental 
refinement through each iteration around the 
spiral. 
 

2.4.2 Spiral Model Design 

      The spiral model has four phases. A 
software project repeatedly passes through 
these phases in iterations called Spirals.2.4.3

 Identification 

     This phase starts with gathering the business 
requirements in the baseline spiral. In the 
subsequent spirals as the product matures, 
identification of system requirements, subsystem 
requirements and unit requirements are all done in 
this phase. 
     This phase also includes understanding the 
system requirements by continuous 
communication between the customer and the 
system analyst. At the end of the spiral, the 
product is deployed in the identified market. 
 

 

 

 

 

2.4.4 Design 

     The Design phase starts with the 
conceptual design in the baseline spiral a This 
involves architectural design, logical design of 
modules, physical product design and the final 
design in the subsequent spirals. 
.4.5 Construct or Build 

     The Construct phase refers toprooduction 
of the actual software product at every spiral.  
     In the baseline spiral, when the product is 
just thought of and the design is being 
developed aOC (Proof of Concept) is 
developed in this phase to get customer 
feedback.  
Then in the subsequent spirals with higher 
clarity on requirements and design details a 
working model of the software called build is 
produced with a version number. These builds 
are sent to the customer for feedback. 
2.4.6 Evaluation and Risk Analysis 

       Risk Analysis includes identifying, 
estimating and monitoring the technical 
feasibilityand management risks, such as 
schedule slippage and cost overrun. After 
testing the build, at the end of first iteration, 
the customer evaluates the software and 
provides feedback. The following illustration 

is a representation of the Spiral Model, 
listing the activities in each ph Figure 2.5 

Spiral Model 

ase.

Figure 2.5 Spiral Model 
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2.4.7  The Model in Relation to the Research 

     The spiral model is the best approach 
to this project. The implementation circle 
required a constant test of each unities 
after implementation. First it needs to be 

design manually, implementing it using 
any programming language like python, 
evaluate the system and finally system 
integration.

 

Methodology and System Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

     System analysis and design deal with 
planning the development of information 
systems through understanding and 
specifying in detail what a system should 
do and how the components of the system 
should be implemented and work together. 
System analysts solve business problems 
through analyzing the requirements of 
information systems and designing such 
systems by applying analysis and design 

techniques. This course deals with the 
concepts, skills, methodologies, 
techniques, tools, and perspectives 
essential for systems analysts. The 
practical components of computer course 
is object oriented and use-case driven, 
requiring students to go through the steps 
of system analysis and design to solve a 
real-life business problem. 

 
3.2 Analysis of the System 

            Traditionally, for banking 
transaction people use to go bank to do 
transaction’s procedure, this become hectic 
to customer. Then NFC card, which is 
nearest field communication came into 
picture which is an ID security card. But 
user has to carry that card whenever 
transaction is required. If user fails to bring 
NFC card during transaction or user lost the 
card, then no transaction will be done which 
is again drawback of NFC card and the  

 
traditional method of security over 

internet banking transaction. The existing 
system uses username and password / PIN, 
most of the time the password is encrypted 
using MD5 and hash. But these encryption 
algorithms are mathematical formula for 
encryption known as the classical method 
which is porous.The classical methods 
actually decades ago are very effective 
because the speed of the processors are 
limited to take decision. But now most of 
the system has a high level of speed

 

3.2.1 Analysis of the Design System 

          To overcome the above mentioned 
problem, is through the implementation of an 
online banking transaction by using OTP 
which is hidden inside a QR code. In this, 
there is no need to remember password or 
there is no need to keep card all the time 
fordoing transaction. One Time Password is 
an ID password system which validates only 
one time for a valid user within a specific 
time. 
     Hence each time a user will be 
authenticated with a new password. It helps in 
preventing various types of attack like replay 
attack, phishing attack and many more which 
is using static passwords. It provides security 
by ensuring that user cannot use same 
password again and again. It also offers other 
characteristics like anonymity, portability, 
extensibility and enables to keep information 
safe or from being leak. There are two 
approaches for generating an opts: 

1. Time based OTP- In these, OTP 
changes at frequent interval of time.  
2. Event based OTP- In these, OTP will 
be generated by pressing a button on the 
OTP device or token. 
     On the other hand, QRCODE is a 
Quick Response 2D barcode which is used 
to store information into an image forms. 
It provides more security, more storage for 
storing information. These are proven by 
ISO standards that contain information in 
both horizontal and vertical directions, 
whereas 1 -D barcode contains 
information only in one direction either 
horizontally or vertically. It also provides 
error correction capability. 
Data can be recovered easily even when 
some part of the image is damage or 
distorted. There will be no loss of data. 
Users can decide what action should be 
taken or what information are needed to be 
store inside a QR Code. QR-CODE can 
store 7,089 characters as compare to bar 
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code which store only 20 digits. We can 
store URL, text, images, geo-locations, 
and other forms of data. 
3.2.2 Comparing Existing System 

and the Design System 

     The section compare the existing 
system with proposed system, to check is 
any need for upgrading the system from 
system of username/password to 
QRCODE security verification and 
authentication. 
Another issue regarding software in the 
field of QR code is user-side efficiency of 
prompts and warnings before a QR code is 
going to guide users to malware data 
source. One of the reviewed articles 
promoted a potential solution named 
“SafeQR”, where security warnings were 
to be given to users in case a malicious 
website is to be redirected. The solution 
was built on a specific list of detected 
malicious- and phishing URLs and a 
support library which offered better 
inspecting efficiency, (I. Jeun et al, 2012). 
The outcome of user study conducted by 
them showed that “SafeQR” was superior 
to other existing scanning software. One of 
the factors to success was the careful 
design of security warning since users’ 
decisions to obey or ignore warnings had 
strong relationship with the user interface 
design. 
     The research on modules of QR code 
has showed that, after a QR code is 
generated it is not feasible to alter or 
reordering data bit of modules since the 
module configuration is fixed. The 

prerequisite of keeping count of times 
updated at every scan thus cannot be 
achieved since QR code is static as just 
explained. There is a need to make QR 
code more dynamic and our result, which 
is to be illustrated in the incoming part hits 
the goal. 
For QR code encoding and decoding, it 
opens possibilities of enhancing QR code 
with ever changing technologies including 
cryptography, watermark and 
steganography. However they have certain 
drawbacks and should be thought twice 
before taking actions. Taking time 
limitation and complexity of algorithms 
into consideration, in our result we are to 
take the advantage of an efficient 
cryptograph technique MD5. Though 
others preferred keyed methods, water 
marking and steganography are 
recommended in possible further 
works.Through study of the two sorts of 
attacking methods in QR code world, it 
has aroused attention to prevention on 
both vector-based and injection-based 
attacks. Actually thesuccess of deceive 
depends much on how “professional’' the 
fake websites for that QRcode is more a 
courier of the data than the attacking tool. 
Still it is a special issuelinked with QR 
code and for this reason we would like to 
introduce a scheme containing an entire 
flow which holds back malicious use of 
QR code from the generating stage. So far, 
the most efficient measure against 
phishing- and malware- attacks are 
blacklisting and filtering, (Dey, S 2012) 

 

Table 3.1: Existing System and Design System 

Existing System Design System 

Username/password system are very porous 
one can use the security parameter to login. 

Can be scanned using a smartphone or any 
other devices with scanning capability. 

The traditional system can easily be decrypted 
by the third party attacker once the 
mathematical formula is calculated. 

QR codes are versatile, the can encode 
almost all types of data e.g. numeric, 
alphabets, special and binary. 

The existing system are human readable 
thereby making the system vulnerable to 

Extremely fast scanning. 

And to make matters worse, even if you have 
a strong password (e.g. alphanumeric, more 
than 6 characters, etc.), computing power has 
increased so much that a simple graphics card 
can crack a strong password via brute force in 

Like other 2-d barcodes, QR code has good 
fault tolerance. Even if some part of the 
code is damaged, information can still be 
decoded from the code. 
Stores large amount of information 

 
3.3.3 Data Collection 

      Data Collection is an important aspect 
of any type of research study. Inaccurate 

data collection can impact the results of a 
study and ultimately lead to invalid results. 
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Data collection methods for impact 
evaluation vary along a continuum. At the 
one end of this continuum are quantitative 
methods and at the other end of the 
continuum are Qualitative methods for 
data collection. This section of this 
research work describes the various 
method employed in the process of data 
collection. For every data collection, the 

best practices identify data collection by 
characteristics of eachmethod. There are 
so many methods of collecting data 
needed for analysis; the choice of a 
method is dependent on the nature of the 
data to be collected. The data to be 
collected may be qualitative or 
quantitative. Data can be collected from 
primary or secondary sources.

 
3.3.4 Primary Data 

     Primary data are first-hand information 
gotten by the researcher, this can be done 
using the following methods: 
• Interview: a meeting or conversation in 

which a writer or reporter asks questions 
of one or more persons from whom 
material is sought for a newspaper story, 
television broadcast, etc. 

• Observation: an act or instance of 
viewing or noting a fact or occurrence 
for some scientific or other special 
purpose: 

• Experiment: a test, trial, or tentative 
procedure; an act or operation for the 
purpose of discovering something 
unknown or of testing a principle, 
supposition. 

• Questionnaire: a list of questions, 
usually printed, submitted for replies that 
can be analyzed for usable information, 
etc 

 

3.3.5 Secondary Data 

     This is when data is collected from 
already existing sources which include: 
• Textbooks: are as universal as formal 

schooling and almost as old. They have 
been used to aid teaching, and in some 
cases, to be the teacher for centuries. 
Textbooks are not just teaching and 
learning objects but are political 
documents that hold content that reflects 
the vision of a specific group 
(Encyclopedia of Education, 2008a). 

• Periodic journals: are sometimes called 
recurring journals because the amount, 
text, and other information are repeated 
each time that the journal is posted. You 
can also create aperiodic journal from an 
existing general journal. 

• Articles: a piece of writing included with 
others in a newspaper, magazine, or 
other publication. 

� Internet: a global computer network 
providing a variety of information and 
communication facilities, consisting of 
interconnected networks using standardized 
communication protocols. 

� Observation: an act or instance of viewing 
or nothing a fact or occurrence tor some 
scientific or other special purpose. 

� Experiment: a test, trial, or tentative 
procedure; an act or operation for the 
purpose of discovering something unknown 
or of testing a principle, supposition. 

� Questionnaire: a list of questions, usually 
printed, submitted for replies that can be 
analyzed for usable information, etc. 
3.3.6 Secondary Data 

     This is when data is collected from 
already existing sources which includes: 

� Textbooks: are as universal as formal 
schooling and almost as old. They have been 
used to aid teaching, and in some cases, to 
be the teacher for centuries. Textbooks are 
not just teaching and learning objects but are 
political documents that hold contents that 
reflects the vision of a specific group 
(Encyclopedia of Education, 2008a). 

� Periodic journals: are sometimes called 
recurring journals because the amount, text, 
and other information are repeated each time 
that the journal is posted. You can also 
create a periodic journal from an existing 
general journal. 

� Articles: a piece of writing included with 
others in newspaper, magazine, or other 
publication. 

� Internet: a global computer network 
providing a variety of information and 
communication facilities, consisting of 
interconnected networks using standardized 
communication protocols. 
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3.4 Feasibility  

3.4.1 System Requirement 

 

 

Table 3.2: Software Requirement 

 Software Requirements: 
S/N Software Specification 

1 Operating System Android OS 
2 Mobile Android Mobile Phone 
o Software Python, CSS, Javascript, HI ML 
4 Database Sqlite database management system or any 
5 Anti-Virus Any 

 
 
3.4.2 Hardware Requirements 

• Laptop system 
• About 4GB RAM 
• 500GB 1 lard disk but can take up to 

2TB 
• About 2.3 GHz Intel Processor (Dual 

Core or Core i3) 
• Power Source (Generator, inverter) 
• Battery (4200mAll - up) 
• Screen size (about 1366 x 768 

resolution) 
• Keyboard (Standard Keyboard) 

3.4.3 Human Resource Requirements 

• The development needs a good Database 
administrator, 

• Python programmers acquainted with 
Android Studio, 1VIVC IDB 

• Good Graphics designer for graphic 
User interface. 

• UA 1 tester. 
• User. 

 

System Design and Implementation 

4.1 Objectives of Design/ Overall 

System Description  

4.1.1 Design to Value 

     Design to value are requirements and 
designs that seek to maximize the value of 
adesign to customers. The following are 
illustrative examples. 
4.1.2 Flat Design 

               Flat design is a minimalist style of user 
interface that has emerged as a dominant 
design approach for information oriented user 
web silos and mobile apps. It takes influence 
from minimalist traditions such as Bauhaus. 
Flat design keeps a designsimple and clean in 
order to impress customers with content and 
functionality over decorations, li. tends to be 
easy to develop and lends itself well to 
dynamic content, platforms and resizing for 
multiple devices. 

 

4.1.3 Iterative Design 

       Iterative design is a repeated process of 
quickly implementing designs or prototypes, 
gathering feedback and refining the design. It  
is intended to get things in front of clients, 
customers and users in order to rapidly 
improve designs with real world testing. 

4.1.4 Universal Design 

     Universal design is the design of 
buildings, environments, products, sendees 
and user interfaces that are broadly 
accessible to people with disabilities, older 
people, young children and everyone else. 
It is a rejection ol the notion that things be 
designed for the "average" person. Instead 
things are designed for an extremely 
diverse range of abilities and situations. 
4.1.5 Emergent Design 

     Emergent design is a design that is 
constructed as it evolves as opposed to the 
usual upfront process of design. For 
example, a game may provide a virtual 
universe for players to explore and build 
out with provided tools. Such player 
created designs are shared amongst all 
users and a culture evolves within the 
game. Designing things as you go isn't 
appropriate for all design disciplines, in 
areas such as architecture and 
transportation safety concerns demand a 
rigorous design that is planned and 
validated in advance. In most cases, 
emergent design is used to engage 
customers with tools that let them add to a 
design. Emergent design can also be used 
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by a team of professional designers to 
build things out as needed. 

4.1.6 Inclusive Design 

         Inclusive design is the design of 
environments, products and services to be 
usable for as many people as possible. It is 
based on the observation that things 
designed for the "average" tend to be 
suboptimal for the vast majority of people 
as nobody is precisely average. 
 

4.1.7 Value Sensitive Design 

        Transition design is the practice of 
designing things that take a significant 
period of time to achieve, require a 
number of steps, it is associated with 
complex problems such as sustainability 
and urban design. Problems of 
sustainability have political, social, 
economic and ecological elements that 
make them difficult to solve. 
     Transition design is an approach that 
takes practice steps that get you to a future 
goal that may be decades away. It requires 
prioritizing designs that are strategic as 
opposed to designs dial solve current 
problems. 
     Value sensitive design is the practice of 
incorporating human factors such as 
culture, values and lifestyles into the 
design of technology. It is associated with 
techniques such as privacy by design that 
have wide appeal to users. 
In many cases, the first products in a new 

area of technology are designed by 
engineers who tend to place the 
technology front and center. As the 
technology advances, firms that are able 
to push the technology into the 
background emerge and capture market 
share by making the technology more 
usable and generally pleasing to users. 

4.2 Design Tool 

     Design tools are objects, media, or 
computer programs, which can be used 1o 
design. They may influence the process of 
production, expression and perception ot 
design ideas and therefore need to be 
applied skillfully. New ideas can come by 
way of experimenting with tools and 
methods. Some designers explore ideas 
using pencil and paper. Others use many 
different mark-making tools and resources 

from computers to sculpture as a means of 
inspiring creativity. 
        Traditionally, objects like pencil, 
compass, ruler, drawing triangle have been 
considered design tools and have been 
used to characterize design and designers. 
One reason for the success of traditional 
design tools such as pencil and paper is 
that these tools can be used without any 
special knowledge and their usage 
facilitates a continuous flow of thoughts. 
4.2.1 Details of the User Case 

Diagram of the Design System 

• Home Page: This remains the index 
page of the application that is, the web 
based application for bank transaction 
and QRcode generation. It remains the 
welcome page of the website, which 
introduces the entire application. 

• Login Page: This page is the 
authentication page where all users, 
through it have access to their page 
which is the dashboard. 

• Dashboard Page: It is the page on 
which transaction are done. The QRcode 
is generated for each transaction, view 
personal transactions and debit/credit 
account via the QRcode generation. 

• View Transaction: The transactions are 
made visible to the account holder. The 
update of the account is made visible 
here. 

• QRCODE Debit: This is located at the 
dashboard of every account holder. 
Through this the account of the holder is 
debit to credit the account in the generated 
QRCODE. 
• Credit Account: Only useful for the 

beneficiary, by placing the generated 
QRCODE in the front of the system 
webcam. 

• Add User: This remain the activities of 
the administrator, by collecting the 
details of the users and register it, take 
picture and credit the initial fund of the 
account holder. 

• View Transactions: This remains the 
responsibility of the administrator to 
view the account of all the account 
holders in the bank. 

• Logout: It remains a link to end the 
section of each user. Either the 
administrator or Users 

• View Users: They are the registered 
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users, in which the administrator has the 
authorization to view all registered 
account holder of the Bank. 

4.2.2 Quick Response Code Model 

Algorithm Approach (2D) 

In our approach, new data-hiding 
algorithm is introduced. Where, two QR 

codes are generated one for the message 
and the other for the Key. Then, the two 
QRs areXORed in a specific part to 
encrypt the message. Then the key is 
embedded inside the resulted QR Code 

.Algorithm of Convert Plaintext to  

           QR_Code 

Step 1: write message (text). 
Step 2: generate OR code tor tire message. 
Step 3: save OR image as P. 
 

4.2.4 Algorithm of Convert Key to 

QRcode 

Step I: write key as numbers or text. 
Step 2: generate QR code for the key. 
Step 3: save QR image as K. 
4.2.5 Algorithm of Get Begin Indies Ok 

Data Area In Or 

Step 1: start. 
Step 2: Do loop to get beginning of data area 
in plain.bmp with width i as height  
Step 3: end. 

4.2.6 Algorithm of Encryption  

Step 1: start. 
Step 2: load QR image P. 
Step 3: load QR image k, 
Step 4: define cipher as bitmap file with 
dimensions width (wd) &. height ( ha). 
Step 5:k'all function to put P(0)(0) to P(i)(j) 
in cipher)0)(0) to cipher(i)t|). 
Step 6: loop statement x=i 

loop statement y=j 
cipher(x)(y)=P(x)(y) XOR k (x)(y) 
next y,x. 
Step7: end 

 

          
     With so called Place Tagz. These Place 
Tagz were deployed in different locations in 
Melbourne such as cafeterias, libraries and 
public toilets. 
     When a dweller scans a Place Tag, he is 
taken to a dialog box where he can read 
comments from previous visitors but also 
leave his own comments. Their results 
suggest that curiosity is the main motive for 
a user to scan non-contextual QR codes. 
With curiosity being the main motivation to 
interact with an unknown source, users are 
ignoring the security threats associated with 
QR codes from unverified sources or are 
unaware of them. 
Vidas et al. (2013) described QR code-
initiated phishing attacks by conducting two 
experiments in the city of Pittsburgh, a 
surveillance and a QRishing experiment. 
Within their surveillance experiment, they 
observed how users interacted with the code 
and if they scanned the codes or not. 
      Furthermore, they observed the 
proportion of users who scanned the code 
but refused to visit the encoded URT by 
visually monitoring user interactions with 
QR codes. To do so, they deployed a poster 
with a QR code and a camera to record the 
user interactions. In the QRishing 

experiment, they deployed QR codes on 
three different types of posters and flyers to 
assess the susceptibility of such a phishing 
attack, (See Burger et al, 2012). 
     In their deployed QR codes, a link to a 
survey was encoded. This survey contained 
a set of questions to identify the initiatives 
and the behavior of the people that scanned 
the QR codes, (Seeburger et al. 2012). 
Vidas et al. (2013) found that curiosity is the 
main motivation for smartphone users to 
scan a code. Their findings highlight the 
need for further research on adequate tools 
tosupport the user in detecting potential 
threats as they are mostly scanning 
unverifiedcodes because of their curiosity. 
Their research also highlights that most QR 
codereaders do not provide feasible tools to 
automatically detect attacks and to minimize 
the impact on the user’s privacy and 
security. 
      Computer programs have many 
functions which can be discussed in terms of 
design tools. One of the most widely used 
design tools is computer-aided design 
(CAD) software like Autodesk Inventor, 
DSS Solid Works, or Pro Engineer which 
enables designers to create 3D models, 2D 
drawings, and schematics of their designs. 
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CAD together with Digital Mockup (DMU) 
and CAE software such as finite element 
method analysis or analytic element method 
allows designers to create models of designs 
that can be analyzed without having to make 
expensive and time-consuming physical 
prototypes. 

     There is some debate whether computers 
enhance the creative process of design. 
Rapid production from the computer allows 
many designers to explore multiple ideas 
quickly with more detail than what could be 
achieved by traditional hand-rendering or 
paste-up on paper, moving the designer 
through the creative process more quickly. 

 

4.3 Data Flow Diagram of The System 

    A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical 
representation of the "flow" of data through an 
information system, modelling its process aspects. 
A DFD is often used as a preliminary step to 
create an overview of the system without going 
into great detail, which can later be elaborated. 
Hannu Jaakkola et al (2011) stated that DFDs can 
also be used for the visualization of data 
processing (structured design).  

 

     A DFD shows what kind of information will be 
input to and output from the system, how the data 
will advance through the system, and where the data 
will be stored. It does not show information about 
process timing or whether processes will operate in 
sequence or in parallel, unlike a traditional 
structured flowchart which focuses on control flow, 
or a UML activity workflow diagram, which 
presents both control and data flows as a unified 
model

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FD 

` 

 

 

4.2 Design Model 

       The system Architecture is the 
conceptual model that defines the 
structure, behavior, and more views of a 
system. (Hannu and Bernhard 2011) An 
architecture description is a formal 
description and representation of a system, 
organized in a way that supports  

 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1 Level 0 DFD 

Figure 4.1 Level 0 DFD 
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Figure 4.3: System Design Model for Qrcode 

Banking System 

 

4.4.1 Details of the System Design Model 

Requestor:  
    This remains the account holder. This 
person needs a new account to be opened for 
him/her. The requestor is a new person to the 
Bank that needs to open account. 
Generate A GUID:  
     This random identification generator is to 
avoid duplicate id. The Generate unique id is a 
function that assist the web based application 
to generate unique identification for each 
account holder. 
Blacklist/Filter: The filtering process of the 
function is for validation/verification of 
account holder in the Bank. This filter 
unvalidated user and blacklist him/her. 

 

 

 

The QRCODE of GUID: The system will  
use the generated id to create QRCODE 
for each account holder in the Bank. 
Request Denied: The request denied on 
occur when a user presented wrong 
QRCODE that has blacklisted ID. 
QRCODE Generation Website: This 
web based application usually meant 
unique QRCODE generate for individual 
through a proper presentation of required 
information requested by the website or 
the platform. 
Admin: Remains the controller general of 
the system. The user activities is 
monitored by the admin and also identify 
errors etc. 

are intended to clarify overall concepts 
without concernfor the details of 
implementation. Contrast this with the 

schematic diagrams and layout diagrams 
used in electrical engineering, which show  
the implementation detailsof electrical 
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components and physical construction
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Figure 4.4: Block Diagram of the Design System 

 

4.5.1 Details of the Block Diagram of the  

Design System 

• User: This remains the account 
holder with debit/credit card required or 
possession and QRCODE verification card. 
Once verified allows the user to perform 
transaction. 
• USB camera: This is a device that is 
used for QRCODE verification. The device 
with enabled application will help the 
account holder to access his account. 
• Consortium: The customer care is 
bank staff the see to issues while 
performingtransactions. The issues could be 
not proper filling the information and 
request made by the system. 
• Bank: The financial institution 
management the inter-bank transaction. The 
system remains the financial institution that 
created the account and credited or funded 
the account. 

• Display Main Screen: This is the 
first page of the new system requesting for 
credit/debit card details. Once provided is 
verified for transaction. 
• Insert Card: Since, hardware is not 
required the parameter of the card. 
• Request PIN Code: The platform 
request for password used for authentication 
once entered verifies user and activate the 
QRCODE transaction code. 
• Card Verification: After a user is 
authenticated, users will always request for the 
card parameter. 
• Account Verification: The platform 
verified the account holder for specifics detail 
to authenticate the account holders. 
• User Transaction: The transaction 
is allowed once the authentication is valid. 
The user places the card in front of the 
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camera to be easy to verify and avoid sin. 
4.6 Class Diagram of the Design System 

          A class diagram in the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) is a type of 
static structure diagram that describes the 
structure of a system by showing the 
system's classes, their attributes, 
operations (or methods), and the 
relationships among objects. The class 
diagram is the main building block of 
object-oriented modelling. It is used for 

general conceptual modelling of the 
systematic of the application, and for 
detailed modelling translating the models 
into programmin code. Class diagrams  
can also be used for data modeling. The 
classes in a class diagram represent both 
the main elements, interactions in the 
application, and the classes to be 
programmed

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Class Diagram  of the Design System. 

    
 
    The customer remains the account holder 
that has been register and validated by the 
administrator. The customer presents name, 
address and the GUID random number is 
generated by the system given to each account 
users. The Bank is the host bank of the 
account differentiated with name, address, 
branch and bank sort code. The credit Qrcode 
is generated for each transaction for payment 
etc. Debit QRcode is alsogenerated for  

Fig    : The Classs Diagram 
payment system. The system present the 
transaction details like theGUID, amount,  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
transaction id and balance other remain the 
transactions. 
 

4.7 User Case Diagram of The 

               Design System  
    Use case diagrams are usually  referred to 
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as as behavior diagrams used to describe a set of 
actions (use cases) that some system or systems 
(subject) should or can perform in collaboration 
with one or more external users of the system 
(actors).      Each use case should provide some 
observable and valuable result to the actors or 
other stakeholders of the system. The UML 2.0 
to 2.4 specifications also describeduse case 
diagram as a specialization of a class diagram, 
and class diagram is astructure diagram. Use 

case diagrams are in fact twofold - they are both 
behavior diagrams, because they describe 
behavior of the system, and they are also 
structure diagrams - as a special case of class 
diagrams where classifiers are restricted to be 
either actors or use cases related to each other 
with associations. [UML 2.5 FTF - Beta 1] 
moved use cases out of behavior modeling to 
UML supplementary concepts. 

 

 

System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: QRCODE Encryption Process 
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4.7.1 Algorithm of Putting Key in Cipher Bitmap File 

Step 1: start. 
Step 2: binarization each character or number in key as 8bit. 
Step 3: loop statement 1 
If (key(l)=255)ey(l)=254; 
Else 
Key(l)=l; 
End if. 
Next 1 
Step 4: if statement 
If(key(l)=255) 
Key(l)=253; 
Else 
Key(l)=2; 
End if. 

Next 1  
Step 5: end. 
4.7.2 Algorithmof Getting Key from Cipher Bitmap File 

Step 1: start. 
Step 2: loop statement until key(l)=253 or 2 
If (key(l)=254 or 1) 
Str=concat(str, ‘1’); 
Else 
Str=concat(str, ’O’); 
End if. 
Next 1 
Step 4: collect each 8bit in str and get character of this collection. 
Step 5: end. 

.7.3 Algorithm of Decryption 

Step 1: start. 
Step 2: load QR image c. 
Step 3: get width (wd) & height (hg) of c. 
Step 4: define plain as bitmap file with dimensions width (wd) & height (hg). Step 5:Call function to 
put cipher(0)(0) to cipher(i)(j) in plain(0)(0) to plain(i)(j).  
Step 6: loop statement x=i 

Loop statement y=j 
Plain(x)(y)=cipher(x)(y) XOR Key (x)(y) 

next y,x. 
Step 7: end. 
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Figure 3.8: QRCODE Decryption Process 

 
 
     Unlike the older, one-dimensional barcodes 
that were designed to be mechanically scanned 
by a narrow beam of light, a QR code is detected 
by a 2-dimensional digital image sensor and 
then digitally analyzed by a programmed 
processor. The processor locates the three 
distinctive squares at the corners of the QR code 
image, using a smaller square (or multiple 
squares) near the fourth corner to normalize the 
image for size, orientation, and angle of 
viewing. The small dots throughout the QR code 

are then converted to binary numbers and 
validated with an error-correcting algorithm. 
4.7.4 Data Dictionary 

This a set of information describing the 
contents, format, structure of a database and the 
relationship between its elements, used to 
control access and manipulation of the database. 
The data dictionary of this system covers the 
fieldname, the data types of the fieldname, its 
constraint and description of the fieldname. 

 

Table 4.3 shows the Data Dictionary of the New System 

S/N Fieldname Data Type Constraint Description Of Field 
1 Id Int non null auto 

increment 
This field is assigned a unique number for each account 
holder’s data entry. 

2 FullName Varchar non null This field describes the name of account holder which can 
start with either first name or other names.  

3 Email Varchar non null This field described the account holder’s email. It could be 
yahoo mail and goggle mail. 

4 Sex Varchar non null This field contains the sex of the account holder. Choices 
include male, female or unspecified. 

5 Nationality Varchar non null This is the nationality of any account holder. 
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6 Occupation Varchar non null This describes the job of the account holder. 
7 Account Type Varchar non null It describes the type of account the account holder is using. 
8 Account_id Varchar non null A randomly generated key 
9 Transaction_id Varchar non null Generated transaction into qrcode  
10 Amount Varchar Non null The total amount of money paid into the account 

 

4.8 Flowchart of The Designed System 
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 Fig 4.8: Flowchart of a Bank Verification and Authentication 

System 
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     The complete system flowchart of Bank 
Authentication and Verification System using 
QRCODE. It is a complete process flow of the 
entire operation system. Bank account is opened 
by presenting detail provided by the customer. 
The system generates QRcode for each account  
 
 
 
 
 

users. The QRcode of an account holder click on 
login to activate the camera to scan the QRcode 
presented to it. Once it is a valid user, access is 
granted to its account. The account holder can 
view transaction, generate QRcode for 
transaction and credit account by clicking the 
credit account. The platform loads the last 
transaction QRcode which can only be used by 
the beneficiary 
.

. 
4.8.1 Block Diagram of the Designed System 

 
Fig 4.9: Block Diagram of Bank Verification and Authentication System 

 
     Figure 4.10 shows the block diagram of the 
designed system. The block diagram of the 
designed system is a platform that shows the 
operation and functional aims of the system. The 
keyboard through which data is entered into the 
system, data store for account holder in the 
database model use for storage of any account 
holder data. The CPU, performs processing 
functions related to the programming language 

in use to receive data and process it. The 
QRcode transaction of the last payment is 
displayed to show the success of the 
transactional payment. Every account holder is 
registered to have a unique key generated and 
converted to QRcode. The user presents this 
QRcode to a mini agent platform with webcam 
that is used to read/scan the QRcode to 
authenticate the user when valid. 
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4.8.2 System Testing 

This is the testing of a complete and 
fully integrated software product. 

 
4.8.3 Testing Plan 

The testing plans carried out on the software 
include:  
Usability testing: This entails testing user’s 
experience with the system to know if it is user 
friendly or cumbersome. It focuses on the user’s 
ease to use the application.  
Software performance testing: This is a formal 
testing conducted to determine whether or not 
the system meets up to a need.  
Information testing: Verifying through testing 
of every input in the application to check the 
desired output. 
Database testing: This checks the ability of the 
database in accepting data from users and 
outputting desired and correct result. 
Hardware/software testing: This test plan 
focuses on the interaction between software and 
hardware. It also entails checking the external 

peripheral to see its responsiveness especially in 
the ability of the system to create a QRcode 
code for verification which would be used to 
access the system and also generate a dynamic 
QRcode for the user’s to either credit or debit an 
account for such transaction. 
 
4.8.4 Testing Data 

The data used in achieving the testing plan are: 
Input/output data: This is the test data that is 
accepted and processed to provide/produced the 
output that is compared with the expected 
output. Input data can also be known as the 
user’s credentials. The testing data are fullname, 
nationality, sex, email and Date of Birth (DOB). 
Database table, and Transaction QRcode. 
 

4.8.5 Actual Test Result Versus Expected 

Test Result 

After carrying out a test with the user’s input 
data – information details, transaction QRcode 
and inputted account id to credit or debit at a 
given generated id. 
 

 

Table 4.4 Result Table using Test data. 

TEST DATA ACTUAL TEST RESULT EXPECTED TEST 

RESULT 

Inputted amount, 
beneficiary account 

 
Generated transactional QRcode: information 
encrypted in it: amount, beneficiary account 
id 

Generated transaction 
QRcode  

 
     

      This section of the documentation explains 
the difference between the expected and actual 
result of the program execution. The platform 
was expecting an authenticated system with 
QRcode but the actual is the practicality of the 
system. It generate transaction QRcode, in it the 
account number of the beneficiary and the 
amount to be credited. And also describe either 
credit process or debit process. 

 

4.9 Training And Requirement Of Users 

     A team of well trained staff of the banking 
sector who are very proficient and versed in the 
technology should be assigned to handle the 
administration section for registration of new 
users. The users are required to load the 
application on their mobile devices to enable 
them access the user’s dashboard. All the ATM’s 
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should be equipped with image scanning devices 
like cameras to enable users to login and effect 
transactions. 

 
How to Install the Software 

     To install the software, load the CD from 
the CD/DVD ROM/drive into a system with 
the requirements as specified, copy the 
program into drive C: run the python flask 
to load the program from any browser of 
your choice typing the “localhost/8000” and 
URL. 

4.10 Program Documentation 

Program documentation is a method of 
recording and communicating the activities 
of the system development and the outcome 
of each stage in the entire process. It 
generates important and indispensable 
information, and maintains the system. It is 
vital for proper implementation and 
maintenance. The program documentation 
of the system contained installation and 
procedures in order to get the best 
performance of the system. 

Modification and understanding of the 
software by the user and to make the 
software run efficiently and error free, the 
designer makes sure using the software and 
hardware requirement and modification 
details are well specified. 

.10.1 User’s Manual 

The user’s manual contained some 
information on how to use the new system. 
The information is stated as follows: 

• To Register New Users’ 
Login into the system with the administration 
code (Admin backend), click on register new 
user, fill the necessary information, take a 
photograph of the customer and click at the 
register to generate the user login QRcode and 
also credit the account of the first timer / user 
of the system. 

• To Run the Software 
Power on the system; wait for the system to 
boot up and complete loading. When that is 
done; connect your computer to the internet 
using a modem, LAN. 

Open the browser of your choice, at the URL of the 
web application access the site. 

� To Login 
     Click the login button and automatically, the 
camera turns on, present the qrcode issued to 
you by the admin officer at the point of 
registration. By scanning this code serves as the 
gateway to access the account. 

� To make Transaction 
      To credit or debit an account after login, click 

the debit account which will require you to 
enter the amount, and the desire account 
number / unique identifier of the person you 
want to credit his/her account. After filling the 
details click OK it will generate a QRcode for 
such transaction. Also, to credit an account, 
after login scan code, click on the credit 
account, the scanning camera automatically 
triggers, present the generated code. 

Summary, Conclusion And Recommendation 

For Further Studies 

5.1 Summary 

  The bank verification and authentication are 
very vital part of the entire banking system. The 
users are registered and before the payment 
transactions are documented, the users provide 
the system with authentication parameter which 
is verified. The authentication systems are 
encrypted string in the form user password and 
string username generated by system or user 
choice, (Young Sil Lee et al, 2010). 
Two new approaches are used for the purpose of 
E-payment transaction. The first method 
requires customer’s limited personal information 
that is necessary for fund transfer during online 
shopping. This safeguards the customer data 
which indeed increases customer confidence and 
prevents identity theft. The second method is 
thegeneration of secure e-tickets for train and 
movie applications based on QRCODES with 
encrypted content.This research is motivated by 

the need to eradicate the occurrence of theft in 
online payments and transactions. It is expected 
that the deployment of this system in Bank 
payment verification and authentication will go 
a long way in solving the problem of recurring 
cases of theft by hackers. 
5.2      Conclusion 
     This research work is a motivation on the 
bases of the existing system failures. The design 
system is new technology used for fund transfer. 
It is a seller to buyer transaction through 
QRcode generation and also grants users access 
to dashboard. The platform is implemented 
using python flask framework and SQLite 
database model. The frontend is designed using 
HTML5; the platform used the bootstrap library 
to implement the Graphic Users Interface (GUI). 
The account holder's accounts are created by the 
administrator and also picture of each user is 
snapped. The account holders access the account 
via QRcode method. The user can debit his 
account through the generation of the QRcode 
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for the equivalent amount to be paid for a 
commodity. 
The user could credit the beneficiary account by 
presenting the QRcode in the front of the 
webcam. The administrator accepts users detail 
after validation and generates user access 
QRcode to the account. The admin will also 
view all users and also view all transactions of 
the account holder. 
The platform is hosted locally to run on different 
platform like mobile device and laptop. It was 
tested on windows, using the python 2.7 version. 
The Bank Verification Authentication System 
using the QRCODE encryption system is 
advancement in banking system. The system is 
authenticated with QRcode generated by the 
administrator in cause of the registration. The 
entire system transaction generates QRcode for 
each of the transfer made by the customer. The 
account holder debits his account by presenting 
the required parameters of the beneficiary's 
amount. The generated QRcode is given to 
account beneficiary to be scanned by the system 
camera and through this, the account of the 
account holder is debit and the beneficiary 
credited. 
Finally, the thesis work focuses on the 
implementation of a web based application for 
generating QRcode for both access to dashboard 
and fund transfer. Hence: 

1. The system is very important for banking 
industry, micro finance bank and mini business 

transactions since the system generate QRcode 
for each transaction and storage facility. 

2. The system authentication uses QRcode to 
access account holder dashboard, and this make 
for a high level security in banking system. 
5.3      Recommendation For Future Work 
     The designed system authentication uses 
QRcode to access account holder dashboard 
which ensures a high level security in banking 
system, it is therefore recommended that the 
system be changed from the existing to the 
designed system. For farther research work, we 
therefore recommend the integration and 
conversion of various currencies for debiting 
and crediting of an account holder. 
 

5.4      Contribution To  Knowledge 
     The designed system is an advanced bank 
transaction security system readable by only 
machine. 
The system uses the PC / smartphone camera to 
scan QRCODE which verifies and identifies the 
user and credit the beneficiary account by the 
amount tagged in the QRCODE image. 
     It is an implemented dynamic mode of 
QRCODE generated for debiting and crediting 
an account holder. 
Finally, it has a high level of security since the 
only person that could access the code is the 
beneficiary account encrypted in the QRCODE 
and the amount cannot be falsified, because of 
its Personal Unique Identifier (PUI) QRcode. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

An integration databank is a database which acts as the data store for multiple applications and 

thus integrates data across these applications (in contrast to an Application Database). This 

integration adopts a schema that takes all facilities across rural areas into account. This study aims 

to design and build an integrated database that will be used both online and offline by various 

applications in a mobile device-based system platform to be used in the remote/rural areas, linked 

into the National database repository, lunched in the cloud space and accessible through the web 

browsers. The design and development of the database are emphasized on the flexibility, security, 

and completeness of attributes that can be used together by various applications to be built. The 

method used in this study is to choose the appropriate database logical structure (patterns of data) 

and to build the relational-database models (Design Databases). Test the resulting design with some 

prototype apps and analyse system performance with test data. The integrated database can be 

utilized both for the admin and the user in an integral and comprehensive platform. This Android-

based app is built based on a dynamic client-server where data is extracted from an external 

database MySQL. So, if there is a change of data in the database, then the data on Android 

applications will also change. This Android app assists users in effective running of the healthcare 

facilities at the rural areas. The study proposes that at least all government owned hospitals at the 

rural areas and health facilities providing health care and public health in remote areas should 

make use of this system to collect data and push to the National Databank instance to provide 

authorities the needed baseline data to improve healthcare system in Nigeria, also training of health 

workers be intensified so that they can utilize this mobile system and the data generated from it for 

decision making. The system will integrate a robust user account and user role subsystems to ensure 

security and efforts will be taken to create a model information system to test and verify the working 

of the database before deploying for use. 

Keywords: Database, Healthcare, Rural/Urban 

 

Introduction 
     Many LDRAs have lamented and demanded 
heavily across board the need to improve HIS at 
the rural areas, but the challenge continues to lie 
in how to achieve successful and useful HIS 
despite a considerable number of promising 
projects and the potential benefits of the new 
technologies. A challenge to a functional HIS is 
the lack of information integration. In HIS, the 
information comes from different sources, 
including paper-based systems and computer-
based systems. The lack of integration of these 
systems leads to an inadequate data flow 
between them, resulting, for instance, in a lack 
of access to patient information that could be 
used to devise strategies to better address 

patients’ health problems and health decision-
making (Meyer et al., 2005). 
This Project explores the potential of ICT in the 
healthcare sector (commonly referred as 
electronic health [eHealth]) to strengthen HIS 
and to address the challenges of the integration 
of information systems with health Services. 
More precisely, the Project addresses the issue 
of the integration of mobile technologies with 
routine health services in the case of data 
migration from rural areas into the National 
databank. In the context of this Project, ICT 
include the internet, computers, Android 
telephones (fixed and mobile), and other 
wireless devices (Vandelanotte et al., 2016). 
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The Project explores the opportunities of mobile 
health (mHealth), a subset of eHealth. 
Generally, eHealth refers to tools and services 
using ICTs that can improve the prevention, 
diagnosis, treatment, monitoring and 
management of a diverse range of diseases 
(ENS4Care, 2015; European Commission, 
2012). mHealth concerns the use of mobile 
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, Personal 
Digital Devices (PDAs)) as integrated within the 
healthcare delivery system (Istepanian&Lacal, 
2003). The mHealth research domain seeks to 
identify appropriate mobile-based applications 
and implementation strategies to address public 
health challenges. Governments are expressing 
interest in mHealth as a complementary strategy 
for strengthening rural HIS and achieving the 
health-related Millennium Development Goals, 
especially in LDRAs (WHO, 2011). This 
interest has led to a series of mHealth 
deployments worldwide that are providing early 
evidence of the potential for mobile and wireless 
technologies. 
     mHealth applications are being tested in such 
diverse scenarios as improving timely access to 
emergency and general health services and 
information; managing patient care; reducing 
drug shortages at health clinics; enhancing 
clinical diagnosis and treatment adherence; and 
in programmes reducing the burden of the 
diseases linked with poverty, including 
HIV/AIDS, malaria, and TB, among others 
(WHO, 2011). Vandelanotte et al. (2016), who 
reviewed literature on the impact of mHealth 
interventions in low-and middle-income 
countries (LMICs), found that there is a growing 
evidence base for the efficacy of mHealth 
interventions, particularly in improving 
treatment adherence, appointment compliance, 
data gathering, and developing support networks 
for health workers; however, the quantity and 
quality of the evidence is still limited in many 
respects. mHealth research projects are not only 
under-theorised but include ambiguous 
descriptions of interventions and their 
mechanisms, hindering the interpretation, 
replication, scaling and effective translation of 
the research to practice (Catalani, Philbrick, 
Fraser, Mechael, &Israelski, 2013; Chib, van 
Velthoven, & Car, 2015; Higgs et al., 2014; Lee 
et al., 2016). Catalani et al. (2013) and Chib et 
al. (2015) further found that few studies used 

theory or methodological designs to explain the 
use of mobile phones for healthcare needs or the 
connections between a particular development 
processes and health outcomes. Furthermore, the 
literature reveals that there are many systems 
that have not been scaled up. For instance, 
Lemaire (2011) found that in Uganda, 23 of 36 
mHealth initiatives did not move beyond the 
pilot phase. One possible explanation for this is 
that the problem situation is not well 
understood; hence the solutions are not 
functional. 
 
A Closer Look At The Healthcare System In 

Nigeria 

     The National Health System is a complex 
organizational system involving many actors, 
structured down from the central level 
(National) to province (Provincial Directorate of 
Health) to district (District Directorate of 
Health) and sub-district. This structure has been 
described as operating in an isolated top-down 
manner. Administratively, the Ministry of 
Health is divided into four major national 
directorates: The Directorate of Planning and 
Co- operation, the Directorate of Health, the 
Directorate of Human Resources and the 
Directorate of Administration and Management. 
The Directorate of Administration and 
Management deals with alllogistics, which 
include transport management, equipment, and 
supplies for surgical and laboratory purposes. 
The Directorate of Health covers five 
departments responsible for providing public 
health delivery: The Department of 
Epidemiology and Endemics, the Department of 
Medical Assistance, the Department of 
Environmental Health, the Department of 
Community Health and the Pharmaceutical 
Department. Communicable diseases like 
sexually transmissible diseases/HIV/AIDS, TB, 
malaria, diarrhoeal diseases (including dysentery 
and cholera), acute respiratory infections and 
vaccine preventable diseases (e.g., measles, 
diphtheria, tetanus, poliomyelitis, rabies, etc.) 
are managed by the Department of 
Epidemiology and Endemics. Each of the 
disease programmes have their own budget 
(mainly supported by donor agencies), 
individual information systems and data flows in 
various channels. This department has a 
surveillance system called BES 
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(“BolentimEpidemiológicoSemanal” in 
Portuguese, meaning Weekly Epidemiological 
Bulletin), which collects weekly 
epidemiological data on diseases such as 
HIV/AIDS, TB, and malaria, from all of the 
health facilities in the country. The Department 
of Community Health includes activities related 
to health prevention, treatment and promotion to 
the community, such as mental health, school 
and adolescent health, reproductive health 
(Mother and Child Health Care Programme and 
Extended Programme for Immunisation), 
nutrition, and information, education, and 
communication. While the Department of 
Environmental Health is responsible for 
hygiene, environmental health, and inspections 
in public facilities, including restaurants, hotels 
and commercial facilities, the Department of 
Pharmaceuticals is responsible for drug control, 
drug procurement, laboratories, logistics, and 
distribution. The Directorate of Planning and 
Cooperation is responsible for planning, 
cooperation and health information. This 
directorate includes the Department of Health 
Information, which is the coordinating body of 
all statistics and the roles and maintenance 
involved in the HIS. The Department of Health 
Information collects monthly routine health-
related data from district health facilities. 
SISPROG was the first national database-based 
system, developed in 1992. The data flow was 
from provincial capitals to the central hub using 
diskette. However due to its many limitations, 
SISPROG was replaced by the SIMP (Integrated 
System of Monitoring and Planning) which 
incorporated finances, healthcare workers, 
infrastructures and epidemiological surveillance. 
The low integration, storage and presentation of 
SIMP allowed MB- SIS (MóduloBásico SIS) to 
emerge. MB-SIS provides a consistent, simple 
and compatible application that was 
implemented across the whole country within 
the shortest possible space of time. 
Healthcare services throughout the country are 
provided by the public National Health Service 
and complemented by the private sector with 
not-for-profit providers (mainly international 
and national NGOs) and for- profit providers 
(exclusively in main cities). The delivery of 
services is organised in five structures: 
traditional medicine and community health 
works; health post/facility and healthcare 

centres; rural and general district hospitals, 
provincial hospitals, and central and specialised 
hospitals. The first encounter with any kind of 
health care is usually through a network of 
traditional medical and community practitioners. 
Their role is to attend health care needs within a 
strong cultural, traditional and spiritual context. 
Health post/facility and health centre are 
generally the first points of entry, and the first 
contact between the health seeker and the health 
system. They provide essential curative and 
preventive services. The rural and general 
district hospitals offer services that include 
routine surgical interventions and include a 
diagnostic capacity, such as X-ray facilities. 
Specialised care is provided by the provincial 
hospital and sometimes by the Maputo central 
hospital. 
Methodology 

     The Study design will adopt Structured 
System Analysis and Design Method to study 
the existing system and underscore its associated 
gaps and the system development life cycle. It 
will keep modeling a blueprint, tested at every 
stage with a feedback mechanism and modified 
based on the feedback received from the client 
until a final prototype with the desired database 
framework and functionalities is achieved. 
Investigation of Current Requirements 

     This stage of development aimed at firstly 
gaining an understanding of the broader 
situation of the HMIS in Nigeria, with a focus 
to identify its gaps and weaknesses. The 
existing system across States use 
manual/traditional method of data collection in 
which a client goes to a facility, the first place 
he or she land is the record/folder unit where 
the client would obtain a folder that will house 
documents and reviews of the client history. 
Hence the need for a file cabinet for the safe 
keeping of these records/folders arises and a 
mechanism of storing and retrieval of client’s 
folders for subsequent visits. Manual search 
operation is conducted on the file cabinet each 
time the record officer is looking for a 
particular client folder to see the client folder 
for revisits schedule, and the aggregate data is 
sent to various Local Government Area, to 
transit to State Ministry of Health and then to 
the National database on a monthly bases. This 
method is prone to errors, alteration and there 
is the tendency of losing folders, leaflets inside 
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the folders because of theft, fire outbreak, or 
even technical malfunction, incomplete reports 
and validation of data quality. 

Present Data Flow of HIS in Nigeria 

     The existing health information system in 
Nigeria, as described by the NHMIS Policy 
Document, is characterized by extensive 
duplication of data collection, entry and analysis 
(no fewer than 50 data forms are in use at the 
Federal level alone); multiple data pathways; 
lack of standard case definitions; lack of clarity 
with regards to data submission and 
responsibilities; inadequate quality control 
measures; inadequate and ineffective staff 

training in data analysis, interpretation and use 
at all levels; misreporting of conditions, poor 
understanding, low confidence and 
acceptability; weak monitoring, evaluation and 
managerial capacity at the periphery and the 
absence of a strong central coordinating 
institutional framework (Federal Ministry of 
Health, 2006). 
 

Overall Data Flow of the Existing System 

     The diagram below shows the overall flow of 
data from different facilities to the National 
level in Nigeria. 

 
Fig. 1 Overall flow of data from different facilities to the National level in Nigeria.? 

 

Mode of Operation 

       A close review of Nigerian National 
monitoring and evaluation tools such as the 
HIV/AIDs Testing Services registers, Family 
Planning Registers, Clients intake Forms etc  
shows that data from these tools are summarized 
on monthly basis and within three days 
submitted to the health facilities by the 
community health extension workers – this  

applies where applicable. At the health 
facilities, these data are entered into the 
National collection tools and within the month 
submitted to the LGA where the health facility 
falls under by the designated staff of the health 
facility and on a quarterly basis the health 
management information system HMIS officer 
at the LGAs Collates these reports and submit 
them to the State where the LGA fall under on 
a quarterly basis. Then, the State HMIS office 
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has the responsibility of submitting these data 
to the National level on a semi-annual period. 
Thus, it takes every data generated at the 
community or facility level a period of six-
month at least to get to the national level. 

Weaknesses and Deficiencies of the Present 

System 

This study identifies over 30 different forms 
forthe collection of data including Disease 
Notification Forms, forms for capturing 
immunizationservices, family planning 
services,laboratoryrequest forms for various 
disease-specific programmes, summary forms 
for reporting data ofvarious disease-specific 
programmes, formsfor reporting consumables, 
birth and deathregistrations forms, referral 
forms, etc. Most of these forms have different 
formats and a health worker may have to fill 
several of these forms for a single patient.The 
various health data sources identified include: 

Vital Events Registers, data fromroutine health 
services in health facilities,Epidemiological 
Surveillance data and datafrom specific-
disease registers.While a range of health and 
health care entities collect data, the data do not 
flow among these entities in a cohesive or 
standardized way. Entities within the health 
care system face challenges when collecting 
race and transitioning into different forms and 
databases such as: 

• Data transition from one form to another at 
different levels 

• Levels of data entry error by four different 
persons. 
• Data dependencies 
• Time waste 
• Staff attrition 
• Capacity issues etc

• . 

 
Fig 2: Various health data sources 

 
 
     Explicitly expressing the rationale for the 
data collection and training staff, organizational 
leadership, and the public to appreciate the need 
to use valid collection mechanisms may improve 
the situation. Nevertheless, some entities face 
health information technology (Health IT) 
constraints and internal resistance. Indirect 

estimation techniques, when used with an 
understanding of the probabilistic nature of the 
data, can supplement direct data collection 
efforts. 
     Addressing health and health care disparities 
requires the full involvement of organizations 
that have an existing infrastructure for quality 
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measurement and improvement. Although 
hospitals, community health centers (CHCs), 
physician practices, health plans, and local, 
state, and federal agencies can all play key roles 
by incorporating race, ethnicity, and language 
data into existing data collection and quality 
reporting efforts, each faces opportunities and 
challenges in attempting to achieve this 
objective. 
     To identify the next steps toward improving 
data collection, it is helpful to understand these 
opportunities and challenges in the context of 
current practices. In some instances, the 
opportunities and challenges are unique to each 
type of organization; in others, they are common 
to all organizations and include: 
• How to integrate monitoring and 
evaluation forms at various facilities 
• How to train staff to collate this 
information in a respectful and efficient manner. 
• How to address the discomfort of routine 
process of data report. 
• How to address potential patient or 
enrolee pushback or feedback mechanism 
respectfully. 
• How to address system-level issues, such 
as changes in patient data and data flow. 

Strategy and Financing 

While there is no overarching national eHealth 
strategy or framework in place, work is being 
done through ICT4SOML and partners to 
develop a National eHealth Framework. The 
framework will encompass the numerous 
strategic drivers that are already in place (e.g., 
political will and commitment, health system 
needs and opportunities). Such a framework 
could be built upon to develop an informed and 
comprehensive National eHealth Policy and 
accompanying strategy. 
     To further enhance the enabling environment 
for ICT for health, sustainable funding must be 
identified. Furthermore, a clear financial 
management structure for ICT for health 
activities must be developed. It will be 
important for the leadership to prioritize the 
identification of viable funding sources, 
mechanisms and incentives. The sources and 
proposed mechanisms and incentives should be 
aligned with the health system and ICT for 
health priorities and needs. Clear management 
and accountability structures must also be in 
place. Advocating for funding will be important, 
along with engaging the private sector

Legislation, Policy and Compliance 

       As noted earlier, there is no national, 
overarching eHealth policy. There are numerous 
existing policies that cover activities within ICT 
for health. However, the policies are not 
harmonized. Multi-regulation is a challenge in 
the ICT [for health] environment despite 
regulation efforts by the FMCT harmonization 
committee. Further undermining progress is the 
lack of accompanying strategic documents for 
implementation and planning purposes and lack 
of alignment with or building-upon pre-existing 
related policies. Accompanying these challenges 
is the lack of a legal framework to provide 
further guidance for ICT for health activities. A 
legal framework should be developed to help 
guide ICT for health activities, especially as 
they relate to data safety and security. As 
mentioned earlier, an overarching national 
eHealth policy should also be developed. 

Beyond these frameworks and policies, there is 
a need for enhanced accountability, coordination 
and compliance across all of the stakeholders 
involved. There is robust engagement of 
multiple stakeholders in ICT for health 
implementations. A systematic way to engage 
the stakeholders has not yet been identified but 
will need to be done. With multiple 
stakeholders, there are multiple tools and 
implementations. Key software being used by 
the government in the health domain has not 
been explicitly outlined. It will be important to 
further develop the nationally used and endorsed 
software into evidence-based interoperable 
systems that meet appropriate standards and 
promote the integration of government and non-
government ICT for health initiatives. To 
address duplication of efforts and enhance 
compliance, a mechanism for the regular review 
and updates of policies and on-going 
implementations should be identified. 

 

Standards and Interoperability 
     In the health ecosystem, uniform standards 
and clinical documentation requirements are 
absent. Within ICT for health, in particular, 

there are discordant software solutions and 
varied reporting structures used across projects. 
Furthermore, there is a lack of minimal data 
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safety requirements for such software and tools 
used in ICT for health initiatives. With a lack of 
accountability mechanisms in place, including 
no clear responsible governing body, it will be 
important to identify a national body that will be 
responsible for governing health standards and 
patient and data safety. The governing body 
would oversee the development of uniform 
standards and clinical documentation 
requirements, building upon international best 
practices. It would also be responsible for 
enforcing compliance to the standards and 
ensure that minimal requirements are met. In 
conjunction, minimum reporting, 
interoperability and integration requirements for 
software solutions used in Nigeria ICT for 
health projects should be established. Data 
safety would need to be addressed, as well. 
Requirements should be identified and enforced. 
The legal framework should take data safety into 
account. 
 

Workforce 
     The health workforce in Nigeria has variable 
experience and capacity to use ICT for health. 
No capacity-building to address this challenge 
has been carried out. Additionally, there is no 
national plan or strategy established to meet 
capacity-building needs. Addressing capacity-
building may be able to change the health 
workforce culture and enhance the use and 
adoption of ICT for health tools in Nigeria. As 
part of SURE-P, capacity-building in the use of 
ICTs will be supported. A plan and partnerships 
to carry out these activities should be identified; 
best practices and lessons learned should be 
documented, as well. Learnings from this initial 
activity can be used to inform a coordinated plan 
or strategy to meet capacity-building needs 

throughout the various potential end-user 
groups. For health care workers, capacity 
building can be conducted through formal 
institutions (e.g., training schools, continued 
medical education required courses). Core 
competencies and incentives should be 
identified and integrated into existing training 
curricula. 
Infrastructure 
     A digital divide exists between the rural and 
urban areas. Contributing to the divide are 
prohibitive costs to both consumers and 
corporations looking to provide and expand 
services. The inadequate infrastructure for 
power and connectivity are crucial barriers to 
ICT for health implementations. Appropriate 
incentives for expanding affordable services to 
rural areas should be identified, along with 
sustainable financing mechanisms to improve 
and maintain facilities, basic health equipment, 
power and Internet/broadband connectivity. 
Services and Applications 
The fragmentation and duplication of ICT for 
health activities presents a lost opportunity for 
synergistic collaboration and the capture of data 
in national information systems. Furthermore, 
the disconnect leads to an inability to 
systematically and securely share health 
information amongst providers and facilities for 
enhanced care and improved decision-making. 
Therefore, minimal reporting and 
interoperability requirements should be 
established and enforced, and secure and 
integrated data portals that allow for the linking 
of data into national health information systems 
should be developed. 
System Design and Implementation 
The system design of the MData Cap is 

presented below(Figure4.1) 
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Figure 4.1.TheMData Cap System Design architecture 

 
IntegrationofMobileTechnologywithHealthcareServices 

Fig4.1   The MData  Cap system has two  layers: 
 

1) Server:ontheserverside,therearefiveelements: 
• Server databases which comprise health 
records (Mobile-based clientrecordsdatabase 

{DBA) and a metadata (ISP server). Thehealth 

records DBcontains data originated from the 
client PCand the ISP server contains packet of 
protocols (scheduled, outgoingandincoming 
data).AlldatabasesareMySQLserver based. 
• A web service containing services that 
allow the server to communicate with the client 
PC. The web service allows the serverto 
authenticate the client PCand receive data from the 
DataSync App. 
• AnDataStriggerappthatprocessesthedatas
toredintheandroid device as records DB to 
create a link and synchronize with other 

databasesandstoredinthecentralizedserverdatabas
e. 
• The MDataCap Portal, which allows 
users to access patient dataanddatasets of 
different health areas. 
• A GlobalSystemfor Mobiledatabank 
modemused to communicate between the 
databases and android-based PDAs 
(itsendsandreceivesdata

• ). 
 
 
2) Client:on theclientside,therearefour 
mainelements: 
•       

ThelocaldatabaseoftheDHIS.Thisdatabasecont
ainspatientrecords 
• TheDatasyncdatabase(DataSyncDB)that
containsrecordsof registered 
dataaspartoftheMDataCapproject. 

• TheDataSyncApp,theapplicationthatfet
chesandsendspatientdatatothedataserver(R

ecordsDB) and to the central database. 
• AGSMmodemusedtoconnecttotheinter

netandcommunicatewiththeserver. 
reporting and analysis, but the contents of the 
database, e.g., what to collect, who should 
collect it and on what format will depend on 
the context of use. However, in order to do 
anything with MDATACAP, you must first 
create meta-data. Metadata, or data about the 
data, describes what should be collected (data 
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elements and categories), where it should be 
collected (organisation units) and how 
frequently it should be collected (periods). 
This meta-data needs to be created in the 
MDATACAP database before it can be used. 
This can be done through the user interface 
and requires no programming or in-depth 
technical skills of the software but does 
require a good understanding of the processes 
which you are trying to collect data form.This 
section will provide a very quick and brief 
introduction to MDATACAP database design 

and mainly explain the various steps needed to 
prepare a new MDATACAP system for use. 
How to do each step is explained in other 
chapters, and best practices on design choices 
will be explained in the implementer’s 
manual. Here are the steps to follow: 
MDataCap System Algorithm: 

1. Set up an organisational hierarchy. 
2. Define data elements. 
3. Define data sets and data entry forms. 
4. Define validation rules. 
5. Define indicators. 

6. Define report tables and design reports. 
7. Set up the GIS module. Physical System 

Design of MDataCap System 

     MDataCap provides a powerful set of tools 
for data collection, validation, 

8. Design charts and customise the dashboard. 
 

 

4.1.1 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Thefollowing are the technical requirements 
of the hardware and software system. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.2 a Hardware and Software  Requirements 
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Input/ Output Design 

Fig 4.3a                                                        
 
 
    
 In DHIS2 there are three dimensions that 
describe the aggregated data being collected and 
stored in the database; the where - organisation 
unit, the what - data element, and the when - 
period  
 
 

 
 
 
. The organisation unit, data element and period 
make up the three core dimensions that are 
needed to describe any data value in the data 
base  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                               
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4a   Three dimensions that describe the aggregated data being collected and stored in the 
database  

DHIS2, whether it is in a data collection form, a 
chart, on a map, or in an aggregated summary 
report. When data is collected in an electronic 
data entry form, sometimes through a mirror 
image of the paper forms used at facility level, 
each entry field in the form can be described 
using these three dimensions.The form itself is 
just a tool to organise the data collection and is 
not describing the individual data values 

beingcollected and stored in the database. Being 
able to describe each data value independently 
through a Data Element definition (e.g. ‘Measles 
doses given \<1 year’) provides important 
flexibility when processing, validating, and 
analysing the data, and allows for comparison of 
data across collection forms and health 
programs. 
     This design or data model approach separates 
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DHIS2 from many of the traditional HIS 
software applications which treat the data 
collection forms as the key unit of analysis. This 
is typical for systems tailored to vertical 
programs’ needs and the traditional 
conceptualisation of the collection form as also 
being the report or the analysis output. The 
figure below illustrates how the more fine-
grained DHIS2 design built around the concept 
of Data Elements is different and how the input 
(data collection) is separated from the output 
(data analysis), supporting more flexible and 
varied data analysis and dissemination. The data 
element ‘Measles doses given \<1 y’ is collected 
as part of a Child Immunisation collection form, 
but can be used individually to build up an 
Indicator (a formula) called ‘Measles coverage 
\<1y’ where it is combined with the data 
element called ‘Population \<1y’, being 
collected through another collection form. This 

calculated Indicator value can then be used in 
data analysis in various reporting tools in 
DHIS2, e.g. custom designed reports with 
charts, pivot tables, or on a map in the GIS 
module. 
 
Metadata synchronization 

     Metadata synchronization is usually the first 
step after login. It fetches and persists the 
metadata needed by the current user. To launch 
metadata synchronization, we must execute: 
d2.metadataModule().download(); 
     To save bandwidth usage and storage space, 
the SDK does not synchronize all the metadata 
in the server but a subset. This subset is defined 
as the metadata required by the user to perform 
data entry tasks: render programs and datasets, 
execute program rules, evaluate in-line program 
indicators, etc 

. 
Overall Data Flow Diagram of MDataCap System (ODFD) 

Figure 4.2 shows the interface of the MDataCap 
Portal. The interface enables authenticated users 
to visualizeintegrateddatasets for data capture of 

different healthcare  centers,and the text 
messages  (sent and received). 

 

Hardware and Software Installation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
     The installation of the app is straightforward. 
After the installation, weproceeded with testing 
the solution and this consisted of making sure 
thatthe installation had been done 
successfullyand that DataSync was connected to 
the remote server. Testing also consisted of 

sending data to theserverand 
makingsurethatDataSynccollectedandsenttherigh
tdata. 
     Other than meetingthe technical requirements, 
one ofthe requirementsof DataSync was that that 
healthcare workers (e.g., physicians, data 
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entryclerks, and pharmacists) had to be involved. 
Only the data entry clerks weredirectly involved 
with DataSync, as they entered the data in the 
DHIS andhad access to DataSync, but the other 
healthcare workers contributed by providing 
data.They were encouraged to do so in a  timely 
fashion. 
    The maintenance of DataSync involved not 
only me, as the designerand developer of the 
system, but also the data manager and data entry 
clerkswhowerepartofARK.Myroleduringtheimpl
ementationwas: 
1. Toensurethat the installations and 
connections between DataSync and the server 
weredone correctly, 
2.      To ensure that DataSync was 
collecting and sending 
therightdatatotheserver,and 
3. Toperformchanges toimprove 
theversionsof the system. 
The data manager role was: 
1. To ensure that data was enteredregularly 

in the DHIS at various facilities and 
2. To bridge the communication gap between 

thedata entry clerks and those providing the data 
(e.g., physicians and pharmacists). 
Thedataentryclerkhadthe roleof: 

1. EnteringdataintheDHIS, 
2. Making sure that the GSMmodem was connected 

to the network, and 
3.      CheckingDataSync for the data that needed 

to be corrected. Through 
theinterfaceofDataSync. 

4. Tovisualizethedata that was entered for 
consistency check and corrections. 
Informationflow 

     The MDataCap system requires that 
information flows regularly from different 
healthcare workers until it reaches into the 
central database system. From the health 
center level to the server level, the 
information flowis represented in Figure4.2

. 

 
 

Figure4.3 Information flows of the MData Cap system 

 

    
There are harmonized National tools and 
register in various facilities, and the 
FMOH has made it compulsory for 
facilities to use those forms in reporting 
National data. These registers are 
summarized as configured on the MDataCap 
as a datasets for data capture and entry into 
the National database.Physicians and 

pharmacistsare required to deliver the 
formstothedataentryclerkwhoentersthedata
using the appropriate dataset in 
thesystem.Data captured by the DataSync 
app are sent to the data server. Data 
received from the DataSync app are 
processed andextends a handshake with 
the National databank and stored. 
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TheimpactofMDataCaponinformation flow 
Prior to the introduction of MDataCap, 
information flows suffered from 
anumber of problems. There were 
problems with delays from the 
physicianandpharmacist-
side,intermsofdeliveringtheformstotheda
ta 
entryclerkquickly.Physiciansandpharmaci
stsdeliveredformstothedataentryclerkat the 
speed of one week after they had filled 
them in, or even daysafter.Then,the data 
entry clerks delayed entering the data into 
the system. It used to 
becommontofindapileofformsinthedataentr
yclerk’soffice. 
Data accuracy was another issue. 
Physicians and pharmacists did a lot 
ofwork but reported less. During the day 
they worked hard and in the afternoon, 
they tried to report what they had done 
throughout the day forinformation 
purposes. The shortage of personnel was 
one of the issues thatinfluenced this 
problem, because in many cases a single 
person was involvedin many activities. 
Filling in forms was less important 
thancompletingalloftheotheractivities.Thus
,theinformationcompletedinthe forms was 
what the worker remembered that they had 
done during 
theday.Thisissueofdataaccuracywasalsoinf
luencedbythelackofaculturein terms of the 
proper completion of data. Physicians and 
pharmacists 
knewthattheyhadtocompleteforms,butthey
didnotunderstandhowimportantitwastodoth
eworkfrequentlyandaccurately.Theyunders
toodthatthedata was importantfor 
reportingto higher levels, butnotthatitcould 
be used locally. The forms were 
mechanically completed, without 
understanding their purpose. Another issue 
was information checks. For example, the 
next appointments were generally 
scheduled for the next month.There were 
situations where the date was not 
calculated correctly. The non-use of data 
collected for decision-making and 
feedback was one of the issuesthatmade 
physicians and pharmacistsunconcerned 
aboutthe 
truthfulnessofthedataintheformstheycompl
eted. 
The MDataCap project contributed to 
many changes at the health centerlevel. 

Firstly, realizing that there was a shortage 
of personnel, 
Itisimportanttonotethatdataentryclerksasa 
category do not exist within the 
organizational structure of the MoH. 
TheMoH only recognizesrecord unit as a 
category. Data entry clerks 
wereintroducedbynon-
governmentorganizationswhentheyintrodu
cedcomputer-basedsystemsliketheDHIS. 
Secondly,thespeedofinformationflowwasc
hanged.Physiciansandpharmacists were 
motivated to complete forms every time 
they met a patient. Completed forms were 
sent every day to the data entry clerk in 
theafternoon.Physicians andpharmacist 
had todeliver the 
formspersonally,butthedataentryclerkscoul
dalsocollecttheformsincasesofdelays.Thed
ataentryclerkshadtoenterdataeveryday.The
formscollectedintheafternoonwereenteredi
ntheDHISusuallybythenextday,inthemorni
ng.Lastly,theDataSyncappandMDataCapPo
rtalalloweddataentryclerksandregisteredus
erstocheckfordataaccuracy.TheDataSynca
ppallowedthedataentryclerktochecktheaggr
egate,individualandevent data foraccuracy. 
The possible states are: 

• SYNCED: The element is synced with 
the server. There are no local changes for 
this value. 
• TO_POST: Data created locally that 
does not exist in the server yet. 
• TO_UPDATE: Data modified locally 
that exists in the server. 
• UPLOADING: Data is being 
uploaded. If it is modified before receiving 
any server response, its state is back 
to TO_UPDATE. When the server 
response arrives, its state does not change 
to SYNCED, but it remains 
in TO_UPDATE to indicate that there are 
local changes. 
• SENT_BY_SMS: Data is sent by sms 
and there is no server response yet. Some 
servers do not have the capability to send a 
response, so this state means that data has 
been sent, but we do not know if it has 
been correctly imported in the server or 
not. 
• SYNCED_BY_SMS: Data is sent by 
sms and there is a successful response 
from the server. 
• ERROR: Data that received an error 
from the server after the last upload. 
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• WARNING: Data that received a 
warning from the server after the last 
upload. 
MDataCap implementation 

     Implementation of MDataCap aims at 
establishing sustainable systems that is 
flexible to changing needs in the health 
sector. It is important to acknowledge that 
this will take many years, with continuous 
structures for capacity building, best 
practice sharing, and innovation. Here is a 
very crude overview of the different facets 
of MDataCap implementation. 
Planning and organizing 
Structures needed 

• A MDataCap core team or technical working 
group of 4-5 people will be needed to 
administer a national HMIS. Their 
responsibilities and required skills should be 
clearly defined. The TWG will participate in 
DHIS2 Academies; organize training and end-
user support for various user groups in the 
country. 

• A Technical Steering Committee, or 
equivalent, will be needed to steer the 
coordination between health programs, 
other information systems and 
development partners and Universities. 
They will lead integration efforts and 
make decisions regarding the overall 
architecture of information systems. 
Integration efforts 
• Throughout the implementation, 
simultaneous efforts of information system 
integration and data exchange need to be 
conducted. The leading principle for this 
work should be to create an integrated 
mobile-based decision-driven and 
indicator-focused system. 
Equipment and internet 

• An assessment needs to establish the 
needs for hardware. Desktops, laptops, 
tablets, mobile phones all have different 
qualities, and typically a mix of these 

different technologies will need to be 
supported. 
• Server and hosting alternatives needs 
to be critically examined with regards to 
capacity, infrastructural constraints, legal 
framework, security and confidentiality 
issues. 

•             Internet connection for all users will be 
needed. Mobile internet will be adequate 
for majority of users doing data collection 
and regular analysis. 
•            Options for mobile phone users, 
bulk sms deals etc, should be examined if 
appropriate. 
Roll-out strategy 

• The TWG will play a key role here and 
each member should have clear 
responsibilities for the roll-out covering: 
user support, user training, liaison with 
health programs, etc. 
• Broader support structures need to be 
established to provide support, 
supervision, and communication with 
global/regional network of expert users 
and developers. 
• Information use must be a focus area 
from the start and be a component both in 
the initial system design and the first 
round of user training. Data collection and 
data quality will only increase with real 
value of the information. District review 
meetings and equivalent should be 
supported with appropriate information 
products and training. 
• Training will typically be the largest 
investment over time, and necessitates 
structures for continuous opportunities. 
Plan for a long term training approach 
catering for a continuous process of 
enabling new users and new system 
functionalities

• . 
• Supervision and data quality assessment should be held frequently. 

 

Deployment Strategies 

     MDataCap is a network enabled 
application and can be accessed over the 
Internet, a local intranet and as a locally 
installed system. The deployment States for 
MDataCap are in this chapter defined as i) 
offline deployment ii) online deployment 
and iii) hybrid deployment. 

Offline Deployment 

     An offline deployment implies that 
multiple standalone offline instances are 
installed for end users, typically at the 
district level. The system is maintained 
primarily by the end users/district health 
officers who enter data and generate reports 
from the system running on their local 
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server. The system will also typically be 
maintained by a national super-user team 
who pay regular visits to the district 
deployments. Hardware: Running stand-
alone systems requires advanced hardware 
in terms of servers and reliable power 
supply to be installed, usually at district 
level, all over the country. This requires 
appropriate funding for procurement and 
plan for long-term maintenance. 

• Database maintenance: A prerequisite for an 
efficient system is that all users enter data 
with a standardized meta-data set (data 
elements, forms etc). As with the previous 
point about software upgrades, distribution 
of changes to the meta-data set to numerous 
offline installations requires end user 
competence if the updates are sent 
electronically or a well-organized super-user 
team. Failure to keep the meta-data set 
synchronized will lead to loss of ability to 
move data from the districts and/or an 
inconsistent national database since the data 
entered for instance at the district level will 
not be compatible with the data at the 
national level. 
Online deployment 
An online deployment implies that a single 
instance of the application is set up on a 
server connected to the Internet. All users 
(clients) connect to the online central server 
over the Internet using a web browser. This 
style of deployment currently benefits from 
the huge investments in and expansions of 
mobile networks in developing countries. 
This makes it possible to access online 
servers in even the most rural areas using 
mobile Internet modems (also referred to as 
dongles). 
This online deployment style has huge 
positive implications for the implementation 
process and application maintenance 
compared to the traditional offline 
standalone style: 

• Hardware: Hardware requirements on the 
end-user side are limited to a reasonably 
modern computer/laptop and Internet 
connectivity through a fixed line or a mobile 
modem. There is no need for a specialized 
server, any Internet enabled computer will 
be sufficient. 

• Database maintenance: Similar to the 
previous point, changes to the meta-data can 
be done on the online server in a centralized 
fashion and will automatically propagate to 
all clients next time they connect to the 

server. This effectively removes the vast 
issues related to maintaining an upgraded 
and standardized meta-data set related to the 
traditional offline deployment style. It is 
extremely convenient for instance during the 
initial database development phase and 
during the annual database revision 
processes as end users will be accessing a 
consistent and standardized database even 
when changes occur frequently. 
Hybrid deployment 

It is important to notice that the mentioned 
styles can co-exist in a common 
deployment. It is perfectly feasible to have 
online as well as offline deployments within 
a single country. The general rule would be 
that districts and facilities should access the 
system online over the Internet where 
sufficient Internet connectivity exist, and 
offline systems should be deployed to 
districts where this is not the case. 
Defining decent Internet connectivity 
precisely is hard but as a rule of thumb the 
download speed should be minimum 10 
Kbyte/second and accessibility should be 
minimum 70% of the time. 
In this regard mobile Internet modems 
which can be connected to a computer or 
laptop and access the mobile network are an 
extremely capable and feasible solution. 
Mobile Internet coverage is increasing 
rapidly all over the world, often provides 
excellent connectivity at low prices and is a 
great alternative to to local networks and 
poorly maintained fixed Internet lines. 
Getting in contact with national mobile 
network companies regarding post-paid 
subscriptions and potential large-order 
benefits can be a worthwhile effort. 
 

 

Data warehouses and operational systems 

A data warehouse is commonly understood 
as a database used for analysis. Typically 
data is uploaded from various operational / 
transactional systems. Before data is loaded 
into the data warehouse it usually goes 
through various stages where it is cleaned 
for anomalies and redundancy and 
transformed to conform to the overall 
structure of the integrated database. Data is 
then made available for use by analysis, also 
known under terms such asdata miningand 
online analytical processing. The data 
warehouse design is optimized for speed of 
data retrieval and analysis. To improve 
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performance the data storage is often 
redundant in the sense that the data is stored 
both in its most granular form and in an 
aggregated (summarized) form. 
     A transactional system (or operational 
system from a data warehouse perspective) 
is a system that collects stores and modifies 
low level data. This system is typically used 
on a day-to-day basis for data entry and 
validation. The design is optimized for fast 
insert and update performance. 
There are several benefits of maintaining a 
data warehouse, some of them being: 
• Consistency: It provides a common 
data model for all relevant data and acts as 
an abstraction over a potentially high 
number of data sources and feeding systems 
which makes it a lot easier to perform 
analysis. 

• Reliability: It is detached from the 
sources where the data originated from and 
is hence not affected if data in the 
operational systems is purged or lost. 
• Analysis performance: It is designed 
for maximum performance for data retrieval 
and analysis in contrast to operational 
system which are often optimized for data 
capture. 
     In this regard, the DHIS2 application is 
designed to serve as a tool for both data 
capture, validation, analysis and presentation 
of data. It provides modules for all of the 
mentioned aspects, including data entry 
functionality and a wide array of analysis 
tools such as reports, charts, maps, pivot 
tables and dashboard. 
     In addition, DHIS2 is a part of a suite of 
interoperable health information systems 
which covers a wide range of needs and is 
all open-source software. DHIS2 
implements the standard for data and meta-
data exchange in the health domain called 
SDMX-HD. There are many examples of 
operational systems which also implement 
this standard and potentially can feed data 
into DHIS2: 
• iHRIS: System for management of 
human resource data. Examples of data 
which is relevant for a national data 
warehouse captured by this system is 
“number of doctors”, “number of nurses” 
and “total number of staff”. This data is 
interesting to compare for instance to district 
performance. 

• OpenMRS: Medical record system being 
used at hospital. This system can potentially 

aggregate and export data on inpatient 
diseases to a national data warehouse. 

• OpenELIS: Laboratory enterprise 
information system. This system can 
generate and export data on number and 
outcome of laboratory tests. 
Integration and interoperability 
     Based on its platform approach, DHIS2 is 
able to receive and host data from different 
data sources and share it to other systems 
and reporting mechanisms. An important 
distinction of integration concepts is the 
difference between data integration and 
systems interoperability: 

•      When talking about integration, we think 
about the process of making different 
information systems appear as one, making 
electronic data available to all relevant users 
as well as the harmonization of definitions 
and dimensions so that it is possible to 
combine the data in useful ways. 

• A related concept is interoperability, which 
is one strategy to achieve integration. We 
consider DHIS2 interoperable with other 
software applications because of its 
capability to exchange data. For example, 
DHIS2 and OpenMRS are interoperable, 
because they allow sharing data definitions 
and data with each other. Interoperability 
depends on standards for data formats, 
interfaces, codes and terminologies. These 
would ideally be internationally agreed-upon 
standards, but in practice may also consist of 
de facto standards (which has wide 
acceptance and usage but is not necessarily 
formally balloted in a standards 
development organisation) and other more 
local agreements within a particular context. 
Finally, the most basic integration activity 
(that is not always taken into account in the 
interoperability discussion) is the possibility 
to integratedata from existing paper systems 
or parallel vertical systems into DHIS2. 
Data will be entered directly into DHIS2 
without passing through a different software 
application. This process is based on 
creating consistent indicator definitions and 
can already greatly reduce fragmentation 
and enhance data analysis through an 
integrated data repository. 
Implementation steps for successful data 

and system integration 
     The purpose of this step-by-step DHIS2 
Implementation Guide is to provide a 
methodology for implementers to create and 
support a DHIS2 integration scenario. 
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The guide is based on the best practices and 
lessons learned. The guide advocates for a 
country driven, iterative, and agile approach 
that begins with collecting user stories and 
functional requirements. The guide is 
intended as a framework that can be adapted 
to the specific context of each country. The 
content describes specific examples for each 
step detailing user stories, data 
specifications, job aids and checklists to 
guide the use of the reference 
implementation software. The basic 
structure, including the 6 steps, is basedon 
the OpenHIE implementation methodology: 
Step 1: Identify Stakeholders and 
Motivations for Improved Facility Data 
Step 2: Document Facility Registry 
Specifications and User Stories 
Step 3: Set Up Initial Instance 
Step 4: Identify Gaps & Iterative 
Development via User Testing 
Step 5: Scaling the Registry Implementation 
Step 6: Provide Ongoing Support 
Metadata responsibility 
     Another important area is that of 
metadata governance, particularly in the 
scenarios of secondary use of data. In a 
stand-alone set-up, metadata, such as facility 
or commodity codes can be managed 
without much consideration of other 
stakeholder´s needs. But in an 
interoperability environment, metadata 
changes will have effects outside of the 
individual system. Metadata governance can 
be highly formalised through registries or 
more manual through human processes. 
In order to determine the appropriate 
approach, is it useful to estimate the 
expected metadata maintenance effort and 
the consequences of unsynchronized 
metadata across different systems. In the 
case of the LMIS/DHIS2 integrations, there 
are potentially thousands of facility 
identifiers that could go out of synch. 
However normally, facility identifiers do not 
change often since the physical 
infrastructure of most public health system 
is relatively constant. As to the 
commodities, although regimes and priority 
drugs may change over time, the number of 
datasets is relatively small: The commodity 
list of a program often contains less than 20 
products. Therefore often it can be practical 
to update a commodity manually, and not 
invest into interoperability solutions such as 
automated metadata synchronization. 

 

Guidelines for offline data entry using 

DHIS2 

     The de facto standard way of DHIS 2 
deployment has become online meaning that 
a single instance of the application is set up 
on a server connected to the Internet and all 
users connect to the application using a web 
browser over internet. This was made 
possible thanks to the steady increase of 
internet availability (mostly mobile 
internet), the offerings of readily available 
and cheap cloud-computing resources 
combined with the fact that DHIS 2 does not 
request a significant bandwidth. These 
developments make it possible to access on-
line servers in even the most rural areas 
using mobile Internet modems (also referred 
to as dongles). 
This on-line deployment style has huge 
positive implications for the implementation 
process and application maintenance 
compared to the traditional off-line 
standalone style: 
Hardware:  
     Hardware requirements on the end-user 
side are limited to a reasonably modern 
computer/laptop and Internet connectivity 
through a fixed line or a mobile modem. 
There is no need for a specialized server for 
each user, any Internet enabled computer 
will be sufficient. A server will be required 
for on-line deployments, but since there is 
only one (or several) servers which need to 
be procured and maintained, this is 
significantly simpler (and cheaper) than 
maintaining many separate servers is 
disparate locations. Given that cloud-
computing resources continue to steadily 
decrease in price while increasing in 
computational power, setting up a powerful 
server in the cloud is far cheaper than 
procuring hardware. 
Software platform:  
     The end users only need a web browser 
to connect to the on-line server. All popular 
operating systems today are shipped with a 
web browser and there is no special 
requirement on what type or version. This 
means that if severe problems such as virus 
infections or software corruption occur one 
can always resort to re-formatting and 
installing the computer operating system or 
obtain a new computer/laptop. The user can 
continue with data entry where it was left 
and no data will be lost. 
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Software application:  
     The central server deployment style 
means that the application can be upgraded 
and maintained in a centralized fashion. 
When new versions of the applications are 
released with new features and bug-fixes it 
can be deployed to the single on-line server. 
All changes will then be reflected on the 
client side the next time end users connect 
over the Internet. This obviously has a huge 
positive impact for the process of improving 
the system as new features can be 
distributed to users immediately, all users 
will be accessing the same application 
version, and bugs and issues can be sorted 
out and deployed on-the-fly. 
Database maintenance:  
     Similar to the previous point, changes to 
the meta-data can be done on the on-line 
server in a centralized fashion and will 
automatically propagate to all clients next 
time they connect to the server. This 
effectively removes the vast issues related to 
maintaining an upgraded and standardized 
meta-data set related to the traditional off-
line deployment style. It is extremely 
convenient for instance during the initial 
database development phase and during the 
annual database revision processes as end 
users will be accessing a     when changes 
occur frequently. 
     Although a DHIS 2 implementation can 
be labeled as online, it is worth noting that 
such deployment may not purely online and 
may some local variation depending local 
constraints. For example, while most users 
in countries enjoy easy access to their 
national DHIS 2 instance using their mobile 
internet or better connectivity means, some 
unfortunately still struggle to access the 
system either for data entry or analysis in 
places where Internet connectivity is volatile 
or missing in long periods of time. And for 

these struggling users, alternatives ways to 
interact with the system need to be found. 
This guideline aims at providing advice on 
how mitigate the effect of lack reliable 
internet in challenging settings. 
Use of Android data capture app: 

     The Data Capture for DHIS 2 app allows 
users to enter data into a DHIS 2 server with 
an Android device. The app downloads 
instances of forms which are required to 
enter data from the server, and stores them 
on the device. This means that users can 
enter data offline for facilities they are 
assigned to and then upload it to the DHIS 2 
server when they have network coverage. 
To do this, the users will be request to go to 
the Google Play from their Android device 
and type DHIS 2 data capture and get the 
following screen. 
Then install the app called Data Capture for 
DHIS 2. 
Once the app is installed and launched, the 
user will be requested to provide the url of 
their national DHIS 2, the username and 
password and tap LOG IN. 
     After a successful log in, the app will 
download automatically the forms and 
organization units the user is assigned to and 
store them locally for data entry. From here, 
any subsequent use of the app for data entry 
will not require internet connection as 
instances of forms are already stored locally. 
Internet connection will be needed only to 
sync data with the server. This can be done 
when internet is available locally. 
On the system administration side, 
organizing the data entry form into sections 
in DHIS 2 will make data entry experience 
more fluid and enjoyable. 
As for the synchronization, when internet 
connectivity is not available when needed, 
the user take the mobile device to the district 
– during the district meeting – or to the 
nearest area where internet is available

Summary 

     Mobile technologies are emerging as 
one way to help address health challenges in 
many rural and least developed areas in the 
country. Mobile technology can reach a 
large share of the population in order to 
provide effective support to healthcare 
services, technology, information collection 
and dissemination, and work processes need 
to be well aligned.In most healthcare 
facilities, we find many different, isolated 
health information systems, causing many 

information management challenges. Public 
Health Information System has seen an 
explosive and often uncoordinated growth 
over the last years. Modern information 
technology makes it less costly to implement 
ICT4D solutions, which can lead to a high 
diversity of solutions. A staggering example 
was the traditional way of health facilities, 
government agencies and NGO taking 
6months or more to report data, when the 
data exist in these institutions. Most of these 
solutions were standalone approaches 
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that did not share their data with the national 
systems. 

Findings 

     The ICT for health enabling 
environment is well on its way to 
‘developing and building up’ from 
‘experimentation and early adoption’. The 
awareness, interest, and commitment to 
ICT for health is present in both the public 
and private sector, as evidenced by 
growing government leadership, multiple 
policies addressing elements of ICT for 
health, and the numerous services and 
applications already being implemented in 
the country. However, many obstacles 
remain to further accelerate progress and 
transition the health ICT system to ‘scale-
up and mainstreaming’, the next stage of 
evolution identified in the WHOITU 
eHealth Strategy Toolkit. There is no 
unifying ICT for health strategic 
framework and no platform exists to 
support sustained dialogue and 
collaboration across public and private 
sectors. Existing implementations and 
policies are fragmented. In the private 
sector, there has been significant growth in 
ICT services offered, but in order for the 
sector to continue toflourish, investments 
must be made to improve infrastructure 
especially to less economically developed 
regions. Sustainable financing mechanisms 
need to be identified, and the private sector 
can and should be engaged in this 
endeavour. As progress continues, efforts 
should be made to ensure the systematic 
alignment of ICT for health with health 
sector strategies and priorities. The 
following table outlines the findings from 
the review of the Nigeria ICT for health 
enabling environment. Strengths, gaps and 
recommendations to address those gaps are 
included. Additional information on the 
gaps identified through this analysis, along 
with recommendations, are discussed in 
more detail in the final section of this 
report. 
Conclusion 

     The findings of analysis of this project lead 
to the conclusion, that all systems should be 
connected or that interoperability is an 
objective in itself. Therefore, MDataCap to 
DHIS2 should be employed in contexts, 
where infrastructure is weak, and where 
resources to run even basic systems reliably 
are scarce. Fragmentation is a serious 

problem in improving the National health 
system, however MDataCap will resolve 
fragmentation problems and promotea good 
handshake between healthcare facilities and 
the National databank. This system therefore 
is one possibility to remove fragmentation 
and redundancies and give public health 
officers a concise and balanced picture from 
available data sources from the rural areas in 
Nigeria. The effort of connecting many 
redundant software solutions would be very 
high and therefore seems questionable. In a 
first step, focus should be on reducing the 
number of parallel systemsand identifying 
the most relevant systems, afterwards these 
relevant systems can be integrated. 

     Again, a flexible data model supports 
different data sources to be integrated in one 
single data repository The DHIS2 design 
follows an integrated approach to HIS, and 
supports integration of many different data 
sources into one single database, sometime 
referred to as an integrated data repository or 
a data warehouse. The fact that DHIS2 is a 
skeleton like tool without predefined forms 
or reports means that it can support a lot of 
different aggregate data sources. There is 
nothing really that limits the use to the 
health domain either, although use in other 
sectors are still very limited. As long as the 
data is collected by an organist 
(organisational unit), described as a data 
element (possibly with some disaggregation 
categories), and can be represented by a 
predefined period frequency, it can be 
collected and processed in DHIS2. This 
flexibility makes DHIS2 a powerful tool to 
set up integrated systems that bring together 
collection tools, indicators, and reports from 
multiple health programs, departments or 
initiatives. Once the data is defined and then 
collected or imported into a DHIS2 database, 
it can be analysed in correlation to any other 
data in the same database, no matter how 
and by whom it was collected. In addition to 
supporting integrated data analysis and 
reporting, this integrated approach also helps 
to rationalise data collection and reduce 
duplication. 
Recommendations 

     On this background, we want to define 
the major objectives of MDataCap to 
DHIS2 integration approaches as a way of 
recommendation: 
• Calculation of indicators: Many 
indicators are based on numerators 
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and denominators from different data 
sources. Examples include mortality rates, 
including some mortality data as 
numerator and population data as 
denominator, staff coverage and staff 
workload rates (human resource data, and 
population and headcount data), 
immunization rates, and the like. For the 
calculation, you need both the numerator 
and denominator data, and they should 
thus be integrated into a single data 
warehouse. The more data sources that 
are integrated, the more indicators can be 
generated from the central repository. 
• Reduce manual processing and 
entering of data: With different data at the 
same place, there is no need to manually 
extract and process indicators, or re-enter 
data into the data warehouse. Especially 
interoperability between systems of 
different data types (such as patient 
registers and aggregate data warehouse) 
allows software for subsystems to both 
calculate and share data electronically. 
This reduces the amount of manual steps 
involved in data processing, which 
increases data quality. 
• Reduce redundancies: Often 
overlapping and redundant data is being 
captured by the various parallel systems. 
For instance will HIV/AIDS related data 
elements be captured both by both multiple 
general counseling and testing programs 
and the specialized HIV/AIDS program. 
Harmonizing the data collection tools of 
such programs will reduce the total 
workload of the end users. This implies that 
such data sources can be integrated into 

DHIS2 and harmonized with the existing 
data elements, which involves both data 
entry and data analysis requirements. 
• Improve organizational aspects: If 
all data can be handled by one unit in the 
ministry of health, instead of various 
subsystems maintained by the several 
health programs, this one unit can be 
professionalized. With staff which sole 
responsibility is data management, 
processing, and analysis, more specialized 
skills can be developed and the 
information handling be rationalized. 

• Integration of vertical programs: The 
typical government health domain has a lot 
of existing players and systems. An 
integrated database containing data from 
various sources becomes more valuable and 
useful than fragmented and isolated ones. 
For instance when analysis of 
epidemiological data is combined with 
specialized HIV/AIDS, TB, financial and 
human resource data, or when 
immunization is combined with 
logistics/stock data, it will give a more 
complete picture of the situation. 

Contributions to body of knowledge 
     This project makes three key 

contributions to the field of information 
systems for health. First, we present 
contributions to the theory in relation to the 
literature on development of rural 
healthcare systems. Secondly, we present 
practical contributions related to how the 
MDataCap project changed work practices 
and information flow. Lastly, we present 
the contribution to mHealth in rural 
healthcare development in Nigeria 

. 
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Abstract 

 

It is an acceptable fact that education is the bedrock of the social and economic development of a nation. 

While other sectors of the economy in Nigeria have embraced Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) thereby reducing the digital divide that exists between the developed and the under-developed 

countries, education industry is still in comatose. In this 21st century, teachers and students are still 

dependent on the use of chalkboard/marker board, textbooks, notebooks and other physical teaching aids in 

teaching science-inclined subjects, including Mathematics, while our contemporaries at the Diaspora are 

using electronic and graphical user interface (GUI )-based facilities as teaching aids in impacting knowledge. 

This paper seeks to x-ray the numerous benefits of Computer Aided Learning in teaching and learning in 

secondary schools in Nigeria, in this post-covid era and the benefits towards easy assimilation of the science 

subjects, especially mathematics. The lapses of the manual method of teaching were also discussed.   

Keyword: CAL, Education, Mathematics, ICT 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Introduction 

     
     Recent technological advances in computing 
provide educators with the unique opportunities to 
fundamentally shape education through the way we 
teach and learn at all levels, from kindergarten to 
primary, secondary and university education. This 
great breakthrough in technology that is commonly 
called “AUTOMATION” is the offspring of the 
MANUAL SYSTEM. 
Humans learnt how to input rightly into a machine, 
and the ability of the machine to accept, store, 
process and give out information as a result. This 
basic invention opened up a whole new world of 
technology, at the peak of this technology stands the 
computer. The ability of the computer to handle a 
large volume of data at high speed, complex 
calculation with high degree of accuracy, which is 
made easier by some great achievements in the field 
of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT), has made it a tool in almost all human 
endeavor such as Telecommunication, Tourism, 
Banking, Commerce, Power Generation or 
Electricity, Agriculture, and Education, to mention 
but a few. 
     Owing to the significant rise in the use of 
computer and other information and communication 
technology facilities in various sectors, which has 
also been incorporated into the educational sector, 
has begged for a need to research and  shed more 
light on the numerous benefits of  computer aided 
learning or computer-aided instruction in the 
teaching and learning of mathematics, a subject 
dread by students owing to teaching methodology 
and to encourage Nigerian education sector to 
embrace this new technology in teaching and 
learning.  
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     The global pandemic experienced last year 2020, 
unveiled the lapses in the educational sector that has 
maintained manual method of teaching. With the 
heavy restrictions on public gatherings, the 
educational sector woke up to the reality that manual 
method of teaching is not just insufficient but also 
out-dated, hence the incorporation of the computer-
aided learning system. 
Objectives of the Study 

     This study aims to achieve the following: 
1. Explain the concept of Computer-Aided Learning 
(CAL) 
2. Establish the prospects and advantages of CAL  
3. Point out the lapses of the manual method of 
teaching 
 

Concept of Computer Aided Learning (CAL) 

     Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) is any use of 
computers to aid or support the education or training 
of people. CAL is the use of electronic 
devices/computers to provide educational instruction 
and to learn. Other  terms  used  to  describe  this  
application  of  computers  include  Computer-Aided  
Instruction  (CAI), Computer-Based  Learning  
(CBL)  and Computer Managed  Instruction  (CMI).  
It  is  the  use  of  instructional  tools presented  and  
managed  by  a  computer.  Computer-Aided 
Learning is similar to the experiential model of 
learning.  Learning  occurs  when  we  immerse  
ourselves  in  a  situation  in  which  we  are  forced  
to  perform.  We receive  feedback  from  the  
computer  output  and  then  adjust  our  thinking-
process  if  needed.  CAL forces the learner to learn 
by doing, failing, and practicing until he/she does it 
right. (J. Olorunosebi, 2019). 
     Computer-Assisted-Instruction (CAI) is an 
innovative instructional method which encourages 
interaction between the computer and a learner. It is 
an electronic form of education which allows the 
learner in a friendly learning interaction with the 
computer to present and enjoy programmed learning 
activity. In using CAI, computer plays the teacher’s 
role as it provides and imparts knowledge and skills 
to learners. Thus, the teacher instead of teaching the 
learners, only guides and assists them on how to ask 
questions and pose problems, formulate hypotheses, 
locate information and critically assess the 
information found in relation to the problems posed 
(Ater, 2006, Haddad & Jurich in Akinola, 2012).  
Nwosu (2002) and Ajelabi (2005) defined 
Computer-Assisted-Instruction as an automated 

instructional technique in which a computer is used 
to present an instructional programme to the learner 
through an interactive process on the computer. 
Thus, Computer-Assisted-Instruction (CAI) involves 
the use of computers to teach academic skills and 
promote communication, language development and 
other related skills. It is a teaching method which 
involves the application of tutorials, drill and 
practice, simulation and problem-solving approaches 
while presenting topics in the classroom setting 
(Ezeokeke, 2009).  
Computer according to Collins Cobuild English 
Language Dictionary (1993) is an electronic device 
that processes data according to a set of instructions. 
Computer serves as the medium of instruction when 
used to instruct so as to achieve the desired level of 
proficiency (Jenkins & Springer, 2002). 
      Computer as observed by Yusuf (2005) has 
promoted constructivist approaches to teaching, 
motivated students to learn and helped to enhance 
teachers’ professional development through constant 
update of their knowledge on the latest technologies 
and application of computers to content areas. Thus, 
through CAI, learners learn according to their 
individual differences with regard to their individual 
learning pace, needs and interests. 
     According to Daintith (2004), “Computer Aided 
Learning, which is an integral part of electronic 
learning (e-learning), encompasses forms of 
technology-enhanced learning (TEL). It is a 
pedagogical method by which a subject is taught 
about by the use of a computer in learning”. This 
implies that Computer aided education eases the 
process of learning. A life without computers would 
seem almost unimaginable for many individual using 
computers daily. Traditional teaching methods and 
course contents have all been affected by the 
introduction of computer technology. 
It is widely accepted that the integration of modern 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
into the teaching and learning process has great 
potentials. Infact, it could be the most important by 
which we can meet our educational aspiration within 
reasonable time and resources. Daintith (2004) 
The use of computers in secondary schools is 
basically envisioned as a teaching and learning aid 
and besides, to develop computer literacy amongst 
the children. Computer Aided Learning (CAL) will 
help us to make the present teaching and learning 
process joyful, interesting and easy to understand 
through audio-visual aids. 

 

 

Prospects And Advantages Of Cai  
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The Instructional Technique known as Computer 
Aided Instruction (CAI) involves the use of the 
computer as a means of aid in instructions which 
include teaching as well as exercise modes. Almost 
every tool of the teacher has been influenced by the 
pace of technology except the chalkboard; the use of 
the computer in the classroom has finally presented 
the “automated blackboard” as described by 
Nickerson (1982). The computer has a promise of 
accelerating progress in learning and teaching than it 
used to be by harnessing more powerful tools and 
possibilities.  
     Instructions can be improved by the application 
of computer in education which involves  control of 
variables, texts and visual effects. Models with the 
advantage of visual appeals and ease of recall, are set 
up on computer screens, the students manipulate 
these models to solve assigned problems, developing 
an intuition for the subject in a way that is not 
possible with non- interactive learning (Schmid & 
Malone, 2004). Students have found computers also 
helpful in visualizing concepts which are quite 
difficult to visualize otherwise. Topics usually 
treated emphasize aspects which are difficult or 
impossible to deal with satisfactorily by 
conventional means because it encompasses media 
such as formula driven graphics, animations and 
choice of random events (Orim & Igwe 2017). This 
presents a better environment from the textbook 
centred classroom (Rao 1991).  
     Automation of routine tasks usually encountered 
in education is one of the prospects of CAI, readily 
increasing communication between the student and 
the instructor (through  the computer) and make 
more information available to the learners. It reduces 
the tedium, speeds solutions involved in problem 
solving and allow analysis of a wide range of very 
difficult problems Individualization is one of the 
strongest advantages of CAI. This individualization 
is being seen as the humanization of education 
(Conners, 2001). Teaching can be initiated at each 
student level of difficulty and achievement, with the 
computer, because it is easy to alter the pedagogy to 
coincide with particular familiar physical words 
(Oliver & Reschly, 2010). To further enhance 
individualization, amongst the further-fetched 
ambitions of work in intelligent tutorial systems, is 
for the computer to have a model of the pupils as 
well as a model of the subject matter (Sleeman & 
Brown 1987). This individual approach enables short 
feedback time to students interactivity, and 
encouragement of students initiative, taking care of 

distracting details (such as computing, data taking 
and graphing) (LuiM, 2007).  
On the part of the teacher, he can use the computer 
in evaluating, monitoring and reporting of students’ 
progress. This can be made easier by recalling from 
Hard Disk Memory, record of students activity, at 
the end of a computer session. If the students 
responses and approach to problem solving could be 
used to diagnose his/her learning difficulties and this 
could be feedback into future software designs. A  
part  from  the  benefit  of  developing  programming 
skill,  the  crises-cross  of algorithms  involved in 
program coding and implementation, would enhance 
the deductive/inductive process, thus yielding great 
cognitive  development;  students  stand  to  acquire  
some  skills  which  improve  transferrable  cognition 
(Mezzacappa & Buckner, 2010), such skills, if 
transferred to other areas of learning, could improve 
the overall learning enterprise.  
 
Cal In Nigeria  
     The prospects outlined above makes the CAL 
very attractive to the modern educationist, but there 
are however a few opposing arguments. The points 
often advanced includes, the time spent in 
developing suitable software, financial cost, the 
revolutionary turnover in microcomputer design and 
production-accentuating the fear of obsolescence of 
hardware, implementation, and change of power, 
interest and other pedagogical problems.  Office of 
Technology Assessment, US Congress (OTA, 1995) 
justifies investments in CAI by predicting that the 
disadvantages will progressively evaporate. There 
are a few peculiar reasons and advantages to justify 
implementing CAI in Nigeria which are as follows:  
 
 World trends   
      Nigeria is not isolated in civilization; to attain 
technological development and independence, we 
must adapt to world trends despite our disabilities. 
CAI is a new instructional technology that we cannot 
afford to ignore in our educational system. The need 
to adapt to the trend is further supported by the 
National Policy on Education which stipulates that 
“Modern educational Techniques will be 
increasingly used and improved in the country (NPE 
1989, Revised 2004). Besides, it is internationally 
acknowledged that the child of the future must 
 compulsorily be computer literate; therefore even if 
it is only for this reason that computers are 
introduced, they can also be extended to CAI.  
 
Teacher complement   
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     If  well-written  instructional  packages  are  
available,  they  can  complement the  efforts  of the  
teacher, especially the poorly skilled/equipped 
teacher. It is established that consistently high marks 
have been obtained for computer education in 
comparison to mixed marks for traditional teaching 
modes, such as textbook, lecture, homework, 
examination and conventional laboratory (OTA, 
1995), so we see the great need for CAI if our 
educational achievements are to be improved.  
Individualization  
     Computers  when  applied  as  instructional  
devices;  would  improve  the individualization  of  
our teaching/learning, which is lacking in  most  of  
our classrooms because of  problems  of  large  
student-teacher ratio (about 100:1) (Aremu, 2005). 
To overcome the problem of large class-enrolment 
students could be grouped, (where computers are 
few).  The computer being a machine can run 
instructional programs consistently for several hours 
without fatigue, and cope with the large numbers 
effectively, whereas a human being would not.  
 
Stimulation of growth of the computer industry  

     Implementing  CAI  would  also  serve  as  a 
catalyst  to  the  development  of  our  computer  
technology. Considering the extent and size of the 
Education Industry in Nigeria the reciprocating 
interaction between consumption and supply of 
computers could lead to  an expansion  in need  and 
hence an  attraction of investors to invest in the 
manufacturing of computers in Nigeria, which 
subsequently should reduce the costs of computers 
and make them more accessible to a greater number 
of people. In the case of India, the computer policy 
paved the way for the importation and eventual 
indigenous manufacture of micro and mini 
computers (Rao, 1991).  
 Drop-Out Remediation  
     According to Ajewole (2005), there is mass drop-
out rate in our schools. Generally, any programme 
that might strengthen academic skills, reduce 
personal problems, or aid in bringing a student more 
easily into the school system is encouraged as a 
means of curbing drop-out wastage, (Cope and 
Elhims, 1985). It is not  improbable that  the  new 
dimension  (CAI)  could  motivate  otherwise listless  
students, leading  to reduction of tie drop-out rate. 
 
Lapses of The Manual Method Of Teaching In 

Nigeria 

     The manual method of teaching has many 
drawbacks which have been identified as follows: 

1. Lack of teaching manpower in the 

education sector.   

The get-rich-quick syndrome has affected the society 
immensely that few people see the teaching 
profession as one to affiliate with. The society today 
sees teaching profession as a curse, while many see 
it as an express route to poverty. This has hindered 
many from going into this profession that was once 
regarded as a noble profession and has in other hand 
affected the education sector. 
Today, we have few trained teachers in the field, 
especially in the core subjects like mathematics, and 
this has led to the employment of unqualified people 
to teach students since the ecosystem abhors 
vacuum. This has not helped matters because we end 
up producing half-baked students in these subjects 
and the society continues to suffer.  
 
2. Poor preparation of students for external 

examination and exam malpractices: 
3.   Experts in the education sector have been able to 

identify examination malpractices with the poor 
preparation of students for an examination as another 
setback in the educational system. In view of the 
rising costs of education (school fees, enrolment 
fees, cost of books and other materials) students and 
even their parents will not ordinarily want to be held 
back by any form of deficit or failure in any of the 
required subjects hence will go to any length to 
ensure success. In some cases, some teachers at the 
secondary school level are involved by way of 
encouraging students to contribute money 
(cooperation fees) in order to secure the needed 
assistance during such examinations because they, 
the teachers are left with no other alternative 
considering the fact that they are aware of the 
inadequate preparation of their students occasioned 
by the manual system of teaching, which is very 
exhausting as well as the lack of facilities to get 
them properly prepared for examination. 
 

4. Unstable Academic Calendar:  
Owing to many factors such as strike actions by 
labour unions, none payment of salaries by the 
government and other related challenges, the 
academic calendar is frequently affected thus 
leading to the inability to cover the syllabus. No 
student will do well in internal or external 
examinations in such condition. This is a strong 
bane on the manual teaching method but with the 
advent of computer-aided learning, this gap will 
be bridged.  
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5. Pandemic (Coronavirus) and its attendant 

restrictions: We can’t possibly forget the negative 
impact the novel coronavirus had on education. At 
the high-point of the pandemic, nearly 80% of 
school-age children were out of class, and the 

usually extremely conservative sector had to take 
huge leaps forward to try to mitigate the 
consequences. In the face of this pandemic, the 
manual teaching method proved ineffective, thereby, 
giving way to the computer-aided learning system. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Abstract 

Today’s security challenges are enormous and the security concerns have grown so greatly. Therefore, it is 

important for one to be able to safeguard his/ her life and property from dangerous harms such as thefts, 

destruction of lives and property, unscrupulous elements and people with malicious and deadly intent etc. The 

Objective of this paper is to unravel a new and improved system that determines human activity around the 

area of interest using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices, which triggers an SMS and Email to 

alert the owner of the property to swing into action by reporting to a nearby security agency, for these 

suspected criminal(s) to be caught in the scene of crime. Initially, RFID devices were designed to particularly 

replace barcodes in supply chains. Their advantages are that they can be read wirelessly and without line of 

sight, contain more information than barcodes, and are more robust and delicately reliable. This paper 

explains the current technology, including the ranges used in terms of frequencies and standards. With the 

increasing wide acceptance of RFID devices, privacy is however a major concern. The RFID technology did 

not stop at item-level and stock tagging but to a large extent detecting and tracking both internal and external 

crimes (miles stephen, 2011). 

Keywords: Radio Frequency IDENTIFICATION (RFID) RFID devices, Location and Tracking capabilities, 

motion detection, SMS, Email. 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Introduction 

     Motion detection is the ability to recognize the 
presence of movements in the area of interest. 
Motion Detection surveillance and security systems 
have become very common recently. This kind of 
system can easily be found in places like retail 
stores, banks, supermarkets, airports, commercial 
buildings and even private homes. There are two 
kinds of video motion detection and security 
systems: analogue system and digital system. There 
are many different ways to detect motion. The 
conventional way is by using either active, semi-
active or passive sensor (Daniel M; 2008). The new 
method to detect motion is "vision motion 
detection".  
     The RFID is a microchip designed to detect the 
general behavior of an object in a locality. The RFID 
is a wireless system that comprises of two 
components; Tags and Readers. The Reader is a 
device that has one or more antennas that emit radio 
waves receives signals from the RFID tag. The RFID 
Tag uses radio waves to communicate their identity 
and information to nearby RFID Readers, which can 

be passive or active. Passive RFID tags are powered 
by the Reader while the Active RFID tags are 
powered by batteries. RFID tags can store a huge 
range of information starting from one as a single 
unit to many pages of data. RFID Readers can be 
mobile, mounted on a post or overhead. It can be 
built into the architecture of a cabinet, file, room or 
building. The RFID uses electromagnetic fields to 
automatically detect, identify and track tags attached 
to objects. An RFID system consists of a tiny radio 
transponder, a radio receiver and transmitter. When 
triggered by an electromagnetic interrogation pulse 
from a nearby RFID reader device, the tag transmits 
digital data, usually an identifying inventory number, 
back to the reader (Europe, Rand, 2012). 
A tracking system, also known as a locating system, 
is used for the monitoring of moving persons or 
objects and uniquely rendering a timely ordered 
sequence of data location for processing (James et al; 
2008). Objectives of RFID devices in Healthcare 
industries includes patient tracking and history 
records, equipment tracking and medicine and 
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pharmaceutical tracking to mention but a few. 
Objectives of the Study 
(a) To investigate if motion detection is possible 

using RFID devices. 
(b) To design a simple, easy-to-use and highly 

effective motion detection-based RFID devices 
(c) To develop a low cost security system using web 

camera and RFID devices.  
(d)  To develop software with RFID devices to 

checkmate internal and external crimes 
(e) To develop software where the RFID devices 

triggers the SMS and Email Module to alert the 
owners. 

 

Deploying RFID devices in Motion Detection and 

Tracking System in Healthcare Delivery 

     A Radio-Frequency Identification System uses 
tags, or labels which is usually attached to the 
objects to be identified. Two-way radio transmitter-
receivers called interrogators or readers send a 
signal to the tag and read its responses (Elena et al; 
2019). 
     RFID tags are made up of three components: a 
micro chip which is an Integrated Circuit (IC) that 
stores and processes information and modulates and 
demodulates radio-frequency (RF) signals, which is 
an antenna that receives and transmits signals and 
substrate. The tag information is kept in a non-
volatile memory such as a HDD. The RFID tag 
includes fixed or programmable logic for processing 
the transmitted and sensored data accordingly.  
     RFID tags could be either passive, active or semi-
passive (battery-assisted). An active tag has an on-
board battery and often transmits its ID signal. A 
battery-assisted passive tag contains a small battery 
on board and is activated when the RFID reader is 
powered. A passive tag is cheaper and smaller 
because it has no battery; instead, the tag uses the 
radio energy transmitted by the reader. However, to 
operate a passive tag, it must be powered to a level 
as many as a thousand times stronger than an active 
tag for signal transmission. This makes a distinction 
in the interference and exposure to radiation and 
weather conditions.  
Tags could be read-only, having a manufacturer’s-
assigned identification number which is used as a 
unique key in the database, or could be read/write, 
where object-specific data can be written into the tag 
by the system user. Field programmable tags may be 
written-once, read-multiple; "blank" tags may be 
written with an electronic product code by the user.  
     The RFID tag gets the message and then responds 
with its identification number and other related 
information. This may be only a unique tag serial 

number, or may be product-related information such 
as a stock number, batch number, production date, or 
other specific related information. Since tags have 
individual serial numbers, the RFID device design 
can be distinguished from several other tags which 
might be within the range of the RFID reader and 
read at the same time (Landt Jerry, 2001). 
Readers 

     RFID systems can be classified by the type of tag 
and reader.  
A Passive Reader Active Tag (PRAT) system has a 
passive reader which only receives radio signals 
from active tags (battery operated). The reception 
range of a PRAT system reader can be designed 
from 1 t0 about 2,000 feet, disallowing rigidity in 
applications such as asset protection and supervision.  
An Active Reader Passive Tag (ARPT) system has 
an active reader, which transmits interrogator signals 
and also receives authentication responses from 
passive tags.  
An Active Reader Active Tag (ARAT) system uses 
active tags activated with an interrogator signal from 
the active reader. Some of this system could also use 
a semi-passive or Battery-Assisted Passive (BAP) 
tag which acts like a passive tag but has a small 
battery to power the tag's reporting signal.  
Fixed readers are set up to create a specific 
interrogation zone which can be tightly controlled. 
This allows a highly defined reading area for when 
tags go in and out of the interrogation zone. Mobile 
readers may be handheld or mounted on carts or 
vehicles.  
Uses 

     An RFID tag can be affixed to an object and used 
to track and manage inventory, assets, people, etc. 
For example, they can be attached to cars, computer 
equipment, books, mobile phones, land documents 
etc.  
RFID devices has many advantages over the manual 
system or the use of barcodes. The tag can be read if 
passed near a reader, even when it is covered with an 
object or is invisible. The tag can be read inside a 
case, carton, box or other container, but unlike 
barcodes, RFID tags can be read synchronously (in 
block) while barcodes can be read asynchronously 
(ie one at a time using current devices. Some RFID 
tags, such as Battery-Assisted Passive tags, can be 
used to monitor temperature, humidity, weather 
forcasting etc. Other application areas are Access 
management, Tracking of goods, Tracking of 
persons and animals, Toll collection and contactless 
payment, Machine readable travel documents, 
Smartdust (for massively distributed sensor 
networks), Locating lost airport baggage, Timing 
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sporting events, Tracking and billing processes, 
monitoring the physical state of perishable goods, 
medical equipment tracking, patients and history 
record tracking and medicine and pharmaceutical 
products tracking. 
     In 2010, three factors drove a significant increase 
in RFID usage: decreased cost of equipment and 
tags, increased performance to a reliability of 99.9%, 
and a stable international standard around UHF 
passive RFID. The adoption of these standards were 
driven by EPCglobal, a joint venture between GS1 
and GS1 US, which were responsible for driving 
global adoption of the barcode in the 1970s and 
1980s. The EPCglobal Network was developed by 
the Auto-ID Center.  
(reference) 
     The RFID system Reader can be mounted 
overhead, or beside an entry and exit door of a 
building for signal transmission. The RFID tags are 
securely attached to objects in the retail shop, 
supermarket, car,homes, warehouses, hospitals, files 
of landed documents etc. when an individual passes 
the exit door with any non-permissible, disallowed 
objects bearing the attached tag, it sends a signal to 
the Reader which activates the SMS or email module 
of the rightful owner, who swings into action by 
contacting the nearest security agency to catch the 
criminal(s) redhanded in the scene of crime. 
Also, the RFID reader can be used to detect and 
track the location of objects with the tags at any 
point in time. In healthcare industries, RFID devices 
can be used for: 
1.     Patient and History Records Tracking:  

      An      RFID tag can be attached around the 
patient. Through RFID, the hospital keeps track of 
the patient and his/ her medical history, allergies to 
any medicines, surgery consented information, 
location of a patient with memory problems etc. 
2.     Medical equipments, machines and vehicular 

Tracking: Machines, equipment and vehicle 
tracking and asset maintenance is very important for 
hospitals. Hospital assets should be on ready-to-use 
mode.  RFID tags are used to track assets when they 
move inside or outside the hospital premises. 
In terms of surgery theatres, it is advisable to inspect 
assets on regular basis to avoid eventual 
breakdowns.  
3.     Tracking of Medicinal & Pharmaceutical 

products: RFID devices can be used to track 
pharmaceutical products and medicine in hospitals. 
The device can detect expiry date of medicines and 
their stock levels of vaccines, surgery masks, 
syringes, gloves etc 
Conclusion and Recommendation 

     RFID devices in Motion Detection and Tracking 
System is a security system which can be of 
paramount importance where security challenges are 
ravaging the society. Due to the advent of 
technology in the modern world, the methodologies 
employed by these thieves, kidnappers and robbers 
for carrying out their maliscious intents have 
improved exponentially. Therefore, it is necessary 
for the security techniques to also improve with the 
changing world. The latest technologies used in the 
fight against internal and external thefts and 
destruction are the use of RFID technology. By using 
this technology, it is possible to monitor, detect and 
capture every movement of goods, products and 
humans in the area of interest. Motion detection is 
the most important feature in digital surveillance 
system. It gives the RFID system the capability and 
eneblement to monitor, detect and capture all 
activities by alerting the owners of the whereabout or 
location of everything of great importance to the 
owner, thereby reducing stress, accusations and 
counter accusations and enhancing adequate stock 
keeping, accountability and productivity. Alarm can 
also be triggered when unexpected motion is 
detected. This relieves the Personnel in monitoring at 
all time.  
Recommendation 

     I recommend An the deployment of RFID 
systems in Motion detection and Tracking System 
for healthcare industries (hospitals, biotechnology 
companies, pharmaceutical industries etc) as a result 
of the following: 
(a) It will improve the functionalities of the 
already existing system by designing an efficient 
agent-based system for reliable, faster and readily 
accessible results 
(b) It will provide accurate, timely and consistent 
information when needed 
(c) It will make cross referencing easier 
(d) It will provide awareness on alternatives to 
security measures which are timely, consistent, 
reliable and promptly responsive 
(e) It will help in establishing cordial 
relationship of trust with clients and residents in 
highly sensitive areas. 
(f) It will eradicate information redundancies 
due to inconsistency and lack of update 
(g) It will reduce the amount of time and money 
spent in keeping physical security guards and 
agencies.  
(h) It will provide adequate security measure to 
client’s lives and properties  to avoid unauthorized 
access 
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(i) It will ensure that information are presented 
in an orderly procedure 

(j) It will maintain integrity of reports 
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Abstract 

 

Security cannot be over emphasized in its role in the biometric system. This piece of work is borne out of the 

need to provide effective and efficient data security solutions to the problems facing the existing methods of 

handling sensitive data. We were also motivated by the need to handle the problems associated with the 

methods of handling data which includes lack of security and unauthorized access to sensitive data which 

leads to possible alteration, lack of integrity and delay in data processing.  
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Introduction 

     Biometrics refers to metrics related to human 
characteristics. Biometrics authentication (or realistic 
authentication) is used in computer science as a form 
of identification and access control. It is also used to 
identify individuals in groups that are under 
surveillance. Biometric measures biological 
characteristics for identification or verification 
purposes of an individual. Since identities and 
passports can be forged, more sophisticated methods 
needed to be put into place to help protect companies 
and individuals. Biometric identifiers are the 
distinctive, measurable characteristics used to label 
and describe individuals. Biometric identifiers are 
often categorized as physiological versus behavioral 
characteristics. 
Physiological characteristics are related to the shape 
of the body. Examples include, but are not limited to 
finger print, palm veins, face recognition, DNA, 
palm print, hand geometry, iris recognition, retina 
and odor/scent. Behavioral characteristics are related 
to the pattern of behavior of a person, including but 
not limited to typing rhythm, gait, and voice. Some 
researchers have coined the term behaviometrics to 
describe the latter class of biometrics. 
     Biometric are automated methods of recognizing 
a person based on a physiological or behavioral 
characteristic. Among the features measured are 
face, fingerprints, hand geometry, handwriting, iris, 
retinal, vein, and voice. Biometric data are separate 
and distinct from personal information. Biometric 
templates cannot be reverse-engineered to recreate 
personal information and they cannot be stolen and 
used to access personal information . 

     Using a unique, physical attribute of your body, 
such as your fingerprint or iris to effortlessly identify 
and verify that you are who you claim to be, is the 
best and easiest solution in the market today. That is 
the simple truth and power of biometrics technology 
today. Although biometric technology has been 
around for many years, modern advances in this 
emerging technology, coupled with big reductions in 
cost, now make biometrics readily available and 
affordable to consumers, small business owner, 
larger corporations and public sector agencies alike. 
With the proliferation of large scale computer 
networks (e.g., internet), the increasing number of 
applications making use of such networks (e.g., e-
commerce, e-learning), and the growing concern for 
identity theft problems, the design of appropriate 
personal authentication systems is becoming more 
and more important. Systems that have the ability to 
authenticate persons (i) accurately, (ii) rapidly, (iii) 
reliably, (iv) without invading privacy rights, (v) cost 
respectively, (vi) in a user friendly and (vii) without 
drastic changes to the existing infrastructures and 
desired.  
     The scientific literature on quantitative 
measurement of humans for the purpose of 
identification dates back to the 1870s and the 
measurement system of Alphonse Bertillon. 
Bertillon’s system of body measurements, including 
such measures as skull diameter and arm and foot 
length, was used in the USA to identify prisoners 
until the 1920s. Henry Faulds, William Herschel and 
Sir Francis Galton proposed quantitative 
identification through fingerprint and facial 
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measurements in the 1880s. The development of 
digital signal processing techniques in the 1960s led 
immediately to work in automating human 
identification. Speaker and fingerprint recognition 
systems were among the first to be explored. The 
potential for application of this technology to high-
security access control, personal locks and financial 
transactions were recognized in the early 1960s. The 
1970s saw development and deployment of hand 
geometry systems, the start of large-scale testing and 
increasing interest in government use of these 
“automated personal identification” technologies. 
Retinal and signature verification systems came in 
the 1980s, followed by face systems. Iris recognition 
systemswere developed in the 1990s. 
     Biometrics refers to the study of measurable 
biological characteristics. In Computer security, 
biometrics refers to authentication techniques that 
rely onmeasurable physical characteristics that can 
be automatically checked. An earlycataloging of 
fingerprints dates back to 1891 when Juan Vucetich 
started acollection of fingerprints of criminals in 
Argentina (Martini, et al., 2013). The History of 
Fingerprints, Josh Ellenbogen and NitzanLebovic 
argued thatBiometrics 1s originated in the 
indemnificatory systems of criminal 
activitydeveloped by Alphonse Bertillon (1853-
1914) and developed by Francis Galton'stheory of 
fingerprints and physiognomy. According to Lebo 
Vic, Galton's work "ledto the application of 
mathematical models to finger prints, phrenology, 
and facialcharacteristics", as part of "absolute 
1dentitication" and "a key to both inclusionand 
exclusion" of populations. 
     Accordingly, "the biometric system is the 
absolute political weapon of our era" and a form of 
"self-control".  The theoretician David Lyon showed 
that during the past two decades’ biometric systems 
have penetrated the civilian market,and blurred the 
lines between governmental forms of control and 
private corporate control. Kelly A. Gates identified 
9/11 as the turning point for the cultural language of 
our present: "1n the language of cultural studies, the 
aftermath of 9/11 was a moment of articulation, 
where objects or events that have no necessary 
connection come together and a new discourse 
formation are established: automated facial 
recognition as a homeland security technology." 
Kelly A. Gates, Our Biometric Future: Facial 
Recognition Technology and the Culture of 
Surveillance. 
     Data integrity refers to maintaining and assuring 
the accuracy and consistency of data over its entire 
life-cycle, and is a Critical aspect to the design, 
implementation and usage of any system which 

stores, processes or retrieves data. The term data 
integrity 1s broad in scope and may have widely 
different meanings depending on the specific context 
even under the same general umbrella of computing. 
Any unintended changes to data as the result of a 
storage, retrieval or processing operation, including 
malicious intent, unexpected hardware failure, and 
human error, is failure of data integrity. If the 
changes are the result of unauthorized access, it may 
also be a failure of data security. Depending on the 
data involved this could manifest itself as benign as a 
Single pixel in an image appearing a different color 
than was Originally recorded, to the loss ofvacation 
pictures or a Business-Critical database, to even 
catastrophic loss of human life in a Life-critical 
system. 
 
Biometric Identification Systems 

     Biometric identification systems can be grouped 
based on physiological and behavioralcharacteristics 
that lends itself to biometric identification: 
 
Biometric functionality 

     Many different aspects of human physiology, 
chemistry or behavior can be used for biometric 
authentication. The selection of a particular 
biometric for use in a specific application involves a 
weighting of several factors. Jain et al. (2017) 
identified seven such factors to be used when 
assessing the suitability of any trait for use in 
biometric authentication. 
• Universality means that every person using a 

system should possess the trait. 
• Uniqueness means the trait should be sufficiently 

different for individuals in the relevant population 
such that they can be distinguished from one 
another. 
• Permanence relates to the manner in which a 

trait varies over time. More specifically, a trait 
with 'good permanence will be reasonably 
invariant over time with respect to the specific 
matching algorithm. 

• Measurability (collectability) relates to the ease 
of acquisition or measurement of the trait. In 
addition, acquired data should be in a form that 
permits Subsequent processing and extraction 
of the relevant feature sets. 

• Performance relates to the accuracy, speed, and 
robustness of technology used(see performance 
section for more details). 

• Acceptability relates to how well individuals in 
the relevant population acceptthe technology 
such that they are willing to have their 
biometric trait capturedand assessed. 
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• Circumvention relates to the ease with which a 
trait might be imitated using anartifact or 
substitute. 
Proper biometric use is very application 
dependent. Certain biometrics will be better 
than others based on the required levels of 
convenience and security. No single biometric 
will meet all the requirements of every possible 
application. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

     The research recommendation of a biometric 
system when well implemented, would meet the set 
of objectives. Data should properly be validated 
before it is keyed into the computer system so that 
accurate information could be obtained. 
It is therefore, observed from the research that there 
are a lots of alteration and inconsistency in 
processing data from an institution, therefore 
adequate security and control measure be must be 
installed. This project is open for further research by 
researchers, and application of a rightful biometric 
knowledge to enhance the existing biometric syste

m. 
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Abstract 

For effective management of school portal system to meet international standard by providing security of data 

in its instant space, there is the need for an improved and more secured web system that provides security 

without undermining data integrity. The motivation to embark on this work came from the various challenges 

being witnessed in the system which included data theft, identity theft and poor data processing mechanism, 

hence the need to address these problems. The essence of this work is to integrate biometrics to the portal 

system so as to solve the problems aforementioned and hence enhance security. 
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Introduction 

     One of the driving forces of any Institution is its 
ability to provide timely, relevant and up to date 
information to its customers, employees, and 
partners anywhere within the globe in order to meet 
today’s business requirements. It is important that 
information does not get lost or become irrelevant 
and outlived. To solve these problems, it then 
becomes onerous for the organization to create and 
or build a system that can create and deliver highly 
relevant content on a portal while minding security 
of the information’s on the portal through the use of 
a biometric finger print system. 
     To achieve this feat, the need for an enhancement 
on the already existing portal system cannot be over 
emphasized. It has always been the normal portal 
system that can only solve the problem of 
information dissemination, registration and contact 
sharing which have failed to proffer solutions to the 
security of data in the system. 
     In this work, the need for an enhancement is 
addressed and considered which will solve the 
problems of the existing system by introducing and 
adding biometric (Fingerprint) to the portal system 
which enforces an enhancement to security of 
students data and to also proffer a better and faster 
way of generation of transcript for the teaming 
graduated students who in one way or the other may 
be having need for the transcript. 
Portal (Shilakes and Tylman, 1988), two Merril 
Lynch industry analysts, coined the word "Enterprise 
Information Portal" in their November 16, 1998 
business report, and thus established this new 

investment space. “Enterprise information portals are 
applications that allow businesses to unlock 
internally and externally stored information, and 
provide access to it,” they said. This study delves 
into the specifics of how users interact with the 
electronic portal. Second, how portals ensure the 
protection of data stored in them by using a 
biometric - fingerprint to do so. A collection of 
functional components commonly found in corporate 
portals is also mentioned in the study. This type of 
portal provides a narrow scope of data, information, 
and services that are needed and accessible on 
campus, while also allowing users access to a public 
network to reach the greatest number of people and 
reduce the cost of information transmission through 
the traditional method. (Maria Kirilenko, 2009) 
created a web portal to assist Russian applicants in 
their admissions process and many other educational 
matters. The focus of this thesis is on the 
development and implementation of the web portal 
for any given or named university. 
Portal definitions 

     Big search engine sites like Yahoo and Lycos 
have branched out to include a diverse range of 
services. Pankad (2008; Pankad, 2008; Pankad, 
2008; Pankad, 2008 The concept is that a web user 
can only visit one website: the server, to view the 
internet. For example, you could go to a portal to 
conduct searches, obtain quotes, and make 
purchases. Portals are defined as the "next generation 
desktop" in the Encyclopedia of Portal Technology 
and Applications delivering e-business 
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applications over the web to all kinds of client 
devices. Users of the web can access a single point 
of access to a variety of information and applications 
through the portal. A portal gathers all of the 
information in a way that is satisfying and important 
to the user, regardless of where it is stored or in what 
format it is in. A comprehensive portal solution can 
provide users access to all they need to complete 
their tasks. Different organizations and individuals 
have described portals in various ways, but they all 
represent the same idea and concept as those listed 
above. In its Java portlet specifications, Sun 
Microsystem identified portal as a web-based 
application that provides personalization, 
authentication, and content aggregation from various 
sources, as well as hosting the presentation layer of 
information system. A portal, according to this 
concept, is a type of web application that aggregates 
content from various sources, websites, or web 
applications. Static or dynamic content can be found 
on these websites. A portal, according to the Sun 
Microsystems concept, offers personalization by 
allowing the user to choose which applications 
should be displayed first on the personal portal page. 
This page can be customized at any time by adding 
or removing various applications. Portals are defined 
as user-customizable websites that serve as gateways 
to diverse content originating from a variety of 
sources, according to various websites. These 
meanings, however, leave out a vital aspect of 
today's portal. 
 
Portal Generation (evolution)  

     According to this perspective, the origins of the 
portal design can be traced back to the early days of 
the World Wide Web (as reported in Berners lee and 
Fischetti, 1997). 
 
The Portal as a Business Enhancer: 

     The competitive existence of the Web has always 
made it a perfect platform for conducting business in 
what can be considered the third stage of portal 
evolution. Organizations use the internet to connect 
with customers, partners, and stakeholders in a cost-
effective and efficient manner. The information is 
structured in a way that makes it useful. To appeal to 
various target groups, information is tailored. During 
this time, industry-specific virtual portals began to 
appear. 
 

 

Biometrics 
      Biometrics are measurements of individual 
attributes. Biometrics authentication (also known as 
practical authentication) is a form of identification 

and access control used in computer science. It's also 
used to track down people in communities who are 
being watched. Biometrics is the measurement of 
biological characteristics for the purpose of 
identifying or verifying a person. Due to the fact that 
identitiesand passports can be forged, more 
sophisticated methods needed to be put into place to 
help protect companies and individuals. Individuals 
are labeled and defined using biometric identifiers, 
which are unique, observable characteristics. 
Physiological and behavioral traits are often used to 
categorize biometric identifiers. 
The shape of the body influences physiological 
characteristics.Fingerprints, palm veins, face 
recognition, DNA, palm print, hand geometry, iris 
recognition, retina, and odor/scent are only a few 
examples. Behavioral characteristics refer to a 
person's pattern of behavior, such as typing speed, 
gait, and speech, among others. To characterize the 
above class of biometrics, some researchers have 
coined the word behaviometrics. 
Biometrics are computer-assisted methods for 
identifying people based on physiological or 
behavioral characteristics. Face, fingerprints, hand 
geometry, handwriting, iris, retinal, vein, and voice 
are among the features measured. Biometric 
information is collected in a variety of ways. 
separate from and distinct from personal data 
Biometric models cannot be stolen or reverse-
engineered to replicate personal information and 
used to access personal information .  
The best and simplest approach on the market today 
is to use a specific physical feature of your body, 
such as your fingerprint or iris, to quickly recognize 
and verify that you are who you say you are. That is 
the simple truth about biometrics technology today, 
as well as its strength. While biometric technology 
has been around for a long time, recent 
developments in the field, combined with significant 
cost reductions, have made biometrics readily 
accessible and affordable to customers, small 
business owners, larger businesses, and government 
agencies alike. The introduction of large-scale 
computing networks (such as the internet) has 
resulted in an increase in the number of 
applicationsBecause of the increased usage of such 
networks (e.g., e-commerce, e-learning), as well as 
the growing concern about identity theft, the 
development of effective personal authentication 
systems is becoming increasingly essential. Systems 
that can authenticate people: 
(i) correctly 
(ii) quickly 
(iii) efficiently 
(iv) without invading privacy rights 
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(v) at a reasonable cost 
(vi) in a user-friendly and 
(vii) efficient manner.  
 
     The scientific literature on quantitative human 
measurement for identification dates back to the 
1870s and Alphonse Bertillon's measurement 
method. Until the 1920s, Bertillon's method of body 
measurements, which included measurements 
including skull diameter and arm and foot length, 
was used in the United States to classify inmates. Sir 
Francis Galton, Henry Faulds, and William Herschel 
proposed quantitative identification through 
fingerprint and facial measurements in the 1880s. In 
the 1960s, the emergence of digital signal processing 
techniques led to work on automating human 
identification. The first devices to be investigated 
were speaker and fingerprint recognition systems. In 
the early 1960s, the potential for this technology to 
be applied to high-security access control, personal 
locks, and financial transactions was recognized. In 
the 1970s, hand geometry systems were developed 
and deployed, large-scale research began, and 
interest in government use of these "automated 
personal recognition" technologies grew. In the 
1980s, retinal and signature authentication systems 
were introduced, followed by facial recognition 
systems. In the 1990s, iris recognition systems were 
developed. 
     The analysis of observable biological 
characteristics is referred to as biometrics. 
Biometrics is a term used in computer security to 
describe authentication methods that depend on 
observable physical characteristics that can be 
verified automatically. Juan Vucetich began 
collecting fingerprints of criminals in Argentina in 
1891, and this was the first time fingerprints were 
cataloged (Martini, et al., 2013). In their book The 
History of Fingerprints, Josh Ellenbogen and 
NitzanLebovic argued that biometrics arose from 
Alphonse Bertillon's (1853-1914) indemnification 
schemes for illegal activity, which were further 
established by Francis Galton's theory of fingerprints 
and physiognomy. According to Lebo Vic, Galton's 
work "led to the application of mathematical models 
to finger prints, phrenology, and facial 

characteristics", as part of "absolute identification" 
and "a key to both inclusion and exclusion" of 
populations. 
Accordingly, "the biometric system is the absolute 
political weapon of our era" and a form of "self-
control". The theoretician David Lyon showed that 
during the past two decades’ biometric systems have 
penetrated the civilian market, and blurred the lines 
between governmental forms of control and private 
corporate control. Kelly A. Gates identified 9/11 as 
the turning point for the cultural language of our 
present: "in the language of cultural studies, the 
aftermath of 9/11 was a moment of articulation, 
where objects or events that have no necessary 
connection come together and a new discourse 
formation are established: automated facial 
recognition as a homeland security technology." 
Kelly A. Gates, Our Biometric Future: Facial 
Recognition Technology and the Culture of 
Surveillance. 
     Data integrity is a critical aspect of the design, 
implementation, and use of any system that stores, 
processes, or retrieves data, and it relates to 
preserving and ensuring the quality and continuity of 
data over its life cycle. Also under the same general 
umbrella of data integrity, the term data integrity 
may have a wide range of definitions depending on 
the particular context of computing. Any unintended 
changes to data as the result of a storage, retrieval or 
processing operation, including malicious intent, 
unexpected hardware failure, and human error, is 
failure of data integrity. If the changes are the result 
of unauthorized access, it may also be a failure of 
data security. Depending on the data involved this 
could manifest itself as benign as a Single pixel in an 
image appearing a different color than was 
Originally recorded, to the loss of vacation pictures 
or a Business-Critical database, to even catastrophic 
loss of human life in a Life-critical system. 
 

Systems for Biometric Identification 

     Physiological and behavioral features that lend 
themselves to biometric identification can be used to 
classify biometric identification systems. 
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Fig 1: Biometric Identification Classification 

  

 

Biometric functionality 

      Biometric authentication may be based on 
several different aspects of human physiology, 
chemistry, or behavior. The weighting of many 
factors goes into deciding which biometric to use 
in a given application. When evaluating the 
suitability of any trait for use in biometric 
authentication, Jain et al. (2017) listed seven such 
factors to consider. 

• Universality implies that the characteristic 
should be possessed by anyone who uses 
the device.. 

• Individuals in the appropriate population 
should be able to differentiate themselves 
from one another due to the trait's 
uniqueness.. 

• Permanence: This refers to how a 
characteristic changes over time. A trait 
with strong permanence, in particular, will 
be relatively invariant over time with 
respect to the specific matching algorithm.. 

• Measurability: This refers to how simple it 
is to acquire or quantify a trait. 
Furthermore, acquired data should be in a 
format that allows for subsequent feature 
extraction and processing.. 

• Technology's accuracy, speed, and 
robustness are all factors in performance.  

• Acceptability: This refers to how well 
members of the target population accept the 

technology and are able to have their 
biometric trait captured and evaluated. 

• Circumvention: This refers to how easily an 
artifact or replacement can be used to mimic a 
characteristic. 

The proper use of biometrics is highly dependent on 
the application. Based on the appropriate levels of 
convenience and protection, some biometrics would be 
better than others. No single biometric will be able to 
satisfy all of the requirements of any application. 

 
Conclusion and Recommendation 

     When properly implemented, the study 
recommendation of a biometric framework for portal 
security will satisfy the collection of objectives. 
Upon entry, a student's fingered print should be 
scanned and saved in a safe location for future 
reference. This fingerprint will provide the student 
with access to the university's portal at any time and 
from anywhere in the world thus allowing the access 
to some information’s which may take days of 
application and risks to get. 
As a consequence, I recommend this work to 
universities, monotechnics, polytechnics, and other 
educational institutions that may want to add color to 
their portal's protection. 
     Finally, academics should investigate this project 
further, as well as apply relevant biometric 
knowledge to develop the existing e-portal biometric 
platform
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Abstract 

 Multimedia-based virtual learning tool is a web based novel tool for teaching and learning which 

mimic the actual traditional teaching and learning experiences with a virtual teacher with improved 

understanding, interactivity, user friendliness and vibrancy. Nigerian tertiary institutions have been 

saddled with a lot of problems which include inadequate funding, lack of infrastructures, inadequate 

teaching and learning facilities, limited carrying capacity, limited number of lecturers/instructors to 

mention but a few. This work is motivated by the need to ameliorate all these problems facing the 

institutions of higher learning in Nigeria by providing a multimedia-based tool which is to be used in 

teaching and learning in Nigerian tertiary institutions. The methodology deployed is Object Oriented 

Analysis and Design Methodology (OODM) with the following web development tools PHP, JavaScript, 

Bootstrap 3, HTML5, CSS4, Apache, and MYSQL as database. The result is the development of a 

multimedia-based virtual learning tool for teaching and learning in Nigerian tertiary institutions which 

is innovative, vibrant, individualized, learner-centric, cost effective, always available any time, any 

place. In conclusion, this multimedia based virtual tool has been proven inevitable in the teaching and 

learning in this world of technological advancement in Nigerian tertiary institutions and it is 

recommended for use in all Nigerian tertiary institutions. Government is is  encouraged at all levels to 

make adequate provisions for tertiary institutions in Nigeria to effectively deploy  the multimedia based 

virtual tool in teaching and learning in Nigeria.     

Keywords: Multimedia, Virtual Learning, tool, tertiary institution 

 

Introduction 

     Nigerian tertiary institutions have been 
saddled with a lot of problems which include 
inadequate funding, lack of infrastructures, 
inadequate teaching and learning facilities, 
limited carrying capacity, limited number of 
lecturers/instructors to mention but a few 
coupled with insufficient number of tertiary 
institutions compared to the growing 
population of the country; as such there is 
every need to seek to solve these problems.   

    Ekwonwune & Oparah (2020) states that in 
Nigeria there are insufficient number of tertiary 
institutions and as such there is need for the 
extension of the physical institutions of higher 
learning into virtual institutions so as to 
accommodate the increasing number of persons 
applying for admission into our institutions of 

higher learning.  Supporting Ekwonwune & 
Oparah, Daily Trust stated that there are 
insufficient tertiary institutions with low carrying 
capacities such that Nigerian tertiary institutions 
can only admit 26% of applicants from Unified 
Tertiary Matriculation Examination conducted by 
JAMB due to limited vacancies (Abdullah, 2017).  
No wonder Adesulu (2018) advocates that Nigeria 
needs one million university spaces in his write-up 
titled “Nigeria: JAMB admission short fall – 
Nigeria needs one million varsity spaces” in order 
to accommodate JAMB admission short fall. 
     According to Adesulu, the already existing 
institutions are saddled with problems which 
include lack of funding, lack of infrastructures, 
lack of maintenance of existing infrastructures
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infrastructural decay, limited number of lecturers/ 
instructors, among others. These problems have been 
causing incessant strike actions in the country and 
most recently the unforeseen world pandemic of 
COVID-19 which crippled education in the world 
but mostly affected in Nigeria.  Besides, Nigeria 
with well over 180 million population has only about 
290 tertiary institutions across the 36 states of the 
federation including Abuja the Federal Capital 
Territory (Adesulu, 2018).  The fact remains that the 
physical tertiary institutions with their impending 
problems needs teaching and learning tool to enable 
them to ameliorate these problems.  In order to 
handle the problems of Nigerian tertiary institutions, 
it becomes necessary to develop an efficient teaching 
and learning tool for the tertiary institutions. This 
tool is a multimedia based virtual learning tool for 
Nigerian tertiary institutions which is a platform for 
teaching/learning and handling other academic 
processes in institutions of higher learning in 
Nigeria. Multimedia based virtual learning tool is a 
web-based platform for teaching and learning with a 

virtual teacher within a virtual classroom. The 
multimedia based virtual learning tool has a virtual 
learning environment (VLE) with a web-based 
platform for the digital aspects of courses of study, 
usually within educational institutions (Wikipedia 
(2019) in Ekwonwune & Oparah, 2020)). It presents 
resources, activities and interactions within a course 
structure and provides learning for different stages of 
assessment. Multimedia virtual learning tool for 
Nigerian tertiary institutions is to complement the 
already existing traditional institutions of higher 
learning in teaching and leading; where all 
educational infrastructures/education are provided 
virtually online with students having limitless access 
to all the resources. The multimedia based virtual 
learning tool provides opportunity for individualized 
instructions.  It is interactive, vibrant, innovative, 
user-friendly with self-testing and automated 
assessment and it grants access to many users from 
different locations at any time, any day thereby 
solving the problem of lack of infrastructures, 
instructors, geographical cations, space, etc. 

 

Statement of the problem  

     The institutions of higher learning in Nigeria are being 
saddled with the problems such as: 
1. Inadequate funding 
2. Lack of infrastructures  
3. Inadequate teaching and learning facilities 
4. Poor and ineffective classroom communication due to 
increasing students’ population 
5. Lack of sufficient trained teaching staff to 
conduct various specialized courses in the tertiary 
institutions. 
6. Problem of access road to the institutions 
7. Insecurity  
8. Limited vacancies/ slots for admission known as 
carrying capacity 
9. Very high students – lecturer ratio due to lack of 
lecturers/instructors. 

Besides, there is limited number of tertiary 
institutions in Nigeria compare to the growing 
population of the ntry. This problem further 
escalates the problem of out-of-school/school 
dropouts in Nigeria as only about 74% of 
candidates that applied for higher education 
through the Unified Tertiary Matriculation Board 
Examination (UTME) cannot be absorbed by the 
already available tertiary institutions in Nigeria 
(Adesulu, 2018).It was against these existing 
problems that this work seeks to proffer solution 
through the development of a multimedia based 
virtual learning tool for Nigerian tertiary 
institutions

.  
Aim and Objectives of the study 

     The aim of the study is to develop a multimedia 
based virtual learning tool for Nigerian tertiary 
institutions. The objectives of the study are as 
following:  
1) To develop an efficient multimedia 
based virtual learning platform for Nigerian tertiary 
institutions for teaching and learning.  
2) To register learners and lecturers to 
be able to identify authorized users of the platform. 

3) To administer lectures and other 
educational resources to registered students and 
other authorized users. 

4) To provide authentic examination 
administration system  
Significance of the Study 

     This research develops a multimedia based 
virtual learning tool for tertiary institutions in 
Nigeria. The following are the significance: 
(1) It  augments the efforts of the 
lecturers/instructors in reaching the unreached in 
the country thereby reducing the number of out-
of-school and increasing the literacy level of the 
country. 

(2) It provides study materials to the students 
for learning at all times, which can be accessed 
from any location and also imbibes the 
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spirit of commitment, determination and seriousness on the learners and the lecturers. 
(3) It eliminates examination malpractice as 

the event is monitored and examination 
(4) administered to authenticated persons 

with improved security system. 
(5) It serves as an aid to  improving the 
Nigerian tertiary  institutions to join the global 
trend in teaching and learning.  

(6)     This work is not a terminus, therefore; it gives 
room for improvement especially for 
researchers who may be interested in this area 
of research and serves as reference material. 

 
Literature Review 

      The emergence of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) has paved 
way for great possibilities in all spheres of 
daily life. The world is being built on a 
platform where digital technologies can be 
used to provide a rich environment for 
innovation, accessibility and the transfer of 
information to enhance productivity. With 
technology being an integral part of many 
educational systems in the world today, it has 
offered opportunities that has moved beyond 
the traditional methods of educational delivery. 
Accordingly, Dede (2010) states that “rapid 
advances in information technology are 
reshaping the learning styles of many students 
in higher education”. Thus, the role of 
technology in the 21st century can be seen as a 
significant opportunity for leveraging 
efficiency and transformative change and 
innovation in educational systems.  

     Oparah & Oparah (2015) affirming Dede’s 
assertion state that in the educational sector, ICT 
has made tremendous impact to teaching and 
learning, given rise to a new dimension of teaching 
and learning which is completely different from 
our traditional method of teaching and learning; 
with the use of computer technology together with 
the communication technology, there is a paradigm 
shift from traditional method of teaching and 
learning to what is known as ICT-based 
teaching/learning that today we can talk about 
multimedia in learning. Stressing further that for 
developing countries ICTs have the potential for 
increasing access to and improving the relevance 
and quality of education, as ICT represents a 
potentially equalizing strategy for developing 
countries. No doubt, World Bank (1998) cited in 
Tinio (2010) states that ICTs greatly facilitate the 
acquisition and absorption of knowledge, offering 
developing countries unprecedented opportunities 

to enhance educational systems, improve policy 
formulation and execution, and widen the range of 
opportunities for business and the poor.  
     Basically, multimedia is mostly a combination 
of two or more of graphics, animation, text, audio 
and video components to convey information. The 
combination of visuals with text is the very norm 
of most platform for teaching and learning as well 
as in other areas of the society. Presenting 
instruction in multiple media can be more effective 
than doing it through a single medium (such as text 
only), but the important thing is combining media 
effectively, not just adding media. Effective 
multimedia for learning requires careful 
combination of media in well-reasoned ways that 
take advantage of each medium’s unique 
characteristic. The most effective multimedia 
provides learning experiences that mirror real-
world experiences and let learner apply the content 
to various contexts (Shank, 2010).  
     Mayer (2001) also describes potential benefits 
of multimedia; giving that humans possess visual 
and auditory information processing capabilities 
while multimedia, takes advantage of both 
capabilities at once. In addition, these two channels 
process information quite differently, so the 
combination of multiple media is useful in calling 
on the capabilities of both systems. Meaningful 
connections between text and graphics potentially 
allow for deeper understanding and better mental 
models than from either alone. 
     Adibe (2007) in looking at electronic learning 
and its usefulness handled design and 
implementation of e-learning platform for distance 
education in Nigeria.  In her work, she developed a 
software package for modeling an appropriate e-
learning platform for distant education in Nigeria. 
Although this work modeled a software package 
for e-learning platform, she focused mainly on an 
already existing non-formal educational system 
addressing the insufficient nature of the school 
system and comfort of one’s learning for the 
tertiary institutions using Open University of 
Nigeria but did not look at the people who are 
currently seeking for admission into institutions of 
higher learning in Nigeria which could lead to 
increasing school drop-outs/out-of-schools in 
Nigeria.  This work could not implement course 
authoring and structuring tools and the e-learning 
environment only a framework was developed and 
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deployment of the web-based platform was not 
achieved. 
West (2013) in x-raying e-learning with reference 
to mobile learning  states that not every student 
(person) has access to a computer and the internet; 
and that given the cost of hardware, personal 
computers may not be affordable, however most 
people have phones, which provides a real 
opportunity to transform instruction, that is why 
this present research on multimedia  based virtual 
learning system  is not restricted to be assessed 
through computers alone but also using mobile and 
other affordable devices. 

     Masters (2004) in his survey for the 
development of electronic learning looking at a 
realistic introduction of m-learning to developing 
countries, used the faculty of Health Sciences at 
the University of Cape Town, South Africa, 
recognized a need to communicate with students in 
ways not accommodated by current online 
methods.  In his investigations into these 
principles, an examination of the realistic 
possibilities, he decided to use early generation cell 
phones to supplement administrative procedures in 
the running of two of its face-to-face courses. The 
type of communication chosen was exclusively the 
broadcast of administrative messages such as re-
scheduling (and cancelling) of classes, network 
problems, and availability of test results and 
philosophical and psychological goal of adapting 
current minds-sets of staff and students to the use 
of mobile communication in teaching. This project 
which was on integrating mobile learning into the 
current learning management system was an off-
shoot of multimedia learning, but could only 
looked at a way to help people who have enrolled 
into formal educational system for administrative 
information.   According to Masters, traditional 
university teaching (formal) is not a good example 
of constructive education and that is why recent 
changes is recognizing the need for life-long 
learning, content integration through problem-
based learning and contextualized, experiential and 
self-directed learning in a changed pedagogical 
environment.   

Adeyeye, Afolabi & Ayo (2014) developed a 
virtual learning for Covenant University, Ota, a 
private university based on third party software    
free open source software (FOSS) called phpBB 
and windows 2003 server Active Directory with a 

discussion forum and directory services for files/ 
folders upload and download of lecturer notes, 
mail services and test/tutorial. This system only aid 
students to learn more on their own not for a full 
course of study and besides there is no provision 
for the official assessment (examination) of the 
students by the lecturer and the system only 
supports asynchronous learning.   
Kimovski, Trajkovic & Davcev (2018) carried out 
a study that integrates virtual classroom and virtual 
laboratory services of which virtual classroom was 
only a part of the virtual university but there is no 
integrated official examination system. 
    Northwestern University developed an Open 
Source hardware lightboard for recording live 
video lectures.  Lightboard is a glass chalkboard 
pumped full of light that allows you draw high 
visible sketches and equations as you lecture, work 
with your drawings in a natural way, face the 
camera, and capture good quality video without 
post-production editing.  It brings in-person feeling 
in online classes, and eliminates apprehension 
(https://www.lightboard.info/).   
     In a study carried out by Anekwe on “Impacts 
of Virtual Classroom Learning on students of 
Nigerian Federal and State universities”, she 
advocates strongly that tertiary institutions in 
Nigeria should integrate virtual learning effectively 
into their systems because the world is becoming 
more technologically inclined.  The study was 
carried out using stratified random sampling and 
the data collected were analyzed using means for 
research questions and independent sample t-test to 
test the hypotheses at 0.05 level of significance. 
The results showed among others that virtual 
classrooms have positive impacts on the students 
of both states and federal universities and she 
recommended that the Nigerian Federal and state 
universities should as a matter of urgency provide 
adequate and dependable virtual learning 
environment, application software and the 
necessary technological tools including effective 
time schedule for students learning, adding that the 
private universities should also do the same 
(Anekwe, 2017).   
     Based on Anekwe’s findings and 
recommendations, the present researchers are to 
develop a multimedia based virtual learning tool 
for on line education in Nigerian  tertiary 
institutions  for 

effective teaching and learning.    
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Methodology Adopted 

     Object Oriented Analysis and design 
methodology is the methodology adopted in this 
work.  Object Oriented Analysis and Design 

Methodology (OOADM) is a system development 
approach encouraging and facilitating re-use of 
software components. It uses iterative 

approach with emphasis on modularity and re-
usability.  
     The following tools were used in the 
development of the system: PHP, JavaScript, 

Bootstrap 3, HTML5 and CSS4, Apache 
(middleware) and MySQL database for backend 
development. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Preliminary investigation phase of  a Multimedia based virtual learning tool for the 

Nigerian tertiary institutions 

 
System Modelling and Design 

           The researchers present a new and improved 
system known as multimedia based virtual tool fro 
Nigerian tertiary institutions which identifies four 
distinct users- the Chief central administrator, the 
institution administrator, the lecturer/staff and 
student. The system is as depicted in the figure 
1.1.  The Chief central administrator controls the 
external use of the system as this system is 
integrated to be used by different institutions of 
higher learning in Nigeria, as such the approval of 
institutions to be enrolled into this system is done 

by the Chief central administrator.  This approval 
is above the institutional level.  The Institution 
administrator handles access control within the 
institution for institution-based users who are the 
staff/lecturer nd the student. The staff/ lecturer is 
an employee of the institution who must belong to 
a department within a faculty in the institution, 
who can be a lecturer or head of department 
(HOD). The student is an officially admitted 
candidate into one of the existing departments in 
the institution, who can take lecture, make 
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comments, write examination and also access his 
result.  In the modelling of a multimedia-based 
virtual learning system for Nigerian tertiary 
institutions   es  

 

 

 

 

activity/responsibility.using the UML,      five 
Entitian be identified as  follows:  Chief Central 
Admin, Institution Admin HOD, Lecturer/Staff and  
Student; with HOD  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Ach Entity has specific activities to be carried out, 
which is represented in the unified modelling 
language use case diagram as in figure 1.2 

     From the Use Case diagram, a Student can 
perform the following activities:  register courses, 
view and take lectures, comment on course, take 
exams and view examination results.  The 
Lecturer (staff) can perform the following 
activities: manage lecture content, respond the 
comments on lecture, set and mark examination 
and view examination result.  The HOD is a 
lecturer(staff) who has been designated as HOD 

who has added responsibility of the HOD to 
assign courses to lecturers and also view results.  
The Chief Central Admin can perform the 
following activities: accept school registration 
request, reject school registration request and 
review school courses/curriculum. The Institution 
dmin can manage all the activities of the other 
entities with the institution such as the 
department, faculty, courses, lectures

, etc.   

High Level Model of the Proposed Solution
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     The High-level model of the new system is 
hown in figure 1.3. 
     The High-level model depicts the functional 
aspects of the new system developed with the four 
major functional parts as the Chief Central 
Administrator, Institution Admin, 
Staff/lecturer/HOD and the Student, each with its 
subfunctions.  

Expected Test Result 

Student Pre-Registration module 

     This module allows students to be enrolled int 
the institution’s learning environment for 
registrations to be able to access lecture and other 
resources as shown in figure 1.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Student Pre-Registration module 

 

Students Enrolment listing 
     This shows the list of all the students officially 
enrolled in the institution who are the authentic 
users of the software. This is shown in figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5: Students Enrolment listing 

 

 

Lecture Environment 

    This enables students to have different learning 
experiences like pre-recorded lectures, 
tutor/tutorials, lecturers notes, video lecture and 

above all live lecture with lecturer at scheduled 
times. This is shown in figure 1.6.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6: Lecture Environment 

Conclusion 

    It is ideal for Nigerian tertiary institutions to 
join the global trend of teaching and learning in 
order  to alleviate all the problems faced by 
Nigerian tertiary institutions.  This work on 
multimedia based virtual learning tool for 
Nigerian tertiary institutions for teaching and 
learning provides the platform to solving all the 
enumerated problems facing institutions of higher 
learning in Nigeria.  
 
It is therefore highly recommended for use by all  
igerian tertiary institutions.  Also recommended is 
that government at all levels should provide the 

enabling environment for easy deployment and 
use of the software in all tertiary institutions in 
Nigeria especially by subsidizing bandwidth 
subscriptions for internet acces
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ABSTRACT 

      In the present paper, the backbone and the broadband wireless access communication 

network technologies can increasingly provide unprecedented bandwidth capacities; the 

focus is being gradually shifted toward broadband access technologies capable of connecting 

the customer premises to the local exchange. Optical wireless is increasingly becoming an 

attractive option for multi gigabit per second within short range (up to 5 km) links where 

laying optical fiber is too expensive or impractical. For such links, a tracking scheme is 

essential to maintain proper pointing of the transceivers at each other to establish error-free 

communication. The optical wireless technology is used mostly in wide bandwidth data 

transmission applications.  I have also investigated the maximum transmission distance and 

data transmission bit rates that can be achieved within broadband wireless optical links for 

multi gigabit optical network applications. The wireless optical broadband access network 

architecture has been proposed as a flexible solution to meet the ever-demanding needs in 

access networks. At the wireless front end multi channel communication, with routers having 

multiple radio interfaces tuned to non-overlapping channels, can be used to improve network 

throughput in a cost effective way.   

 

Keywords: Optical wireless communications, Short range, Indoor links, Data link, and 

Outdoor links. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. Introduction  

     Optical Wireless communication, also 
known as free-space optical (FSO), has 
emerged as a commercially viable 
alternative to RF and millimeter [1, 2] wave 
wireless for reliable and rapid deployment of 
data and voice networks. RF and millimeter 
wave technologies allow rapid deployment 
of wireless networks with data rates from 
tens of Mb/s (point-to-multipoint) up to 
several hundred Mb/s (point-to-point). 
However [2, 3], spectrum licensing issues 
and interference at unlicensed ISM bands 
will limit their market penetration. Though 
emerging license-free bands appear 

promising, they still have certain bandwidth 
and range limitations. Optical wireless can 
augment RF and millimeter wave links with 
very high (>1 Gbit/sec) bandwidth. In fact, it 
is widely believed that optical wireless is 
best suited for multi-Gbit/sec 
communication [3, 4]. Optical and wireless 
networks were initially developed for 
different communication scenarios [5]. 
Optical networks have been mainly used for 
high-bandwidth and long-distance 
communications while the wireless 
technology is used at wireless local 
networks with flexibility and low bandwidth 
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needs. The present growing demand for 
bandwidth-intensive services, and the way 
people now communicate, is accelerating 
research on efficient and cost-effective 
access infrastructures whereas optical-
wireless combinations are seen as promising 
approaches. The wireless optical broadband 
access network architecture has been 
recently proposed as a flexible solution to 
meet such ever demanding needs in access 
networks [6]. Wireless optical broadband 
access network architecture provides a 
flexible and cost effective solution where 
fiber is provided as far as possible from the 
central office (CO) to the end users and then 
wireless access is provided at the front end. 
Because of such excellent compromise early 
versions are being deployed as municipal 
access solutions to eliminate the need for 
wired connection to every customer's 
wireless router thus saving on network 
deployment cost [7]. 
     Optical wireless communication also 
known as “lasercom,” has become a fact of 
life over recent years in the sphere of urban 
wireless networks [8]. There is a growing 
need for high data-rate transmissions in real 
time, and optical communications can 
provide the required bandwidth. Optic fiber 

backbone has been laid around the globe and 
reaches most major cities in the world, but 
the cramping bottleneck still restricts data 
flow over “the last mile,” from the fiber 
backbone to the end user. Optical wireless 
communication can bridge the gap by 
enabling connection with and between 
offices, business facilities, and other 
targeted locations without relinquishing the 
performance parameters offered by optical 
communications and without the resource 
expenditure of laying optic fiber. In addition 
to the capital investment and running costs 
of fiber, it is not always possible to lay fiber 
at all, whereas, conversely, the rapid 
deployment of wireless systems facilitates 
their application when premises are 
temporarily or suddenly moved or 
communication is required in remote areas 
[9]. 
     In the present study, we have investigated 
multi giga-bit per second over broadband 
wireless optical communication networks 
over wide range of the affecting parameters. 
Moreover, we have analyzed parametrically 
and numerically the maximum transmission 
distance and transmission bit rates and 
products that can be achieved within 
wireless optical links for optical networks.  

 

II. Simplified Optical Network Architecture for Wireless Links 

 
Fig. 1: Simplified optical network architecture for wireless links 

        
    The architecture model of passive optical 
network with different optical links is shown 
in Fig. 1. PON consists of many laser diodes 
as a source of optical signals which converts 
the electrical signal in the information 
source to optical signal, arrayed wave 
grating (AWG) multiplexer in the OLT, 

different optical fiber links, AWG 
demultiplexer, optical network unit (ONU) 
in the remote node (RN), optical detector 
which converts the optical signal to 
electrical signal for processing to ONU and 
connects to the supported number of users. 
In the transmission direction, the 
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information source (electrical signal) is 
transmitted from the backbone network to 
the OLT and according to different users 
and location, optical source [laser diode or 
light emitting diode] convert it in to optical 
signal and is transmitted into corresponding 
wavelength and multiplexed by Mux. When 
traffic arrives at RN, wavelengths are 
demultiplexed by Demux and sent to optical 
detector [Avalanch photodiode or PIN 
photodiode] convert the optical signal into 
electrical signal and then sent to ONUs 
which is distributed to different number of 
supported users [1, 2]. 
 

III. Modeling and Equations Analysis 

        In the design of wireless optical link 
system, it is important to determine the link 
budget equation. The general link budget 
equation is given by [10]: 
 

( )
Lreceiver

transmitreceived e
L

A
PP α

θ
−=

2
295.57

.   (1) 

Where Preceived is the power at receiver 
(watt), Ptransmit is the transmission power 
(watt), Areceiver is the receiver effective area 
(m2), θ is the beam divergence (degrees), L 
is the length of the optical link (m), and α is 
the atmosphere absorption (dB/Km). The 
total loss coefficient is determined by: 
 

illationscsnowfograin LLLL intσσσσσ +++=      (2) 

where σrain is the absorption due to rain 
(Km-1), σfog is the absorption due to fog 
(Km-1), σsnow is the absorption due to snow 
(Km-1), and σscin is the absorption due to 
scintillation (Km-1). A variety of models 
exist for the calculation of these absorption 
coefficients. In the case of fog, the Kruse 
model according to [11]: 
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where V is the visibility at (λ=λ0), Km, λ is 
the actual wavelength of the beam, µm, λ0 is 
the reference wavelength in µm for the 
calculation of V, and the exponent q is the 
size distribution of the scattering particles 
and is equal to 1.3 if  6 Km < V < 50 Km, 
and equal to 0.585 V1/3for low visibility V < 
6 Km.  Also to calculate the optical losses 
due to snow, the empirical formula can be 
used [12]: 

b
snow SAKmdB =)/(σ      (4) 

Where S is the snow fall rate (in mm/hour), 
A=5.42x10-5 λ+ 5.9458, and b= 1.38. In the 
same way, to calculate the optical losses due 
to rain, the empirical formula can be used: 
 
 32076.1)/( RKmdBrain =σ   (5) 
 
Where R is the rain fall rate measure (in 
mm/hour). Finally the optical loss due to 
scintillation is calculated using the following 
expression: 

 6112
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Where 2
nC is the scintillation strength (in m-

2/3). It should be noted that the case of 
wireless optical link system, fog induced 
absorption is the most impairment and can 
significantly affect the performance of the 
system. A link budget for wireless optical 
link using one lens in the transmitter and one 
lens in the receiver is calculated. 
    Different kind of losses is calculated that 
may cause power losses during transmission 
[14]. Eq. (7) shows that the ray losses of the 
system depend on the radius of the receiver 
lens and the beam radius at the receiver unit. 
A Gaussian beam intensity distribution is 
assumed [13]: 
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Where L is the wireless link length in km, FS 
is the ray losses, dB, Ptotal is the total beam 
power at L, watt, R is the lens radius, mm, w 
(L) is the beam radius, mm. Geometrical 
losses occur due to the divergence of the 
optical beam. These losses can be calculated 
using the following formula [14]: 
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where AR is the effective area of the receiver 
lens, AT is the effective area of the 
transmitter lens, DR is the diameter of the 
transmitting lens, DT is the diameter of the 
receiving lens, d is the distance between the 
wireless optical transmitter and receiver, θ is 
the divergence of the transmitted laser beam 
in degrees. Based on curve fitting MATLAB 
Program, the fitting equations between 
optical signals to noise ratio (OSNR), the 
operating signal wavelength for transmitter 
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and receiver, and the wireless optical link 
length are [15]: 
 

,87.505.727.1235.17 32 LLLOSNR −+−=               (9) 
,75.913.273.1085.3 32 λλλ ++−=OSNR               (10) 

 
    The radio frequency transmission 
response provides the relative loss or gain in 
a wireless communication system links with 
respect to the signal frequency. Any signal 
attenuation due to the wireless 
communication links can be expressed:  

( ) ,log10 
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incident

rtransmitte

P

P
dBonTransmissi       (11) 

 
Where Ptransmitter is the radio frequency 
power calculated at the output of the 
receiver, and Pincident is the radio frequency 
power calculated at the input to the laser 
transmitter. Based on curve fitting 
MATLAB Program, the fitting equations 
between transmission response, operating 
radio frequency, and amplification range are 
[15]: 
 

( ) 32 23.442.705.282.10 fffdBonTransmissi −+−=     
(without amplification),                  
(12) 
 

32 85.156.265.1309.3)( fffdBonTransmissi +−+=     (with  
amplification)                     (13) 
 

    The Shannon capacity theorem to 
calculate the maximum data transmission bit 
rate or the maximum channel capacity for 
the wireless optical links is as follows [16]: 
 

( ) sec/,1log. 2 GbitsOSNRWBC +=            (14) 
 
    Then the Shannon bit rate-distance 
product can be determined by the following 
expression: 
  

sec/.,. kmGbitLCPSh =          (15) 
 
Where L is the wireless link length in km.  
IV. Simulation Results and Discussions 

    The main objective of the wireless optical 
link design is to get as much light as 
possible from one end to the other, in order 
to light as possible from one end to the 
other, in order to receive a stronger signal 
that would result in higher link receive a 
stronger signal that would result in higher 
link margin and greater link availability. As 
shown in Table 1, the proposed wireless 
optical link parameters to achieve maximum 
both transmission link distance, transmission 
data rate and transmission bit rate-distance 
product.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 1. Proposed wireless optical link 

design parameters. 

Operating parameter Value 

Power transmitted (PT) 100 mWatt 

Operating wavelength 
range (λ) 

0.85 µm to1. 55 µm 

Transmitter beam 
diveregnce (θ) 

100 degree 
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Recriver diameter (DR) 0.1-0.5  m 

Link distance range 0.1 to 10 Km 

Receiver sensitivity (SR) 5 µWatt 

Transmitter and receiver 
losses (η) 

50 % 
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ii) As shown in Fig. 3, as the beam 
diameter at receiver increases, the 
ray losses also increases at the same 
lens diameter. While as the lens 
diameter increases, the ray losses 
decrease at the same beam diameter 
at receiver. 

iii) Fig. 4 has demonstrated that as 
wireless optical link distance 
increases, the optical signal to noise 
ratio (OSNR) decreases at the same 
optical signal wavelength. Moreover, 
as the optical signal wavelength 
increases, the OSNR also increases 
at the same wireless optical link 
distance. 

iv) As shown in Figs. (5, 6) have assured 
that as optical signal to noise ratio 
increases, this leads to increase in 
Shannon bit-rate distance product at 
constant both wireless link length and 
operating signal wavelength. As well as 

both wireless link length and operating 
signal wavelength increase, this result in 
increasing Shannon bit-rate distance 
product at constant optical signal to 
noise ratio. 

v) As shown in Fig. 7, as the transmitted 
radio frequency increases, the signal 
transmission also increases for both 
amplification and non amplification 
techniques. But with amplification 
technique offered high signal 
transmission. 

vi) Figs. (8, 9) have indicated that as the 
transmitted radio frequency increases, 
the transmission data rate also increases 
in both cases of amplification and non 
amplification techniques at  

vii)  
The same wireless link distance. While, 
as the wireless link distance increases, 
the transmission data rate decreases at 
the same transmitted radio frequency. 
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Moreover with amplification techniques 
offered both high transmission link 
distance and transmission data rate. 

 

  V. Conclusions 

     In summary, we have investigated the 
high transmission bit rate of multi Giga bit 
per second for short range optical wireless 
access communication Networks over wide 
range of the affecting operating parameters. 
We have demonstrated that the larger of the 
optical signal wavelength, the higher 

transmission distance for both wireless 
optical links. Moreover, we have 
demonstrated that with amplification 
techniques, which added additional costs for 
wireless system, the wireless optical link 
offered both high transmission distances and 
transmission data rate. It is observed that the 
increased of optical signal to noise ratio, 
operating signal wavelength, and wireless 
link length for short range, the increased 
Shannon bit rate-distance product

.  
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

There is currently a hot debate as whether or not technology will develop machines that 

can become more intelligent than their creators and then lord it over their creators. The 

argument is worrisome in the sense that given the super-intelligence of these new 

technologies, man is likely to become subservient to AI-machines and therefore take 

directives from machines. This is called the singularity conundrum (Osuagwu 2009). 

This paper will explore the efficacy of this projection and conclude whether it will or will 

not happen in our time. 

 
1.0 Introduction     What is 
technological singularity hypothesis?  The 
technological singularity is a theoretical 
future point of unprecedented 
technological progress, caused in part by 
the ability of machines to improve 
themselves using artificialial 

intelligence[1]  It refers to the  
"intelligence explosion" I.G. Good wrote, 
suggesting that if machines could even 
slightly surpass human intellect, they 
could improve their own designs in ways 
unforeseen by their designers, and thus 
recursively augment themselves into far 
greater intelligences. The first such 
improvements might be small, but as the 
machine became more intelligent it would 
become better at becoming more 
intelligent, which could lead to      an 
exponential and quite sudden growth in 
intelligence.       
     It was Vernor Vinge[9] that coined 
the word “Singularity"  which he 
illustrated as an analogy between the 
breakdown of modern physics near a 
gravitational singularity and the drastic 
change in society which he argues would 

occur following an intelligence 
explosion. In the 1980s, Vinge 
popularized the singularity in lectures, 
essays, and science fiction. In recent 
times,  prominent technologists such as 
Bill Joy[6], founder of Sun 
Microsystems, voiced concern over the 
potential dangers of Vinge's singularity 
[2]). Following its introduction in 
Vinge's stories, particularly Marooned 

in Realtime and A Fire Upon the Deep, 
the singularity has also become a 
common plot element in science fiction 
in modern civilization. Ray Kurzweil, 
define the singularity as a period of 
extremely rapid technological progress. 
Kurzweil argues such an event is implied 
by a long-term pattern of accelerating 

change that generalizes Moore's 

 Law to technologies predating 
the integrated circuit and which he 
argues will continue to other 
technologies not yet invented. 

As       As Curzweil [7,8] aptly put it:  
“The Singularity is technological change 
so rapid and so profound that it represents 
a rupture in the fabric of human history. 
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Some would say that we cannot 
comprehend the Singularity, at least with 
our current level of understanding, and 
that it is impossible, therefore, to look past 
its "event horizon" and make sense of 
what lies beyond”This hypothesis is 
strongly supported by Robin Hanson who 
has consistently argued that multiple 
"singularities" have occurred throughout 
history, dramatically affecting the growth 
rate of the economy. For example, the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions 
of the past, the technological singularity 
would increase economic growth between 
60 and 250 times. He predicted that an 
innovation that would allow for 
replacement of virtually all human labour 
could trigger this singularity. 
     Hawking [12] in support of the 
singularity hypothesis has argued that:  
“Some people say that computers can 

never show true intelligence whatever that 

may be. But it seems to me that if very 

complicated chemical molecules can 

operate in humans to make them 

intelligent then equally complicated 

electronic circuits can also make 

computers act in an intelligent way. And if 

they are intelligent they can presumably 

design computers that have even greater 

complexity and intelligence”  
     Therefore the proponents of the 
Singularity hypothesis believe that, a 
technological singularity would lead to a 
rapid development of a Kardashev Type I 

civilization where a Kardashev Type I 
civilization has achieved mastery of the 
resources of its home planet, Type II of its 
planetary system, and Type III of its 
galaxy.[3] Given the fact that humans on 
Earth will reach 0.7 on the Kardashev 
scale by 2040, a technological singularity 
between now and then would push us 
rapidly over that limit.[5] 
     The most profound of the singularity 
support came from St. Edward's 

University chemist Eamonn Healy. 
Healy had discussed the concept of 
accelerating change in the film Waking 

Life  in which he divided history into 
increasingly shorter periods, estimating 
"two billion years for life, six million 

years for the hominid, a hundred-thousand 
years for mankind as we know it" and 
proceeded to human cultural evolution, 
giving time scales of ten thousand years 
for agriculture, four hundred years for the 
scientific revolution, and one hundred fifty 
years for the industrial revolution. He 
weighted  Information  as providing the 
basis for the new evolutionary paradigm, 
with artificial intelligence its culmination 
and concluded that man would  eventually 
create "neohumans" which would usurp 
humanity’s present role in scientific and 
technological progress and allow the 
exponential trend of accelerating change 
to continue past the limits of human 
ability. 
Assumptions behind Singulalrity 
     The singularity concept does not take 
into account the energy needs and 
resources. This concept either takes for 
granted infinite resources or “forgets" the 
increase of energy necessary for more 
advanced technologies. Beside, it does not 
take into account that the electronic 
components miniaturization has physical 
limits. 
Criticisms against Singularity 

    Dreyfus & Dreyfus[4] was one of the 
earliest critics of the singularity: “The 
truth is that human intelligence can never 
be replaced with machine intelligence 
simply because we are not ourselves 
"thinking machines" in the sense in which 
that term is cmmonly understood”  

     Theodore Modis and Jonathan 

Huebner have argued that the rate of 
technological innovation has not only 
ceased to rise, but is actually now 
declining. Smart (2005)[10] criticizes 
Huebner's analysis. Some evidence for this 
decline is that the rise in computer clock 

speeds is slowing, even while Moore's 
prediction of exponentially increasing 
circuit density continues to hold. 

"singularities" can be found through 
analysis of trends in world population, 
world GDP, and other indices. Andrey 

Korotayev and others argue that historical 
hyperbolic growth curves can be attributed 
to feedback loops that ceased to affect 
global trends in the 1970s, and thus 
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hyperbolic growth should not be expected 
in the future. 
    William Nordhaus [11] argued that, 
prior to 1940, computers followed the 
much slower growth of a traditional 
industrial economy, thus rejecting 
extrapolations of Moore's Law to 19th-
century computers. Schmidhuber 

(2006)[11] suggests differences in 
memory of recent and distant events create 
an illusion of accelerating change, and that 
such phenomena may be responsible for 
past apocalyptic predictions 
     A recent study of patents per thousand 
persons shows that human creativity does 
not show accelerating returns, but in fact – 
as suggested by Joseph Tainter in his 
seminal  
The Collapse of Complex Societies[5] – a 
law  of diminishing returns. The number 
of patents per thousand peaked in the 

period from 1850–1900, and has been 
declining since. The growth of complexity 
eventually becomes self-limiting, and 
leads to a wide spread general systems 
collapse". 
     Thomas Homer Dixon in The 

Upside of Down: Catastrophe, 

Creativity and the Renewal of 

Civilization shows that the declining 
energy returns on investment has led to 
the collapse of  the present civilizations. 
Jared Diamond in Collapse: How 

Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed 

also shows that cultures self-limit when 
they exceed the sustainable carrying 
capacity of their environment, and the 
consumption of strategic resources 
(frequently timber, soils or water) 
creates a deleterious positive feedback 
loop that leads eventually to social 
collapse and technological retrogression  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

 

A wide area network (also known as WAN), is a large network of information that is not 

tied to a single location. WANs can facilitate communication, the sharing of information 

and much more between devices from around the world through a WAN provider. WANs 

can be vital for international businesses, but they are also essential for everyday use, as 

the internet is considered the largest WAN in the world. Keep reading for more 

information on WANs, their use, how they differ from other networks and their overall 

purpose for businesses and people. This article provides a tutorial on What WAN is all 

about, its importance in the information technology arena  and how it works for 

advanced students of computer networking.,  

 

Introduction 

            A Wide Area Network (WAN) is any 
network that spans a distance usually measured 
in miles or kilometers and which is used to 
connect one or more Local Area Networks 
(LAN) utilizing ATM, Serial lines such as T1 
and T3 or fiber optic technologies utilizing 
SONET. 
     The term WAN is a generic description for 
large networks spanning long distances, usually 
across counties, states and international 
borders. WANs as a group tend to have high 
delay through the network because of the 
distances spanned by the network, even when 
they have plenty of bandwidth capacity [1]. 

Speaking generally: 
• A WAN spans a long distance 
• Transmission across a WAN is usually 

slower than on a LAN 
• WANs rarely use broadcast, 

multiaccess technologies  
• WANs are usually composed of leased 

lines and telecommunications circuits. 
• WANs are not usually used to connect 

computer workstations or servers 
• WANs are often used to interconnect 

datacenters 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

If you are at home reading this then you are 
most likely connected to the Internet. Whether 
it is by a wireless signal or physical Ethernet 
connection, you are a part of a network. Your 
home network – all computers, routers, 
modems, etc – is called a local area network 
(LAN). 

      …A wide area network (WAN) is a large 

telecommunications network that consists of 
a collection of LANs and other networks. 
WANs generally span a wide geographical 
area, and can be used to connect cities, states, 
or even countries. Although they appear like an 
up-scaled version of a LAN, WANs are 
actually structured and operated quite 
differently. This wide area network tutorial 
serves to explain how WANs are 
designed/constructed and why their use is 
beneficial [2]. 

Fig. 1:   
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   Wide Area Network ““ Connection 

Options 

         “Many WANs are built for one particular 
organization and are private. Others, built 
by Internet service providers (ISPs), 
provide connections from an organization’s 
LAN to the Internet.”  Several options are 
available for WAN connectivity: leased 
line, circuit switching, packet switching, 
and cell relay. 

Leased Line 

 

Fig.3    Network cables  Leased Line 

     WANs are often built using leased lines. 
These leased lines involve a direct point-to-point 
connection between two sites.  Point-to-point 
WAN service may involve either analog dial-up 
lines or dedicated leased digital private lines. 

 

Analog lines  
““ A modem is used to connect the computer to 
the telephone line. Analog lines may be part of a 
public-switched telephone network and are 
suitable for batch data transmissions.  
Dedicated lines ““ digital phone lines that permit 
uninterrupted, secure transmission at fixed costs. 
     At each end of the leased line, a router 
connects to the LAN on one side and a hub 
within the WAN on the other. Leased lines can 
get pretty expensive in the long run. 

Circuit Switching 

 

Fig. 2: Circuit Switching 

      Instead of using leased lines, WANs can be 
built using circuit switching. “In 
telecommunications, a circuit switching 
network is one that establishes a circuit (or 
channel) between nodes and terminals before 
the users may communicate, as if the nodes 
were physically connected with an electrical 
circuit.”  

     In other words, a dedicated circuit path is 
created between end points. The best example 
of this is a dialup connection. Circuit 
switching is more difficult to setup, but it 
does have the advantage of being less 
expensive [3]. 
Packet Switching 

          Packet switching is a method that groups 
all transmitted data together into bits called 
packets. Devices transport packets via a 
shared single point-to-point/point-to-
multipoint link across a carrier network. 
Sequences of packets are then delivered over 
a shared network.Similar to circuit switching, 
packet switching is relatively inexpensive, but 
because packets are buffered and queued, 
packet switching is characterized by a fee per 
unit of information, whereas circuit switching 
is characterized by a fee per time unit of 
connection time (even when no data is 
transferred) [4]. 
Cell Relay 

      Cell relay is similar to packet switching 
but it uses fixed length cells instead of 
variable length packets. Data is divided into 
these cells and then transported across virtual 
circuits. This method is best for simultaneous 
voice and data but can cause considerable 
overhead. WANs vs LANs[6] 
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   Depending on the service, WANs can be used 
for almost any data sharing purpose for which 
LANs can be used. The most basic uses of 
WANs are for email and file transfer, but WANs 
can also permit users to access data remotely. 

          New types of network-based software used for 
productivity, like work-flow automation software, 
can also be used over WANs. This allows workers 
to collaborate on projects easily, regardless of their 
location.Unlike LANs, WANs typically do not link 
individual computers. WANs link LANs together. 
They provide communications links over great 
distances. 

The Existence of WANs 

     A Wide Area Network (WAN) is best described 
as a data network that covers a relatively broad 
geographic distance. Unlike a LAN, which is 
usually localized within a relatively small area 
such as a single office, building, or small campus, 
a WAN will typically span distances of anywhere 
from a few, to thousands of kilometers. Besides 
distance, LANs and WANs are generally 
differentiated by network ownership. With a LAN, 
companies typically own and operate all of the 
equipment that interconnects devices – switches, 
routers, wiring, and so forth. This is usually not the 
case with a WAN, where a service provider (such 
as a local telecommunications carrier) generally 
owns the network links and switching equipment. 
         In order to interconnect geographically 
dispersed locations, companies will usually 
provision services from a telecommunications 
carrier, generally renting or leasing links on a 
monthly basis. The speed and cost of these links 
can vary greatly, depending upon bandwidth 
requirements, distances to be spanned, and 
available technologies. As a general rule, WANs 
are implemented at speeds much slower than 
their LAN counterparts, with higher bandwidth 
requirements significantly increasing monthly 
costs. This is a function of simple economics – 
providers have made huge investments in 
building their networks and are doing their best 
to make money. For companies, choosing the 
most appropriate WAN technology involves 
finding a cost-effective solution that meets their 
performance, reliability, and scalability 
requirements. 

     WANs have existed for decades, but new 
technologies, services, and applications have 
developed over the years to dramatically 
increase their effect on business. WANs were 
originally developed for digital leased-line 
services carrying only voice (not data). 

 

Fig. 5: PBX 

     At first, they connected the private branch 
exchanges (PBXs) of remote offices of the 
same company. WANs are still used for 
voice services, but today they are used more 
frequently for data and image transmission 
(like videoconferencing). These added 
applications have spurred significant growth 
in WAN usage, primarily because of the 
surge in LAN connections to the wider 
networks. 

           A wide area network allows 
companies to make use of common resources 
in order to operate. Internal functions such as 
sales, production and development, 
marketing, and accounting can also be shared 
with authorized locations through this sort of 
network. 
           In the event of a problem – say a 

company facility is damaged from a natural 
disaster – employees can move to another 
location and access the network. Productivity 
is not lost  [5]. 
Conclusion 

    The wide area network has made it 
possible for companies to communicate 
internally in ways never before possible. 
Because of WANs, we (the consumers) can 
enjoy benefits from companies that we 
wouldn’t have been able to in the past. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Abstract 

This work presents a simple approach to formulating a stochastic model, resulting to a system of stochastic 

differential equation (SDE) for the transmission of a typical infectious disease. The approach used by Allen 

(2008) was adopted. The drift coefficient and the covariance matrix for the system of stochastic differential 

equations were obtained from the transmission   probability table for the infectious disease. The SDE was 

simulated using the multidimensional Euler-Maruyama numerical method.  The simulation showed clearly the 

period of spread for the inputted model parameters over the time intervals of 0-20, 0-100, 0-200, the 

infectious disease came to extinction at about 100 time unit which it continued to increase time periods 0-20. 

Keywords: Drift, Volatility, Stochastic Differential  EquationstionsIntroduction 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     Infectious diseases and its spread dynamics is a 
critical matter of concern in human population. 
Infectious diseases such as small pox, tuberculosis 
and the Spanish influenza which killed millions of 
people has tremendous impact in the history of 
mankind (Morens, Folkers and Auci, 2008). In 
recent years, infectious diseases such as swine flu 
(Influence type A virus) and the Ebola virus showed 
considerate impact and emerged as a serious public 
health problem to the society (Camacho et al, 2014, 
WHO Ebola Response Team, 2014. Although the 
spread of infectious diseases has declined in most 
parts of the world, continuous occurrence of 
outbreaks of new infectious diseases remains a 
significant problem in the modern world. 
     In infectious disease epidemiology, the three 
major task for health authorities are to understand 
the possible causes of the disease; make predictions 
on the developments of the disease and to develop 
methods for its prevention and control. 
     The usual procedure for these is obtain and 
analyse observed data. Since human experimentation 
is often not possible or ethical, understanding, 
assessing and predicting the dynamics of the spread 
of infectious disease has to be by Mathematical 
modelling (Heesterbeek et. al., 2015). 
    Detrministic models constitutes a vast majority of 

the models for the transmission and control of 
infectious diseases which are formulated in terms of 
Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE). Consequently 
they predict the same dynamics for an infective 
process given the same initial conditions. However 
this is not what is expected to happen in real world 
as diseases outbreaks do not involve the same people 
becoming infected at the same time. Therefore 
uncertainty should be considered when modelling 
the dynamics of the spread of diseases. Stochastic 
Differential Equation (SDE) models analogous to 
those defined by ODE, take into account the random 
nature of the events and, hence, they are mainly used 
to measure probabilities of major outbreaks, disease 
extinction and, in general, to make statistical analysis 
of some relevant epidemic descriptors (Gamboa and 
Lopez-Herrero, 2018). 
     According to Britton (2009), deterministic models 
are primarily aimed at large community but 
stochastic models is more appropriate to describe 
evolution of infective process evolving in a small 
community. For example, an epidemic outbreak in a 
uniformly homogenous community. In this case, it 
seems appropriate to assume some 
uncertainty/randomness in the final number infected. 
Furthermore, if the basic reproduction number, Ro>1 
and the community is large but the outbreak is 
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initiated by only one (or a few) initial infectives, it 
should be possible that, by chance, the epidemic 
never takes off. 
     Taylor and Karlin (1998), stated that a 
deterministic model predicts a single outcome from a 
given set of circumstances while stochastic model 
predicts a set of possible outcomes weighted by their 
likelihoods or probabilities.  
     Furthermore, deterministic model is specified by 
a set of equations that describe exactly how the 
system will evolve over time. In a stochastic model, 
the evolution is at least random and if the process is 
run several times, it will not give identical results. 
Different runs of a stochastic process are often called 
realization of the process. Deterministic modelling 

gives the same exact results for a particular set of 
inputs; no matter how many times the model is 
calculated (Kenton, 2019). Here, the mathematical 
properties are known and there is only one set of 
specific values and only one answer or solution to a 
problem. With a deterministic model, the uncertain 
factors are external to the model. Stochastic 
modelling on the other hand, is inherently random, 
and the uncertain factors are built into the model. 
The model produces many answers, estimations and 
outcome- like adding variables to a complex 
mathematics problem in order to see their different 
effects on the solution. The same process is then 
repeated many times under various scenarios 

 

1.1 Aim and Objectives 

     The aim of the work is to formulate an SDE 
model for the transmission of a typical infectious 
disease. The specific objectives of this seminar are: 
(i) To present an SDE model of the transmission 
dynamics of a typical infectious disease 
(ii) To formulate an SDE of the transmission of 
infectious disease 
(iii) To simulate the resulting model using the 
Euler-Maruyama method 
 

2. 0 Review of some stochastic epidemic models 

A lot of works has been done in stochastic epidemic 
modelling. Tuckwell and William (2006) formulated 
some properties of a simple stochastic epidemic 
model of the Susceptible Infected Recovered (SIR) 
type. The model is Markovian of the SIR type in 
which the total population is constant and individual 
meet a random number of other individuals at each 
time step. In the model with a finite recovery time R, 
simulations revealed large variability in both the 
total number of infected individuals and in the total 
duration of the epidemic, even when the variability 
in number of contacts per day is small. In the case of 
no recovery, , a formal diffusion 
approximation was obtained for the number of cases 
infected. 
Lopez-Herrero (2013) formulated an epidemic 
transmission on Susceptible-Exposed-Infective-
Recovered (SEIR) stochastic models with non-linear 
incidence rate. Within a stochastic frame work, two 
random variables were defined to describe the 
variation of the number of secondary cases produced 
by an index case of a closed population. 
Computational algorithms were presented in order to 
characterize both random variables. He stated that a 

possible extension of his paper could be to study the 
epidemic expansion when control measures such as 
vaccination or isolation are implemented. 
Rao (2014) developed a dynamic analysis of a 
stochastic SIR epidemic. He assumed that stochastic 
perturbations are of a white noise type which is 
directly proportional to the distance of three 
variables from the steady state values, respectively. 
By constructing suitable Lyapunov functions and 
applying Itô’s formula, some qualitative properties 
were obtained. Finally, he deducted that when the 
intensities of noise satisfy some conditions and are 
not sufficiently large, the population of the stochastic 
model may be stochastically permanent. 
Allen (2008) formulated a primer on stochastic 
epidemic models. The paper focused on the 
formulation, numerical simulation and analysis of 
stochastic epidemic model. Specially, models were 
formulated for continuous – time Markov chain and 
stochastic differential equations. Some well – known 
examples were used for illustration and analytical 
methods for approximating the probability of a 
disease outbreak were also discussed. 
Gamboa and Lopez – Herrero (2018) formulated the 
number of periodic inspections during outbreaks of 
discrete – time stochastic Susceptible-Infective-
Susceptible (SIS) epidemic model. The underlying 
Mathematical model involves a discrete   time 
Markov chain with a single absorbing state, the 
number of inspections in an outbreak is a first 
passage time into this absorbing state. Cumulative 
probabilities were numerically determined from a 
recursive algorithm and expected value comes from 
explicit expressions. 
3.1 A Model for the transmission of infectious 
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disease. 

Consider a typical Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-
Recovered (SEIR) epidemic model whose dynamics 

of transmission is represented in the deterministic 
flow diagram in in Figure 1

.  
  βIS  Ƙ  ɤ  
λ     
 µ µ µ µ 
 

 

Figure 1: Dynamics of spread of a typical SEIR epidemic 
 
The parameters used in the model are explained in Table 1. 
Table 1: Parameters in the model 

Parameter Meaning 

S Susceptible  

E Exposed 

I Infected 

R Recovered 

λ  Natural birth rate 
µ  Natural death rate 

β  Transmission rate from susceptible to exposed 

K Transmission rate from exposed to infected 
γ  Recovery rate from infected to recovered 

 

3.2 Assumption of the model 

     We made the following assumptions: 
i. Members of the susceptible populations can move to 

the infected populations via interaction. 
ii. Members of the infected populations can as well 

move to the susceptible populations via treatment. 
iii. It is assumed that there is no immigration of the 

recovered. Individuals leaves the populations 
through natural death. 
     Consequently, we have the following model 
equations from figure 1: 
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Equation (1) can be written as: 
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     Equation (2) is a system of ODE. We applied the 
modelling procedure by Allen et. al.(2008).  
Now, a typical SDE can be given by: 

tttt dWtXdttXdX ),(),( σµ +=    

  (3) 
Equation (3) is an SDE whose results is an Ito 
process where ),( tX tµ and ),( tX tσ are called the 

drift and the volatility coefficients respectively of the 
SDE.  tX  is a stochastic process evolving over the 

time t and tdW is the Weiner process.  

     We derive the stochastic model from the 
deterministic counterpart presented in equation (2). 

I(t) R(t) 
S(t) E(t) 
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The transition probabilities for equation (2) is as shown in Table 1
. 
Table 2: Transition table and their probabilities  

Change Probability Event 

T]0001[  tp ∆= λ1  Birth of a susceptible individual. 

T]0001[−  tSp ∆= µ2  Susceptible dies natural death 

T]0011[−  tISp ∆= β3  Susceptible becomes exposed 

T]0010[ −  tEp ∆= µ4  Exposed dies natural death. 

T]1010[ −  tKEp ∆=5  Exposed becomes infected. 

T]0100[ −  tIp ∆= µ6  Infected dies natural death due to the disease. 

T]1100[ −  tIp ∆= γ7  Infected becomes recovered. 

T]1000[ −  tRp ∆= µ8  Recovered dies natural death. 

From Table2, T]0001[ for example, represents the 
birth of one Susceptible individual into the 
population while T]1010[ −  represents the event that 
one exposed individual become infected. Other 
events follows similar interpretation. 
     Now, the drift coefficient according to Allen 
(2008) is given by: 

=          

  (4) 
where  and  are the 

random changes and the transition probabilities defined in the Table 1. 
That is: 
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Hence, the drift vector
→

F  of order 4x1, is given by: 
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Similarly, the covariance matrix which is the volatility coefficient is defined by:   
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Multiplying the covariance Matrix, we have 
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      Which therefore implies 
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Therefore, the covariance matrix V of order 4x4 is given by 
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Consequently, the resulting stochastic differential equation model of the equivalent ordinary differential 
equation model in equation (2) is: 
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where 
→

F and 
→

V are as defined in equation (5) and (6) respectively. 
 
 
4. Numerical Simulation 

     There are several stochastic numerical schemes 
for the simulation of stochastic differential equations 
such as the Euler Maruyama scheme, Milstein 
scheme, stochastic Runge-Kutta schemes to mention 
but a few. For this work, the multi-dimensional 
Euler-Maruyama scheme was used to simulate the 
SDE in equation (8) 
     The Euler-Maruyama method is a numerical 
method used for discrete approximation of the Ito 
process such as equation (3). For a given 

discretization of the interval [ ]T,0 the Euler-
Maruyama approximation is a continuous time 
stochastic process satisfying the iterative scheme: 

))(,())(,( 111 nnnnnnnnnn WWYtttYtYY −+−+= +++ σµ  

  (9)    
for 1...2,1,0 −= Nn initial conditions

. 
Results 

The resulting model in equation (8) was simulated 
using the E-M scheme in (9) using the values  

Indicated in Table 3 for a population of 150

. 
Table 3: Table of values for the parameters 
Parameter Values 

S N-(E+I+R) = 132  

E 12 

I 10 

R 0 

λ  0.5 

µ  0.05 

β  0.01 

γ  0.1 

γ  Recovery rate from infected to 
recovered 

 The results for the simulations using these values is shown Figure1. 
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Conclusion 

     The dynamics of the spread of infectious disease 
can be effectively modelled in form of a stochastic 
differential equations. The drift vector in equation 
(5) and the covariance matrix in equation (6) 
represents the basic property of an SDE. The 

randomness mimicking the uncertainties in the 
dynamic of transmission is effectively captured. The 
spread reached its peak within time interval 0=100 
with less than 80 infective and was still spreading 0-
20 time units.  
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Abstract: 

As a constitutional requirement, it is the statutory responsibility of local government as the third tier of 

government to cater for the people at the grass root level which forms the preponderant majority of the 

teaming population of the whole country. It is universally acknowledged that no meaningful economic 

planning and development can be made without finance. Determining the key roles of finance managers and 

processes of financial management is central to better fiscal outcomes. This paper examines how finance of 

local government has been accounted for using Aboh-Mbaise Local Government of Imo Stateas a case study. 

It primarily evaluates the roles, powers and challenges of the treasury department of Aboh-Mbaise local 

government.It reveals that lack of adequate technical capacity and constitutional loopholes associated with 

the creation of the state and local government joint accounts are the key factors affecting efficient and 

effective systems of accounting financial dealings in the local government. The paper recommends that 

financial autonomy and improved technical capacity of treasury department of Aboh-Mbaise would promote 

sound system of accounting financial statement in the local government 

 

Keywords:Economic Planning, Financial Management, Fiscal Outcomes, Local    Government, 

Statutory Responsibility,  

 

Introduction 
     As we examine the complex processes of 
recording and analyzing financial transactions of 
local government which culminate in the production 
of a summary control statement we need to bear in 
mind that in this paper the central issue is mainly on 
duties of the Treasury Department of Aboh-Mbaise 
Local Government that are charged with the 
responsibility of handlingaccounting functions and 
recording financial statement. As a matter of fact, the 
duties of the Treasury department cannot be defined 
in isolation with the functions of local government 
itself. It is therefore reasonable to highlight briefly 
how and why Local Governments are created. 
Generally, there are three tie of governments in 
Nigeria. These are the Federal, State and the Local 
Governments. 
     In conformity with provision of section 7, 
subsection (1) of the 1979 constitution, the 
government of every state of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria is empowered to create Local Government 

under it Local Government Law/Edict which will 
provide for the establishment, structure, 
composition, finance and functions of such Councils. 
Accordingly subsection (3) of the same Section 7 of 
the constitution also provided that it shall be the duty 
of a local government to participate in economic 
planning and development of its area of authority. It 
is a universally acknowledged fact that no 
meaningful economic planning and development can 
be made without finance. While the Federal and the 
state governments are responsible for development at 
the National and the State levels respectively, it is 
the statutory responsibility of local government as 
the third tier of government to cater for the people at 
the grass root level which forms the preponderant 
majority of the teaming population of the whole 
country. 
     As an entity that deals with public finance 
management, development outcomes in their areas of 
jurisdictions are contingent upon how efficient the 
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fund entrusted to it is largely managed. Therefore, 
this paper provides a critical review of financial 
management of local government in Nigeria with a 
view to identify the underling challenges facing the 
third tier of government.  
 
Following this background, the paper is structured as 
follow. Section 2 deals with the function of the local 
government while section 3 provides insights on the 
sources of revenue to the local government. In 
section 4, accounting systemin the local government 
are explored. Section 5 specifically focused on the 
actors and institutions of the treasury department. 
Section 6 deals with revenue collection and its 
control mechanisms and budget process in the local 
government department while the challenges of 
financial management in the local government and 
conclusion are contained in the last sections. 
 
Functions of a Local Government    

      As creation of the Law, the statutory functions of 
local government councils are defined in the fourth 
schedule of the 1979 constitution which includes 
collection of revenue to meet commitments for 
economic planning and development of its area. 
While the local government council is concerned 
with policy matters on revenue collection and 
disbursements, it is the responsibility of the Treasury 
Department to translate such decisions into concrete 
action. It may be stated therefore, that the main 
duties of the Treasury Department of a local 
government are virtually financial duties of the local 
government. 
 
Sources of Revenue 

     Unlike the Federal and the State Governments, 
the Local Government has three main sources of 
revenue. These are (i) External Revenue, (ii) 
Internally Generated Revenue and (iii) Loans.In 
accordance with the provisions of Section 7 of the 
1979 Constitution sub-sections (4) and (5), both the 
Federal and the State governments are enjoined by 
Law to make and pay statutory allocations to the 
local governments in furtherance of their statutory 
obligations in their respective areas of authorities. 
The enactment of this vital provision in the 
constitution is designed to make the Local 
Government sufficiently and financially capable to 
provide for the overwhelming populace at the 
grassroots.   
      An emerging trend from the above constitutional 
requirement is that the states hardly release the funds 

to the local governments making it difficult for them 
to carry out their statutory functions. The recent 
decision of the Federal Government to send the 
Federal Statutory Allocations and the Deduction 
from source of the 10% allocation payable by the 
states to the local governments with a view to 
making direct payment to the local governments is a 
welcome decision. However, the creation of state 
and local government joint account as proscribed by 
the 1999 constitution of Nigeria suggests that the 
federal government lacks the power to do so. At best, 
it may require the amendment of the constitution by 
two third majority of the parliament. Nevertheless, 
there are other sources of revenue to the local 
government as enumerated below. 
 
Local Government Accounting System. 

     As a distinct process accounting can broadly, be 
defined as a comprehensive system of recording and 
analysing of financial transactions. In the private 
sector, its primary objective has been to help 
management to keep record of their stewardship for 
the benefit of the shareholders or proprietors of an 
enterprise. To them accounting provides an 
invaluable guidance as to the profitability of their 
enterprise and the direction to which it is moving by 
revealing to them significant trend in profit or loss 
and the financial position. 
When accounting applies to government transactions 
and establishments it developes online required to 
satisfy the accountability tenets of government. 
Since the basic aim of accountability is to ensure that 
budgeted votes are not exceeded the prime 
requirement of government accounting becomes an 
accounting for cash receipts and disbursements 
according to budget classifications so as to reveal 
readily the cash balances available at any time under 
the various heads and sub-heads of the approved 
budget. In local as in State or Federal Government 
accounting is simply a system of recording receipts 
and disbursements based upon the provisions of the 
annual approved budget. 
 
Local Government Treasurer and Treasury 

Department. 

     As in the federal and state governments which 
maintain various ministries, there are various 
departments in a local government.  The treasury 
department is one of such departments which act as 
the ministry of finance for the council. The 
department is the golden animal that lays the golden 
egg applied for economic planning and development 
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of the areas in local government structure. 
The Treasurer as the Financial Director of the Local 
Government has the responsibility of ensuring 
proper working of the treasury and the financial 
requirement of the council. The treasurer also 
ensures that proper system of departmental and store 
accounts are successfully maintained. More so, the 
treasurer and his subordinate staff are personally 
responsible for errors in accounting and/or incorrect 
and unauthorized expenditure. Specifically, other 
normal duties of the treasury are delegated duties of 
the Local government which include: 
i. Preparation of Annual Budget for 

consideration of the finance/general 
purposescommittee and subsequent approval 
by approving authority. 

ii.  Collection of external and internal revenue, 
issuing receipts in acknowledgement  thereof 
and making payment of such moneys into the 
bank accounts of the local  government 
promptly. 

iii. Disbursement of funds. It is the responsibility 
of the treasury to make all payments out of 
local government funds and ensure that such 
payments are legitimate and properly 
authorized after ensuring that adequate 
provisions are in the approved budget to 
accommodate the liability. 

iv.  Keeping of prescribed accounts books. 
v.  Monthly reconciliation of accounts. It is the 

responsibility of the treasury to reconcile  the cash 
book with the bank monthly statements of account 
to ensure correctness and  thus prevent avoidable 
loss of fund. 

vi.  Keeping custody of all documents and items 
of property of the local government. 

vii.  Processing all applications for supplementary 
budget and reallocation of funds. 

viii. Keeping and supplying revenue earning 
receipt books for collection of revenue. 

ix.  Maintaining and keeping of files for all 
revenue collectors to prevent fraudulent  
 practices. 

x.  Keeping revenue collection progress chart to 
know the progress of collection of revenue 
 under the various heads and subheads of 
revenue estimates. 

xi.  Checking the accounts of the revenue 
collectors as often as possible and report to the 
 council any instance where a collector fails to 
collect or pay promptly to the treasury  any sum 
due. This is with a view to preventing fraud and 

the attendant loss of revenue. 
xii.  To see that all advances are retired in 

accordance with the conditions under which they 
 were authorized. 

xiii. Given advice to the local government on the 
cash flow situation showing probable  receipts 
and payments as compared with the estimated 
provisions in the budget. 

xiv. Presentation of annual financial statement of 
accounts at the end of every financial  year 
and submit his books of account for auditing and 
taking prompt action on  audit queries. 

xv.  Initiating measures to boast  collection 
revenue by: 

(a) Revising upwards the various rates, 
fees and fines in urban areas sophisticated 
system of tenant rating can be introduced. 

(b) Adequate machinery for collection on 
both personnel and materials. 

xvi. Keeping books relating to collection of 
revenue and disbursement of account up to date 
 in strict compliance with provisions of the 
financial memoranda of the local  government. 

 

The Local Government Books of Account  

In the local government finance management, there 
are three key books of account. These include the 
main cash books, the adjusted records and the ledger. 
 

The Main Cash Books:  A book or record in which 
bank cash transactions are recorded. These include 
receipts from customers and payments to supplier as 
well as bank charges, interest received etc. Is a type 
of day book, recording transactions in date order; the 
balance will be included in the trial balance. The 
cash book is regularly reconciled with the bank 
statement as an internal control check. Cash 
transactions not made through the bank are generally 
recorded in a petty-cash book 
 

The Adjustment Records/ Entries:  

     These areentries made at a balance-sheet date 
under an accrual accounting system to ensure that 
income and expenditure of the concerned are 
included in the correct period.  Examples of 
adjustments include those made for depreciation, 
prepayments, accruals etc. 
 

The Ledger includes the following accounts are 
records: 

(i)The general revenue balance account. 
(ii) The advance account. 
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(iii) The deposit account. 
(iv)The suspense account. 
(v)The cash and bank combined account. 

(vi) The investment account 
(vii) The fixed deposit account. 
(viii) The saving banks account. 
(ix)The renewal fund deposit account. 
(x)The renewals investment account. 

(xi)The reserve fund accounts 
(xii)The reserve fund investments accounts 

Subsidiary Accounts. 
(a)The Department Votes Revenue Accounts 
(DVRA) 

(b)The Department Votes Expenditure Accounts 
(DVEA) 
(c)Individual Advance Account  
(d)Individual Deposit Account 
(e)Individual Suspense account 
(f)The Investment Register 
 

Machinery for Revenue Collection & Budget 

Process in the Local Government 
     Since the treasury department is in charge of the 
funds of the local government, the responsibilities of 
the department rest solely on the treasurer as the 
Chief Financial Officer and his subordinate officers. 
The success or otherwise of the local government 
depends largely on the efficiency and effectiveness 
of its treasury department. Therefore, there are 
academic and professional qualities required from 
the treasury department. These include Interest and 
unalloyed loyalty, accountability, diligence, 
transparency and honesty, God-fearing and ability to 
control. 
     Nevertheless, the ability of local government to 
effectively carry out its financial obligation requires 
some of these basic fundamentals. 
Good Leadership 
     A good treasurer must be endowed with qualities 
of a good leader enumerated above. 
Adequate Treasury Personnel 
     For effective duties, the treasury must be 
adequately staffed. The efficiency of the treasury 
department depends on quality and quantity of its 
subordinate officers who deal directly with the 
people at the grassroots. 
Provision of Adequate Vehicles 
     For effective collection of revenue, adequate 
vehicles must be provided to the treasury 
department. Inadequate men and materials are some 
of the constraints militating against efficiency and 
effectiveness of most local government treasury 

department. 
Legalization of Collection and adoption of Bye-

Laws 
     For effective and efficient collection of local 
government revenues by-laws relating to various 
heads of revenue must be made and adopted as the 
case may. An efficient and effective financial officer 
will ensure that all bye-laws pertaining to smooth 
administration of duties in the treasury are adequate. 
Cooperation of law enforcement Agents. 

Cooperation of the court and the police is essential 
for the effectiveness of revenue generations. 
Preparation of Budget 
The annual budget is made up of: 
Revenue Estimates:  

     The treasury department has the majority 
responsibility to prepare and forecast figures of 
various heads and subheads of the revenue basing 
their estimated figures on the actual collection in the 
preceding years. 
Expenditure Estimates:  

     With effect from         September of the year 
immediately preceding the year of estimates, the 
treasury department has the responsibility to issue 
call-circulars to the various spending departments of 
the local governments requesting their advance 
proposals for the draft estimates. These proposals 
will be collated into the draft budget for 
consideration of the finance/general purposes 
committee pending subsequent approval by the 
approving authority. Hitherto the estimates will be 
subject to prior consideration by the budget 
committee of the state government. But with the new 
autonomy, the final approval of the annual budget 
now rests with the local government. In normal 
circumstance the budgetary meeting should be held 
before the end of December of the year immediately 
preceding the year of estimate so as to get a final 
budget ready for the year which as at now begins on 
1st January. 
Revenue Collection and Expenditure Control 

     It is important to prepare a fine and robust budget, 
but it is more important to ensure that revenue 
resources are adequately tapped to meet up and 
possibly exceed the targets. The treasury as the 
watchdog of the finances should also ensure that 
necessary controls are made with a view to making 
judicious spending. 
 

Keeping of Account Books 

     Keeping of all relevant account books in 
conformity with the provisions of financial 
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memoranda is a major responsibility of the treasury 
department. These include daily and monthly 
transactions. Strict adherence to rules, facilitates and 
preparation of annual accounts. 
Monthly Reconciliation of Accounts 

    This is another important responsibility of the 
treasury department and it is a sure safeguard against 
fraud. Monthly statements of accounts should be 
called for from the local government bankers as soon 
as a month ends for reconciliation. 
Keeping of Revenue Collection Chart 

     This ensures in-flow of revenue as progress or 
otherwise of any revenue subhead can easily be 
detected with a view to taking necessary action to 
remedy the situation. 
Keeping of Revenue Collection Files 

The treasury maintains file for every revenue 
collector with a view to: 

(a) Monitoring his/her progress of revenue 
collection. 

(b) Ensuring that he/she accounts promptly for 
all revenue collected. 
(c) Guarding against fraudulent practices and 

preventing avoidable loss of revenue. 
Preparation of Final Accounts 

     Just as it is responsible for the budgetary actions 
of its local government, it is equally incumbent upon 
the treasury department to prepare Annual Financial 
Statements (AFS) as immediately as a financial year 
ends. 
Preparation of Audit 

     After final accounts have been made, the treasury 
will ensure that copies are sent to the Director of 
Audit of the State Department. The receipt of the 
final accounts of the local government by the audit 
department connotes that the accounts are ready for 
auditing when all account books are released by the 
treasury department for examination. Thereafter, the 
treasury department will ensure that all audit queries 
are addressed promptly.  
 

Challenges of Financial Management and Its 

System of Accounting Financial Statement of 

Aboh-Mbaise Local Government 

     Critical examination of the financial management 
systems in the Nigeria’s local government indicates 
that there are a number of challenges affecting 
accounting financial statement of local government. 
These ranges from institutional constraints to lack of 
adequate capacity to manage local government 
treasury. As argued by Ekweremadu (2012), poor 
financial management in the local government in 
Nigeria is derived from the creation of the state and 
local government joint account as founded by section 
162 sub-section 6 of the 1999 
constitution.Ehigiamusoe and Jumare (2013) also 
noted that section 162 empowers the state to spend 
and allocate at its will to the local government. This 
dangerous trend has remained one of the main 
challenges of delivering public goods to the 
citizenry. Local government councils in Nigeria also 
lack technical and managerial capacities required to 
deliver public goods. This has been the reason for 
the growing concern for a careful review of some of 
these clauses in the Nigerian constitution. 
 
Conclusion 

As stated earlier, all financial duties of a local 
government are the lawful responsibilities of its 
treasury department. The success or otherwise of 
local government depends on the efficiency of its 
treasury department. As money is the livewire of any 
organisation so also the treasury department is the 
pivot on which the structure of a local government 
depends for sustenance. If the constitution is able to 
create autonomy of the local government, the local 
government will be better as an effective third tier of 
government which will ultimately improve welfare. 
Consequently, this paper therefore recommends that 
the local government must wage war against major 
constraint militating against it. This implies that the 
government should focus on granting financial 
autonomy to the local government, entrench 
responsible leadership, adequate personnel and the 
provision of adequate materials such as sound 
operational vehicles which are essential for revenue 
collection. 
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